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1 PARSCALE Overview
1.1 Introduction
The PARSCALE program developed in the early 1990s by Eiji Muraki (then from Educational
Testing Service) and R. Darrell Bock (University of Chicago), implements a powerful extension
of Item Response Theory (IRT) measurement methods ranging from binary-item analysis to multiple-category and rating-scale items.
PARSCALE was originally developed with large-scale social surveys and educational assessments
in mind. More recently, however, the program has become a popular tool for a wider variety of
applications, seeing use by governmental statistical agencies, marketing researchers, policy and
management consultants, and investigators of the many different “classical” (psychological, sociological, educational, medical) assessment studies. Its flexibility and the wealth of information
it can provide have kept it in regular use by researchers around the world.

The program can handle a great diversity of data types. The simple survey is probably the most
common of these. In such a case, items are rated in a common set of categories (known to behavioral scientists as a “Likert”-type scale). Whereas the original Likert approach assigned arbitrary,
successive integer values to the categories, the IRT procedures implemented in PARSCALE estimate optimal, empirical values for the boundaries between categories. These boundaries, as well
as item locations and respondent scores, can all be represented as points along the latent dimension of measurement. Tests that utilize this type of data might be behavioral surveys in which the
answers are “always,” “sometimes,” “often,” or “never”; expressions of opinion such as “agree,”
“undecided,” or “disagree”; or ratings of status, as perhaps a physician using “critical", “stable,”
“improved,” or “symptom-free” as levels of evaluation.
For instruments of assessment, PARSCALE can also be used to analyze rating-scale items (such as
open-ended essay questions) and multiple-choice items. With multiple-choice, simple “rightwrong” scoring and analysis is achieved by treating items as if only two categories are available
(collapsing all wrong choices into a single category). However, if more information is desired,
the choices can remain separated within each item so that the identity of the chosen alternative is
retained during the analysis. In this way, information on wrong responses can be recovered for
detailed analysis. The effects of guessing can also be included in the analysis.
Often an instrument will consist of a mixture of item types, some having common categories and
some with unique categories. PARSCALE handles this kind of diversity by allowing items to be
assigned to “blocks” within which the item categories are common. Any item that has unique
category definitions will be assigned to its own block. An educational test, for example, may
contain open-ended exercises rated in five categories in one block and multiple-choice items in
another block.
PARSCALE’s multiple-group capability adds the options of Differential Item Functioning (DIF)

analysis for trends between groups or over time, and Rater’s-Effect analysis in order to allow for
rater bias or differences in rater severity. PARSCALE allows for both easier manipulation of the
command (syntax) file and more efficient review of the output files.
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1.2 The PARSCALE interface
This section describes those elements in the user’s interface that may not be immediately clear to
the user or that behave in a somewhat nonstandard way.







Main menu bar
Workspace
Run menu
Output menu
Font option
Window menu

1.2.1 Main menu
At the center of the interface is the main menu bar, which adapts to the currently active function.
For example, when you start the program, the menu bar shows only the menu choices File, View,
and Help.

However, as soon as you open a PARSCALE output file or any other text file (by using the File
menu), the Windows and Edit options show up on the menu bar. At the same time, the File
menu choices are expanded with selections like Save and Save As. In addition, the View menu
now includes a Font option following the Status Bar and Toolbar options.

The opening of an existing PARSCALE command (*.psl) file, or starting a new one, adds additional choices to the main menu bar: the Output, Run, and Workspace menus.
Note that you can open only one command file at a time. If you want to paste some part from an
existing command file in your current one, opening the old file will automatically close the current one. After you copy the selection you want to the clipboard, you have to reopen the *.psl file
for pasting.
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Note also that, by choosing “All Files (*.*)” in the Open File dialog box, score files, parameter
files, or other files created during the run can be reviewed.
1.2.2 Workspace
The Workspace option on the main menu bar provides access to a dialog box that shows the current values that are reserved for the numeric and the character workspace.

The defaults are 50 Kbytes for character workspace and 200 KBytes for the numeric workspace.
Most problems will run with these settings. If there is insufficient workspace for an analysis to
finish, the program will alert you with a message box and you will find a message at the end of
the output file. For example:
***** NOT ENOUGH SPACE--

1024 4 BYTES LOCATIONS EXHAUSTED *****

When you encounter such a message, increase the workspace and run the problem again. Remember that the changes remain in effect until you change the settings again. Allocating too
much workspace may slow down your analysis, or other programs that are running simultaneously, so increase the workspace in reasonable steps. If a run is successful, the program reports at
the end of the output file how much memory it actually used. The values are reported in bytes
and you should divide them by 1024 to arrive at the values for the numbers used in the Workspace dialog box.
1.2.3 Run menu
The Run menu includes you the option to run All Phases of the program or to run them one at
the time. If you opt for the latter, remember that the different program phases build on each other. In other words, you need calibration (Phase 2) before you can do the scoring (Phase 3). That
is why the program interface disallows the possibility of running the phases out of order.
9

If you have a new (or changed) command file, initially only Phase 0, Phase 1 and All Phases are
enabled on the Run menu.

When you run an analysis by clicking on one of the options under the Run menu, the current
command file will first be saved, if you made any changes. You can easily tell if a command file
has changed by looking at the filename above the menu bar. An asterisk after the filename shows
that the current file has changed but has not been saved yet.
Once all phases have been completed, the Plot option, providing access to the graphics procedure described in Chapter 2, is enabled.
1.2.4 Output menu
By using the Output menu, you can open the output files for the four different program phases,
named with the file extensions ph0, ph1, ph2, and ph3, respectively. Always check the end of
each output file to see if it reports: NORMAL END. If it does not, something went wrong and the
output file should include some information on that.

1.2.5 Font option
The Font option on the View menu displays the Font dialog box with the fonts that are available
on your system. You may use different fonts for command and output files. At installation, they
are both set to a special Arial Monospace font that ships with the program. To keep the tables in
the output aligned, you should always select a monospace or fixed pitch font where all the characters in the font have the same width. Once you select a new font, that font becomes the default
font. This gives you the option to select a font (as well as font size and font style) for your command (*.psl) files that is different from the one for your output (*.ph*) files as a quick visual
reminder of the type of file.
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1.2.6 Window menu
The Window menu is only available when you have at least one file open. You can use the CtrlTab key combination to switch between open files, or use the Window menu to arrange the open
files (cascade, tile). If you have several or all output (*.ph*) files open for a particular analysis,
you could use the Window menu to arrange them for convenient switching.

1.3 Command syntax
Commands employ the general syntax:
>NAME KEYWORD1=n, KEYWORD2=(list), …, OPTION1….

The following general rules apply.









A greater-than sign (>) must be entered in column 1 of the first line of a command and
followed without a space by the command name.
All command names, keywords, options, and keyword values must be entered in UPPER
CASE.
Command names, keywords, and options may be entered in full or abbreviated to the first
three characters.
At least one space must separate the command name from any keywords or options.
All keywords and options must be separated by commas.
The equals sign is used to set a keyword equal to a value, which may be integer, real, or
character. A real value must contain a decimal point. A character string must be enclosed
in single quotes if:
it contains more than eight characters
11




it begins with a numeral
it contains blanks, commas, semicolons, or slashes

Example:
DFNAME=’EXAMPL0l.DAT’, TNAME=’20-ITEMS’.

A keyword may be vector valued; i.e., set equal to a list of integer, real, or character constants,
separated by commas or spaces, and enclosed in parentheses.
If the list is an arithmetic progression of integer or decimal numbers, the short form,
first(increment)last, may be used. Thus, a selection of items 1,3,7,8,9,10,15 may be entered as
1,3,7(1)10,15. Real values may be used in a similar way.
If the values in the list are equal, the form, value(0)number of values, may be used. Thus,
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 maybe entered as 1.0(0)5.





The italic elements in the command format description are variables that the user needs to
replace.
Command lines may not exceed 128 columns. Continuation on one or more lines is permitted. See Section 1.3.6 for more information.
Filenames, including the path, may not exceed 128 characters, including path to file.
Each command terminates with a semicolon (;). The semi colon functions as the command
delimiter; it signals the end of the command and the beginning of a new command.

Related topics
For information on the order of commands and keywords associated with each command, please
see Section 1.3.1.
1.3.1 Order of commands
The table below lists all available PARSCALE commands in their necessary order. This order is
also used in the remainder of this section of the user’s guide. Commands marked as “required”
must appear in the command file for each problem setup. All other commands are optional. In
other words, at a minimum the command file should start with two TITLE lines, followed by the
FILES, INPUT, TEST (or SCALE), BLOCK, CALIB, and SCORE command lines. Note that INPUT
and the variable format statement may be followed by data. The variable format statement is also
required in the command file when raw data are read in from an external file.
Note that, in the remainder of this chapter, the commands are discussed in alphabetical order, and
not in the required order as shown below.
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Table 8.1: Order of PARSCALE commands
Required
*

Command Keywords

Options

TITLE
COMMENT

*

*

*

*

*

*

FILES

DFNAME=<name>, FNAME=<name>,
CFNAME=<name>, FNAME=<name>,
OFNAME=<name>, NFNAME=<name>

SAVE

MASTER=<name>, CALIB=<name>,
PARM=<name>, SCORE=<name>,
FIT=<name>, COMBINE=<name>,
INFORMATION=<name>

INPUT

NTEST=n, LENGTH=(list),
NFMT=n, SAMPLE=n, TAKE=n,
NIDCH=n, NTOTAL=n, INOPT=n,
COMBINE=n, MGROUP/MRATER=n,
NRATER=(list), R-INOPT=n

SAVE

WEIGHT, GROUPLEVEL

(variable
format
statement)
TEST

TNAME=n, NBLOCK=n,
ITEMS=(list),INAME=(list),
INTERCEPT=(list), THRESHOLD=(list),
SLOPE=(list)

BLOCK

BNAME=(list), NITEMS=n, NCAT=n,
ORIGINAL=(list),
MODIFIED=(list),
CNAME=(list), CADJUST=n,
CATEGORY=(list), GPARM=(list),
GUESSING=(list), SCORING=(list),
REPEAT=n, SKIP=(list), RATER=(list),

MGROUP

GNAME=(list), GCODE=(list), DIF=(list),
REFERENCE=n,
COMMON=(list)

MRATER

RNAME=(list), RCODE=(list),
RATER=(list)

CALIB

SCALE=n, NQPT=n, DIST=n,
CYCLES=(list), CRIT=(list),
DIAGNOSIS=n, QRANGE=(list),
ITEMFIT=n, RIDGE=(list), NEWTON=n,
FREE=(list),

CSLOPE, NOCADJUST

GRADED/PARTIAL,
LOGISTIC/NORMAL,
POSTERIOR, FLOAT,
QPREAD, ESTORDER,
SPRIOR,TPRIOR,
GPRIOR, PRIORREAD,
NOCALIB, SKIPC,
ACCEL/NOACCEL,
CSLOPE, THRESHOLD,
NRATER
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*

QUADP

POINTS=(list),WEIGHTS=(list)

PRIORS

TMU=(list), TSIGMA=(list), SMU=(list),
SSIGMA=(list),
GMU=(list), GSIGMA=(list),

SOPTION

SCORE

NQPT=n, DIST=n, QRANGE=(list),
SMEAN=n, SSD=n, NAME=n, PFQ=n,
ITERATION=(list),
SCORING=(list)

PRINT, QPREAD,
NOSCORE, SAMPLE,
EAP/WML/MLE,
RESCALE, NOADJUST,
FlT, NRATER

QUADS

POINTS=(list),WEIGHTS=(list)

COMBINE

NAME=n, WEIGHTS=(list)

Notes





A series of commands from TEST to QUADS should be repeated for the number of subtests, specified by the NTEST keyword in the INPUT command.
The BLOCK command should be repeated for the number of blocks, specified by the
NBLOCK keyword in the TEST (or SCORE) command. Repetition of the BLOCK commands
can be shortened by utilizing the REPEAT keyword in the TEST (or SCORE) command.
The COMBINE command is optional and must be placed at the end of the PARSCALE
command file.

Related topics


Command syntax (Section 1.3)

1.3.2 BLOCK command
(Required)
Purpose
To provide a block name, and to identify the items that belong to block j in subtest or subscale i.
Format
>BLOCK BNAME=(list), NITEMS=n, NCAT=n, ORIGINAL=(list),
MODIFIED=(list),CNAME=(list), CATEGORY=(list), CADJUST=n,
GPARM=(list),GUESSING=(n, FIX/ESTIMATE),SCORING=(list),
REPEAT=n, SKIP=(list), RATER=(list),CSLOPE, NOCADJUST;
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Notes











There should be as many BLOCK commands as the total number of blocks specified with
the NBLOCK keyword on each TEST (or SCALE) command. These BLOCK commands are
required commands.
Each of the BLOCK commands provides a block name (BNAME), the number of items in
the block (NITEMS), the number of categorical responses that those items share (NCAT),
and the identification of those items. Categorical responses of the raw data are assumed to
be coded as consecutive integers, such as 1, 2, 3, and so forth. (Notice that the first categorical response is coded 1 instead of 0.) Use the ORIGINAL keyword to describe categorical responses that are coded differently in the input file.
The ORIGINAL and MODIFIED keywords may be used to re-order or concatenate the original categorical responses in the block. See the examples in Chapter 5.
The user may supply the initial values of the parameters for the estimation phase with the
CATEGORY keyword.
Block names or category names that
do not begin with a letter, or
contain blanks and/or special (non-alphanumeric) symbols, or
consist of more than 8 characters,
must be enclosed in single quotes.

Related topics



Examples of BLOCK commands
TEST/SCALE command: NBLOCK keyword (Section 1.3.15)

BNAME keyword
Purpose
To provide the block name, which may be up to eight characters in length. If the REPEAT
keyword is used, all values of the keywords including the block name are replicated for subsequent blocks. A user can supply unique block names for those replicated blocks by using
the BNAME keyword.
Format
BNAME= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nREPEAT )

Default
Supplied by program
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Related topics



BLOCK command: REPEAT keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands

CADJUST keyword
Purpose
To control the location adjustment: n sets the mean of the category parameters.
Format
CADJUST=n

Default
0.0.
Related topics


Examples of BLOCK commands

CATEGORY keyword
Purpose
To provide initial category parameter values for the estimation process. If the CATEGORY
keyword is supplied, but no values are specified, then the constant values from “scores for
ordinal or ranked data” (Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural, and Medical Research, R. A. Fisher & F. Yates, p. 66) substitute the default initial values of the category
parameters.
Format
CATEGORY= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMODIFIED )

Default
Supplied by program.
Related topics



BLOCK command: MODIFIED keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands
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CNAME keyword
Purpose
To provide a list of names for categories.
Format
CNAME= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMODIFIED )

Default
Blanks.
Related topics



BLOCK command: MODIFIED keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands

CSLOPE option
Purpose
To request the estimation of a single common slope parameter for all items in the block.
Format
CSLOPE

Related topics


Examples of BLOCK commands

GPARM keyword
Purpose
To provide guessing parameters that are used only for the correction of dichotomous item
response probabilities if GUESSING is specified. If GUESSING is specified, these guessing
parameters are used for the initial parameter values.
Format
GPARM= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMODIFIED )
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Default
0.0.
Related topics



BLOCK command: GUESSING keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands

GUESSING keyword
Purpose
To request the use of the item-response model with a lower asymptote (guessing) parameter,
g, where P* = g +(1 - g)P for the k-th response category and P* = (1- g)P for others. The
lower asymptote (guessing) parameters are estimated if ESTIMATE is specified; otherwise,
the probabilities of categorical responses are only corrected by fixed parameter values,
which are supplied by the item-parameter file or the keyword GPARM in the BLOCK command.
Format
GUESSING=(n,FIX/ESTIMATE)

Default
(2,FIX) (lower asymptote (guessing) parameters are not estimated)

Related topics



BLOCK command: GPARM keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands

MODIFIED keyword
Purpose
To provide a list of integers corresponding to the original response codes. The first category
should correspond to n = 1, not n = 0. The number of arguments should be equal to NCAT.
The program computes automatically the number of response categories after the modification, as specified by the MODIFIED keyword. If some categories are collapsed, making the
modified number less than NCAT, the modified number is used to read the keywords CNAME
and CATEGORY.
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Format
MODIFIED = ( n1 , n2 ,..., nNCAT )

Default
1 through NCAT
Related topics
BLOCK command: CNAME, CATEGORY, and NCAT keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands




NCAT keyword
Purpose
To provide the number of response categories in the block.
Format
NCAT=n

Default
2.
Related topics


Examples of BLOCK commands

NITEMS keyword
Purpose
To indicate the number of items in the block.
Format
NITEMS=n

Default
The number of items in the subtest (LENGTH on INPUT command).
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Related topics



Examples of BLOCK commands
INPUT command: LENGTH keyword

NOCADJUST option
Purpose
To omit the adjustment provided by the CADJUST keyword during the calibration.
Format
NOCADJUST

Related topics



BLOCK command: CADJUST keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands

ORIGINAL keyword
Purpose
To provide a list of the original categorical response codes (up to four characters each). The
number of arguments should be equal to NCAT.
Format
ORIGINAL= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nNCAT )

Default
1 through NCAT
Related topics



BLOCK command: NCAT keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands

RATER keyword
Purpose
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To provide the ratio of a rater variance and an error variance per item. This ratio is used for
the correction of the information function per item.
If “ n1 ” is specified, but no other “ n ” is specified, then the default values of those unspecified “ n ” are “ n1 ” (the first “ n ” value).
Format
RATER= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nNITEMS )

Default

n1 = 0
Related topics
Examples of BLOCK commands



REPEAT keyword
Purpose
To request the repetition of a BLOCK command. The ij-th BLOCK command will be automatically repeated n times. This option maybe used to estimate different category values for
each item (Samejima’s model).
Format
REPEAT=n

Default
0.
Related topics


Examples of BLOCK commands

SCORING keyword
Purpose
To specify the scoring function of the partial credit models using scoring function values.
Values can be fractional.
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Format
SCORING= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMODIFIED )

Default
1.0, 2.0, 3.0, ....
Related topics



BLOCK command: MODIFIED keyword
Examples of BLOCK commands

SKIP keyword
Purpose
To skip the parameter estimation for this particular block and use the parameter values supplied by a user or the program.








n1 : If the estimation of the slope parameters needs to be skipped, set this value to one,
otherwise 0.
n2 : If the estimation of the threshold parameters needs to be skipped, set this value to one,
otherwise 0.
n3 : If the estimation of the category parameters needs to be skipped, set this value to one,
otherwise 0.
n4 : If the estimation of the lower asymptote parameters needs to be skipped, set this value
to one, otherwise 0.
If the keyword SKIP appears without arguments, all of the parameter estimations are
skipped, that is, SKIP=(1,1,1,1). If no SKIP keyword appears, none of the parameter estimations is skipped, that is, SKIP=(0,0,0,0).

Format
SKIP= ( n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 )

Related topics


Examples of BLOCK commands

Examples of BLOCK commands


The four categorical responses are coded as A, B, C, and D and the user wants to concatenate the categories A and B as the first category. Note that NCAT specifies the number of
22

categories before the modification.
>BLOCK NCAT=4, ORIGINAL=(A,B,C,D), MODIFIED=(1,1,2,3)

The four categorical responses are coded as 1, 2, 3, and 4 and the user wants to reverse the
order of the categories. The ORIGINAL keyword is not really needed in this case, because it
specifies the default. Note the single quotes around the specified block name, due to the
presence of the hyphen.



>BLOCK BNAME=’OBS—RHET’, NCAT=4, ORIGINAL=(1,2,3,4), MODIFIED=(4,3,2,1);

1.3.3 CALIB command
(Required)
Purpose
To control the item and category parameter estimation and to specify prior distributions on
the parameters for subtest or sub-scale i.
Format
>CALIB
GRADED/PARTIAL, LOGISTIC/NORMAL, SCALE=n, NQPT=n, DIST=n,
CYCLES=(list), CRIT=(list), DIAGNOSIS=n, QRANGE=(list), ITEMFIT=n,
RIDGE=(list), NEWTON=n, POSTERIOR, FLOAT, QPREAD, ESTORDER,
SPRIOR,TPRIOR, GPRIOR, PRIORREAD, NOCALIB, SKIPC,
FREE=(t/NOADJUST,u/NOADJUST,REFERENCE/COMBINED,POSTERIOR/MLE),
ACCEL/NOACCEL, CSLOPE, THRESHOLD, NRATER;

Notes









This is a required command.
There should be as many CALIB commands as there are subtests, in the same order as the
TEST commands.
The values for both the CYCLES and CRIT keywords are positional. To change a default
value after the first position, blanks must be supplied for the earlier positions (delimited
by commas).
To use the same values for all the CRIT parameters, for instance 0.05, specify CRIT = 0.05,
without parentheses.
The CYCLES keyword may be used to limit the iterations. One reason would be to check
the problem setup. Another reason to do so is to check the convergence of the estimates.
Sometimes the priors specified for slopes and thresholds are not strict enough, preventing
some estimates from converging. In that case, save the intermediate estimates in an external file by specifying the PARM keyword in the SAVE command, and use these estimates
as starting values by specifying the IFNAME keyword in the FILES command in a following
run. Repeat this process until convergence of the parameters is reached.
For the DIF model, the optimal estimation process is obtained by specifying FREE=(0,1)
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and POSTERIOR.

Related topics
FILES command: IFNAME keyword (Section 1.3.6)
SAVE command: PARM keyword (Section 1.3.13)
TEST/SCALE command (Section 1.3.15)





ACCEL/NOACCEL option
Purpose
To specify whether or not the acceleration routine should be used after each cycle of the EM
iterations. ACCEL specifies that it will be used, while NOACCEL specifies that it will not be
used.
Format
ACCEL/NOACCEL

Default
NOACCEL

CRIT keyword
Purpose
To control the parameters of the iterative procedure.
Format
CRIT= (j,k,l,m,n,o)

where


j

Convergence criterion for EM cycles (ACRIT). (Default 0.001)



k



l



m

Convergence criterion for inner EM cycles of category parameter estimation. (Default equal to the ACRIT value above)
Convergence criterion for inner EM cycles of threshold parameter estimation. (Default equal to the ACRIT value above)
Convergence criterion for inner EM cycles of slope parameter estimation. (Default equal to the ACRIT value above)
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n



o

Convergence criterion for inner EM cycles of guessing parameter estimation. (Default equal to the ACRIT value above)
Convergence criterion for inner EM cycles of multiple-group parameter
estimation. (Default equal to the ACRIT value above)

CSLOPE option
Purpose
To request the estimation of a single common slope parameter for all items in the subtest.
Format
CSLOPE

CYCLES keyword
Purpose
To specify parameters for the EM cycles.
Format
CYCLES = (d,e,f,g,h,i)

where


d



e



f



g



h



i

The maximum number of EM cycles. (Default 10, if LENGTH < 50 (see INPUT
command, Section 1.3.7); 5, otherwise)
The maximum number of inner EM iterations of item and category parameter
estimation. (Default 1)
The maximum number of inner EM iterations of category parameter estimation. (Default 1)
The maximum number of inner EM iterations of item parameter estimation.
(Default 1)
The maximum number of inner EM iterations of the multiple rater parameter
estimation. (Default 1)
The minimum number of the inner EM iterations of item and category parameter estimation. (Default 1)

Related topics


INPUT command: LENGTH keyword (Section 1.3.7)

DIAGNOSIS keyword
Purpose
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To request diagnostic output and to specify the level of diagnostic output, from zero (no diagnostic out put) through 6 (maximum diagnostic output).

Format
DIAGNOSIS=n

where
n
n
n
n






= 0:
= 1:
= 2:
= 3 to 6:

Minimum printout of parameter estimates after each calibration cycle.
Summary statistics of parameter estimates after each calibration cycle.
Intermediate parameter estimates after each calibration cycle.
Detailed diagnostic printout for checking the program or computations.

Diagnostic output of higher numbers includes the printout of the lower ones. n = 3 or higher
is not recommended for normal use.
Default
0, no diagnostic output
DIST keyword
Purpose
To designate the type of prior distribution specified for the ability distribution in the population of respondents.
Format
DIST=n

where
n
n
n
n






= 1:
= 2:
= 3:
= 4:

Uniform distribution
Normal on equally spaced points
Normal on Gauss-Hermite points
User supplied

Default
2
ESTORDER option
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Purpose
To reverse the estimation order of the EM cycles. This implies that the item parameters will
be estimated before the category parameters, rather than the other way around.
Format
ESTORDER

FLOAT option
Purpose
To specify that the means of the prior distributions on the item parameters are estimated by
marginal maximum likelihood, along with the parameters. If this option does not appear, the
means are kept fixed at their specified values during estimation.
Format
FLOAT

Remark:
Standard deviations of the priors are fixed in either case. This option should not be invoked
when the data set is small and the items few. The means of the item parameters may drift indefinitely during the estimation cycles under these conditions.
FREE keyword
Purpose
To specify the posterior latent distributions to be used.








If the DIF model is chosen, a prior latent trait distribution is normally used for each subgroup. If the FREE keyword is specified, the posterior distribution is substituted for the
prior distribution.
If this keyword is specified with numerical values of t and u, the multiple posterior distributions are rescaled to mean t and standard deviation u. If NOADJUST is specified for either argument, no rescaling will be done with respect to mean or standard deviation or
both. The defaults are rescaling with t = 0.0 and u = 1.0.
If the third argument is COMBINED, the multiple posterior distributions are combined and
a total distribution is rescaled. Otherwise, only the reference group is rescaled to mean t
and standard deviation u and other groups are adjusted accordingly.
If the fourth argument is specified, the MLE scores are computed and used for the posterior
distributions. The MLE option is not generally recommended.
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Format
FREE=(t/NOADJUST,u/NOADJUST, REFERENCE/COMBINED, POSTERIOR/MLE)

Default
t=0.0, u=1.0, REFERENCE, POSTERIOR

GPRIOR option
Purpose
To request the use of a Beta prior distribution on the guessing parameter.
Format
GPRIOR

GRADED/PARTIAL option
Purpose
To specify the response model to be used: GRADED specifies the graded response model,
and PARTIAL specifies the partial credit model.
Format
GRADED/PARTIAL

ITEMFIT keyword
Purpose
To specify the number of frequency score groups to be used for the computation of item-fit
statistics. If the ITEMFIT value specified is greater than NQPT, the NQPT value specified will
replace the ITEMFIT value.
Format
ITEMFIT=n

Default
None
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Related topics
CALIB command: NQPT keyword



LOGISTIC/NORMAL option
Purpose
To specify the response function metric to be used: LOGISTIC specifies that the natural metric of the logistic response function is used in all calculations, while NORMAL specifies the
use of the metric of the normal response function (normal ogive model). This choice is effective only if the graded response model is used. For the partial credit model, only the logistic response function is available.
Format
LOGISTIC/NORMAL

NEWTON keyword
Purpose
To specify the maximum number of Newton-Gauss (Fisher scoring) iterations following the
EM cycles.
Format
NEWTON=n

Default
0.
NOCALIB option
Purpose
To request that the calibration of both item and category parameter estimation will be
skipped. This option permits tests to be scored from previously estimated parameters (see
FILES and INPUT commands in Sections 1.3.6 and 1.3.7).
Format
NOCALIB
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Related topics



FILES command (Section 1.3.6)
INPUT command (Section 1.3.7)

NQPT keyword
Purpose
To specify the number of quadrature points to be used in the EM and Newton estimation.
Format
NQPT=n

Default
30.
NRATER option
Purpose
To specify that the correction for the information function, specified with the RATER keyword on the BLOCK command, is not to be used for calibration.
Format
NRATER

Related topics


BLOCK command: RATER keyword (Section 1.3.2)

POSTERIOR option
Purpose
To specify the computation of the posterior distribution after the M-step in the EM cycle, in
addition to normally doing so after the E-step. This allows the expected proportions computed in each succeeding E-step to be based on an updated posterior distribution.
Format
POSTERIOR
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PRIORREAD option
Purpose
To specify the use of the slope, threshold, and category parameter priors specified by the user in the PRIORS command.
Format
PRIORREAD

Related topics


PRIORS command (Section 1.3.10)

QPREAD option
Purpose
To specify that quadrature points and weights are to be read from the following QUADP
command. Otherwise, the program supplies the quadrature points and weights (and no
QUADP command follows).
Format
QPREAD

Related topics


QUADP command (Section 1.3.11)

QRANGE keyword
Purpose
To specify the upper (q) and lower (r) range of the quadrature points. This keyword is effective only if DIST = 1 or 2 (see SCORE command, Section 1.3.14).
Format
QRANGE=(q,r)
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Default
(-4.0, +4.0)

Related topics


SCORE command: DIST keyword (Section 1.3.14)

RIDGE keyword
Purpose
To specify that a ridge constant is to be added to the diagonal elements of the information
matrix to be inverted during the EM cycles and the Newton iterations. The ridge constant
starts at the value of 0.0 and is increased by v if the ratio of a pivot and the corresponding
diagonal elements of the matrix is less than w.
Format
RIDGE=(v,w)

Default
No ridge.
SCALE keyword
Purpose
To provide a scale constant for the item response model.
Format
SCALE=n

Default
1.0 for the normal ogive item response model; 1.7 for the logistic item response model.
SKIPC option
Purpose
To request the skipping of the calibration of the category parameters.
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Format
SKIPC

SPRIOR option
Purpose
To request the use of a log-normal prior distribution on the slope parameter.
Format
SPRIOR

THRESHOLD option
Purpose
To specify that the item location parameter for a dichotomous item is to be estimated directly as a threshold. Otherwise, an intercept parameter is estimated and converted to a threshold. It is only effective for dichotomously scored items.
Format
THRESHOLD

TPRIOR option
Purpose
To request the use of a normal prior distribution on the threshold parameter.
Format
TPRIOR

1.3.4 COMBINE command
(Optional)
Purpose
To provide the weighting coefficients of a combined subtest or subscale score.
Format
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>COMBINE NAME=n, WEIGHTS=(list);

Notes
The keyword COMBINE on the INPUT command establishes the number of COMBINE commands that should be inserted here, if any. Each of these COMBINE commands gives the
name for the combined score and the weights corresponding to the subscale scores. The
number of weight constants is the same as the total number of subscales (the total number of
SCORE commands). Specific subscores may be excluded from the combined score by entering a zero for that subscore.
Combined score names that




do not begin with a letter, or
contain embedded blanks and/or special (non-alphanumerical) symbols, or
consist of more than 8 characters,
must be enclosed in single quotes.

Related topics




INPUT command: COMBINE keyword (Section 1.3.7)
SAVE command: COMBINE keyword (Section 1.3.13)
SCORE command (Section 1.3.14)

NAME keyword
Purpose
To specify the name of the combined score (up to eight characters).
Format
NAME=character string

Default
Blank.
WEIGHTS keyword
Purpose
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To specify the weights for combining of the subscores. The subscores are combined linearly.
For sums and means: a set of positive fractions with decimal points, summing to 1.0, for
weights of subscale scores.
For DIF: a set of fractions with decimal points, summing to 0.0, for weights of subscale
scores.




Format
WEIGHTS= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn ) ;

Default
None.
1.3.5 COMMENT command
(Optional)
Purpose
To enter one or more lines of explanatory remarks into the program output stream.
Format
>COMMENT

...text...
...text...

Notes
This line and all subsequent lines preceding the FILES command will be printed verbatim in
the initial output stream. The maximum length of each line is 80 characters. A semicolon to
signal the end of the command is not needed. Comments are optional.
Example:
EXAMPLE 4.
MODEL

BIOLOGY LABORATORY PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT PARTIAL CREDIT

>COMMENT
Data for this example are from the study described by Doran, et al., in the April, 1992, Science
Teacher. The ratings of the student’s laboratory reports with different numbers of graded categories
are assigned to different blocks. Categories 1 and 2 of the item in block 4, which had low frequency
of use, were collapsed in the modified category assignments. Because of the limited … are estimated and saved.
>FILES DFNAME=’EXAMPLO4.DAT’,SAVE;
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Default
No comments.

Related topics
FILES command (see below)



1.3.6 FILES command
(Required)
Purpose
To assign names to the input files.
Format
>FILES DFNAME=<name>, MFNAME=<name>, CFNAME=<name>, IFNAME=<name>,
OFNAME=<name>, NFNAME=<name>, SAVE;

Notes
The master and calibration files are binary files and created by the program. They can be
saved for reuse by specifying the MASTER and CALIB keywords on the SAVE command, respectively. Otherwise, they are automatically deleted at the end of the analysis.








Other files are ASCII (plain text) files and their specifications are described in Section
3.3.1 of the manual.
FILES is a required command.
If filenames are supplied, the files must already exist.
Names must be enclosed in single quotes.
The maximum length of filenames is 256 characters, including the directory path, if needed. Note that each line of the command file has a maximum length of 80 characters. If the
filename does not fit on one line of 80 characters, the remaining characters should be
placed on the next line, starting at column 1.
The original response data are recoded into a binary form and saved in the master file
(MFNAME). If the SAMPLE keyword on the INPUT command is specified, the additional binary file, the calibration file (CFNAME), is created and the responses of the randomly sampled respondents are saved in this calibration file. The calibration file is used for the item
parameter estimation. For the scoring of respondents, however, the master file is used and
all respondents’ scores are computed. This option shortens the calibration stage, but still
computes all respondents’ scores. If only the sampled respondents need to be scored, the
user must specify the SAMPLE keyword on the SCORE command. If no SAMPLE keyword
on the INPUT command is specified, only the master file is created, and it is used for both
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the calibration and scoring phases.
To read data from a previously prepared master file, specify the MFNAME keyword instead
of the DFNAME keyword. If an existing item-parameter file is specified by the IFNAME
keyword, and the NOCALIB option is evoked in the CALIB command for the test, scores for
the test will be computed from the previously estimated parameters in the IFNAME file.

Example
>FILES DFNAME=’c89conv.dat’, IFNAME=’cap90ctl.if1’, SAVE;

Related topics






CALIB command (Section 1.3.3)
INPUT command (Section 1.3.7)
SAVE command (Section 1.3.13)
SCORE command (Section 1.3.14)

Key files (Section 1.4.4)

CFNAME keyword
Purpose
To provide the name of the calibration file.
Format
CFNAME=<'filename'>

Default
Supplied by program.
DFNAME keyword
Purpose
To specify the name of the raw data file. This file contains the original data.
Format
DFNAME=<'filename'>

Default
Command file contains the raw data after the format code(s).
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IFNAME keyword
Purpose
To specify the name of the item-parameter file.

Format
IFNAME=<'filename'>

Default
Supplied by program.
MFNAME keyword
Purpose
To provide the name of the master file.
Format
MFNAME=<'filename'>

Default
Supplied by program.
NFNAME keyword
Purpose
To specify the name of the not-presented-key file.
Format
NFNAME=<'filename'>

Default
Blank.
OFNAME keyword
Purpose
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To specify the name of the omit-key file.
Format
OFNAME=<'filename'>

Default
Blank.
SAVE option
Purpose
To indicate that additional output files are requested. If this option is present, then the SAVE
command must follow the FILES command. Otherwise, the next command is the INPUT
command. In other words, this option has to be specified if you want to save any or all of the
intermediate output files; the specific output files are selected with the following SAVE
command.
Format
SAVE

Related topics
SAVE command (Section 1.3.13)



1.3.7 INPUT command
(Required)
Purpose
To describe the original data file and to supply other information used in all three phases of
the program.
Format
>INPUT NTEST=n, LENGTH=(list),NFMT=n, SAMPLE=n, TAKE=n, NIDCH=n, NTOTAL=n,
INOPT=n, COMBINE=n, MGROUP/MRATER=n, WEIGHT, GROUPLEVEL,
NRATER=(list), R-INOPT=n;

Notes
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INPUT is a required command.
The TAKE keyword is useful for testing the command file specifications on a small num-

ber of respondents when the sample size is large.
Related topics


Examples of INPUT commands

COMBINE keyword
Purpose
To specify the number of COMBINE commands that will be used to compute weighted score
combinations (see Section 1.3.4) in the case of multiple subtests or subscores.
Format
COMBINE=n

Default
No combined scores.
Related topics




SCORE command (Section 1.3.14)
COMBINE command (Section 1.3.4)
Examples of INPUT commands

GROUPLEVEL option
Purpose
To indicate that group-level frequency data will be used as input instead of the default single
respondent data (see Section 1.4.1). Note that this option is not available for the Raterseffect model.
Format
GROUPLEVEL

Related topics


Examples of INPUT commands

INOPT keyword
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Purpose
To specify the nature of group-level input records (note that this only applies if the GROUP
option has been specified). The possible values for INOPT are:






1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Categorical responses
Not-presented categorical responses plus frequencies
Omit categorical responses plus frequencies
Not-presented plus Omit categorical responses plus frequencies
A series of categorical response code plus its frequency

Format
INOPT=n

Default
15.
Related topics



Examples of INPUT commands
INPUT command: GROUPLEVEL option

LENGTH keyword
Purpose
To specify the number of items in each subtest or subscale. If there is only one subtest (the
default), the format LENGTH=n may be used.
Format
LENGTH= ( n1 , n2 ,..., na )

Default
NTOTAL.

Related topics


Examples of INPUT commands

MGROUP/MRATER keyword
Purpose
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To specify the number of subgroups. The keyword MGROUP should be specified if the DIF
model is used. MGROUP is the number of subgroups. In this case, an MGROUP command
should also be present in the command file, after the BLOCK command(s) and before the
CALIB command.

Format
MGROUP/MRATER=n

Default
MGROUP = 1 for the multiple-group models; MRATER = 0 or no Rater-effect model.

Notes
Note that either MGROUP or MRATER can be specified, but not both.
The keyword MRATER should be used if the Raters-effect model is used, in which case
MRATER specifies the number of raters. If MRATER is specified, an MRATER command
must be present after the BLOCK command(s) and before the CALIB command.




Related topics
MGROUP command (Section 1.3.8)
BLOCK command (Section 1.3.2)
CALIB command (Section 1.3.3)
Examples of INPUT commands






NFMT keyword
Purpose
To indicate the number of lines used for the format statement(s) that specify how to read the
original data records.
Format
NFMT=n

Default
1.
Related topics


Examples of INPUT commands
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NIDCHAR keyword
Purpose
To specify the number of characters in the respondent’s identification field, at least 1 and at
most 30 characters long.
Format
NIDCH=n

Default
30.
Related topics
Examples of INPUT commands



NRATER keyword
Purpose
To specify the number of times each of k items is rated by each rater. Note that this keyword
can only be used when multiple raters rate examinees.
Note
When rater data are analyzed, data are read in a different format. See Section 1.3.17 for examples of variable format statements for such data.
Format
NRATER= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nk )

Default
1.
Related topics
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INPUT command: MRATER keyword
INPUT command: R-INOPT keyword




NTEST keyword
Purpose
To indicate the number of subtests or subscales to be analyzed.
Format
NTEST=n

Default
1.
Related topics
Examples of INPUT commands



NTOTAL keyword
Purpose
To specify the total number of items in the original data records. The items for particular
subtests or subscales are selected from these items using the TESTi (or SCALEi) commands.
Format
NTOTAL=n

Default
0.
Related topics



Examples of INPUT commands
TEST/SCALE command (Section 1.3.15)

R-INOPT keyword
Purpose
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This keyword is exclusively used when examinees are rated by multiple raters. By default, it
is assumed that all the data for an examinee are given on the same line. If multiple lines are
used, n should be set to the number of lines containing information for an examinee.
Note
When rater data are analyzed, data are read in a different format. See Section 1.3.17 below
for examples of variable format statements for such data.
Format
R-INOPT=n

Default
R-INOPT=1.

Related topics



INPUT command: MRATER keyword
INPUT command: NRATER keyword

SAMPLE keyword
Purpose
To request a percentage (0-100) of respondents to be randomly sampled from the raw data
file.
Format
SAMPLE=n

Default
SAMPLE=100.

Related topics


Examples of INPUT commands

TAKE keyword
Purpose
To request the analysis of only the first n respondents in the raw data file.
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Format
TAKE=n

Default
Use all data
WEIGHT option
Purpose
To indicate the presence of case weights. If this option is present, each input record has a
case weight. In each data record, the weight follows the case ID and precedes the item responses.
Format
WEIGHT

Related topics


Examples of INPUT commands

Examples of INPUT commands
The following INPUT command specifies a 160 item test divided in 16 subtests of 10 items
each. The first fifteen characters of each record are for identification purposes, and one format statement will follow describing each record.
>INPUT NIDCHAR=5, NTOTAL=160, NTEST=16,NFMT=1,
LENGTH=(10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10);
(15A1,5X,60A1,/,80A1,/,20A1)

The next example is a variation on the first in that the data are now weighted. The option
WEIGHT specifies that each record will have a case weight. It follows immediately after the
case ID, and—as the following format statement describes—has a field width of five columns.
>INPUT WEIGHT, NIDCHAR=15, NTOTAL=160, NTEST=17,
LENGTH= (6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,5,5,6,6,66);
15A1,F5.0,12(2X,6A2),2(2X,5A1),2(2X,6A2),/,66A1)

1.3.8 MGROUP command
(Optional)
Purpose
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To provide necessary information about the DIF model.
Format
>MGROUP GNAME=(list), GCODE=(list), DIF=(list), REFERENCE=n,
COMMON=(list);

Notes



This command is required if the MGROUP keyword is specified in the INPUT command.
Group names and group codes must be enclosed in single quotes if they do not begin with
a letter or if they contain blanks or special (non-alphanumeric) symbols. Note that group
codes in the data records do not need quotes, regardless of what characters are used.

Related topics


INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword

COMMON keyword
Purpose
To specify the positions of the common blocks for each subtest. Note that this can be used
only with the DIF model. A common block contains items for which the model parameters
are the same among the multiple groups in spite of the DIF model.
Format
COMMON= ( n1 , n2 ,...)

Default
None.
DIF keyword
Purpose
To specify the DIF model.
Format
DIF= ( n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 )
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If the value of nn is 1, separate item parameters for multiple subgroups are estimated. If the
value of nn is 0, a common item parameter for multiple subgroups is obtained. Each position
of DIF arguments corresponds to a particular item parameter:





n1 :
n2 :
n3 :
n4 :

If slope parameter differs among groups, set to 1, otherwise 0.
If threshold parameters differ among groups, set to 1, otherwise 0.
If category parameters differ among groups, set to 1, otherwise 0.
If lower asymptote parameters differ among groups, set to 1, otherwise 0.

Default
DIF=(0,1,0,0).

GCODE keyword
Purpose
To specify the subgroup identification code, which appears in the data field of the original
response file (DFNAME) in the same order as the group names, up to four characters.
Format
GCODE= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMGROUP )

Default
GCODE=(‘nnnl’, ‘nnn2’, ...), where n is a blank character.

Related topics



FILES command: DFNAME keyword (Section 1.3.6)
INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)

GNAME keyword
Purpose
To supply a list of names of subgroups, up to eight characters each.
Format
GNAME= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMGROUP )

Default
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GROUP 01, GROUP 02, …

Related topics
INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)



REFERENCE keyword
Purpose
To specify the position of the reference subgroup in the GCODE list (i.e., the subscript of the
reference group corresponding to symbols n11 , n21 ,..., nMGROUP ). The parameter values for
other subgroups are adjusted to this reference subgroup. If REFERENCE=0, no reference
subgroup is set and no adjustment is performed. This keyword is used only for the DIF model.
Format
REFERENCE=n

Default
n=1.

1.3.9 MRATER command
(Optional)
Purpose
To provide necessary information about the Raters-effect model.
Format
>MRATER RNAME=(list), RCODE=(list), RATER=(list);

Notes



This command is required if the MRATER keyword is specified on the INPUT command.
Rater names and rater codes must be enclosed in single quotes if they do not begin with a
letter or if they contain blanks or special (non-alphanumeric) symbols. Note that group
codes in the data records do not need quotes, regardless of what characters are used.

Related topics
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INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)

RATER keyword
Purpose
To specify the raters’ weights. For the Raters-effect model, the ability score for each respondent is computed for each subtest (or subscale) and each rater separately. A total score
of each respondent for each subtest (or subscale) is computed by summing those scores over
items within each subtest and all raters who have rated the respondent. The rater weights of
this keyword are used to compute the weighted subtest or subscale score for each respondent.
Since the number of raters who rated each respondent’s responses may vary, the weights are
normalized (divided by their sum) for each respondent.
Format
RATER= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMRATER ) .

Default
n = 1.0.

Related topics


INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)

RCODE keyword
Purpose
To specify the rater identification code, which appears in the data field of the original response file (DFNAME) in the same order as the rater names, up to four characters.
Format
RCODE= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMRATER ) .

Default
RCODE=(‘nnnl’,’nnn2’, ...),where n is a blank character.

Related topics
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INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)
FILES command: DFNAME keyword (Section 1.3.6)




RNAME keyword
Purpose
To supply a list of names of raters, up to eight characters each.
Format
RNAME= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nMRATER )

Default
RATER001, RATER002, ….

Related topics
INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)



1.3.10 PRIORS command
(Optional)
Purpose
To specify prior distributions for constrained estimation of item parameters of subtest or
subscale i.
Format
>PRIORS TMU=(list), TSIGMA=(list), SMU=(list), SSIGMA=(list),
GMU=(list), GSIGMA=(list), SOPTION;

Notes


If the PRIORREAD option has been specified on the CALIB command, the PRIORS command is required. Of course, since there should be as many CALIB commands as there are
subtests, the number and order of the PRIORS commands should mimic the CALIB commands. The program assumes a normal prior distribution for the thresholds and a lognormal prior distribution for the slopes.

Related topics


CALIB command: PRIORREAD option (Section 1.3.3)
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GMU keyword
Purpose
To specify the real-valued “alpha” parameters for the Beta prior distribution of the lower asymptote (guessing) parameter.
Format
GMU= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn )

Default
Supplied by the program.
GSIGMA keyword
Purpose
To specify the real-valued “beta” prior parameters for the Beta prior distribution of the lower asymptote (guessing) parameter.
Format
GSIGMA= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn )

Default
Supplied by the program.
SMU keyword
Purpose
To supply real-valued prior means for the item slopes.
Format
SMU= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn )

Default
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Supplied by the program.

SOPTION option
Purpose
To indicate that the means and the standard deviations for prior slopes are already in the
log(e) metric.
Format
SOPTION

Default
The regular arithmetic metric.
SSIGMA keyword
Purpose
To specify real-valued prior standard deviations of the item slopes.
Format
SSIGMA= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn )

Default
Supplied by the program.
TMU keyword
Purpose
To specify real-valued prior means for the item thresholds.
Format
TMU= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn )

Default
Supplied by the program.
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TSIGMA keyword
Purpose
To specify real-valued prior standard deviations of the item thresholds.
Format
TSIGMA= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn )

Default
Supplied by the program.
1.3.11 QUADP command
(Optional)
Purpose
To specify that user-supplied quadrature points and weights, or points and ordinates of the
discrete finite representation of the prior ability for subtest or subscale i are provided.
Format
>QUADP POINTS=(list), WEIGHTS=(list);

Notes
If the QPREAD option has been specified on the CALIB command, the QUADP command is
required. Of course, since there should be as many CALIB commands as there are subtests,
the number and order of the QUADP commands should mimic the CALIB commands.
Related topics



CALIB command: NQPT keyword (Section 1.3.3)
CALIB command: QPREAD option

POINTS keyword
Purpose
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To provide a set of NQPT (on CALIB command) real-numbered values (with decimal points)
of the quadrature points of the discrete distribution.

Format
POINTS= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nNQPT )

Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics


CALIB command: NQPT keyword (Section 1.3.3)

WEIGHTS keyword
Purpose
To supply a set of NQPT (on CALIB command) positive fractions (with decimal points and
summing to 1.0) for weights of probabilities of points in the discrete distribution.
Format
WEIGHTS= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nNQPT )

Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics


CALIB command: NQPT keyword (Section 1.3.3)

1.3.12 QUADS command
(Optional)
Purpose
To specify that user-supplied quadrature points and weights, or points and ordinates of the
discrete step-function representation of the scale scores for the respondents on subtest or
subscale i are provided.
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Format
>QUADS POINTS=(list), WEIGHTS=(list);

Notes
If the QPREAD option has been specified on the SCORE command, the QUADS command is
required. Of course, since there should be as many SCORE commands as there are subtests,
the number and order of the QUADS commands should mimic the SCORE commands.
Related topics



SCORE command: NQPT keyword (Section 1.3.14)
SCORE command: QPREAD option

POINTS keyword
Purpose
To specify a set of NQPT (on SCORE command) real-numbered values (with decimal points)
of the quadrature points of the discrete distribution.
Format
POINTS= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nNQPT )

Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics


SCORE command: NQPT keyword (Section 1.3.14)

WEIGHTS keyword
Purpose
To specify a set of NQPT (on SCORE command) positive fractions (with decimal points and
summing to 1.0) for weights of probabilities of points in the discrete distribution.
Format
WEIGHTS= (b1 , b2 ,..., bNQPT )
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Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics
SCORE command: NQPT keyword (Section 1.3.14)



1.3.13 SAVE command
(Optional)
Purpose
To specify the output files to be saved.
Format
>SAVE
MASTER=<name>, CALIB=<name>, PARM=<name>, SCORE=<name>,
INFORMATION=<name>, FIT=<name>, COMBINE=<name>;

Notes









The master and calibration data files are saved in a binary form. Other files are saved as
ASCII (plain text) files; their formats are described in Section 1.5.1.
The SAVE command is required if the SAVE option on the FILES command has been entered.
There are no default filenames for this command.
If a specific name is supplied with a keyword, then that particular output file will be saved
after the analysis is completed.
If the same filename is used in both the FILES and the SAVE command, then the existing
file will be overwritten after it has been read. Thus, different filenames should be supplied
for the IFNAME keyword on the FILES command and the PARM keyword on the SAVE
command to avoid replacing old item-parameter values with new values.
Names must be enclosed in single quotes.
The maximum length of filenames is 256 characters, including the path, if needed. See
Section 3.2.6 for more details.

Related topics



FILES command (Section 1.3.6)

Format of output files (Section 1.5.1)

CALIB keyword
Purpose
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To specify a calibration data filename.

Format
CALIB=<'filename'>

Default
None.
Related topics


Format of output files (Section 1.5.1)

COMBINE keyword
Purpose
To specify a combined score filename.
Format
COMBINE=<'filename'>

Default
None.
Related topics


Combined score file (COMBINE) (Section 1.5.2)

FIT keyword
Purpose
To specify a fit-statistics filename.
Format
FIT=<'filename'>

Default
None.
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Related topics


Fit statistics file (Section 1.5.3)

INFORMATION keyword
Purpose
To specify an item information filename.
Format
INFORMATION=<'filename'>

Default
None.
Related topics


Item information file (Section 1.5.5)

MASTER keyword
Purpose
To specify a master data filename.
Format
MASTER=<'filename'>

Default
None.
Related topics


Format of output files (Section 1.5.1)

PARM keyword
Purpose
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To specify an item parameter filename.
Format
PARM=<'filename'>

Default
None.
Related topics


Item parameter file (Section 1.5.4)

SCORE keyword
Purpose
To specify a subject scores filename.
Format
SCORE=<'filename'>

Default
None.
Related topics


Subject scores file (Section 1.5.6)

1.3.14 SCORE command
(Required)
Purpose
To request the scoring of individual respondents or of response frequencies in group-level
data. There is a SCORE command for each subtest or subscale.
Format
>SCORE NQPT=n, DIST=n, QRANGE=(list), SMEAN=n, SSD=n, NAME=n, PFQ=n,
ITERATION=(list), PRINT, QPREAD, NOSCORE, SAMPLE, RESCALE,
SCORING=STANDARD/CALIBRATION, EAP/MLE/WML, NOADJUST, FlT, NRATER;
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Notes
There should be as many SCORE commands as there are subtests, in the same order as the
TEST commands.
If a score file has been specified by the SCORE keyword on the SAVE command, all subject scores will be printed to the output file, whether the PRINT option on the SCORE
command has been selected or not.
If the option RESCALE is present, the keywords SMEAN and SSD are rescaling constants.
*
Let the rescaled score be θ * and the original score θ . Then, θ=
sθ + t , where s is the
scaling constant (SSD) and t is the location constant (SMEAN).






Related topics
Examples of SCORE commands
SAVE command: SCORE keyword (Section 1.3.13)
TEST command (Section 1.3.15)





DIST keyword
Purpose
To specify the type of prior distribution when EAP scoring is selected.
Format
DIST=n
n = 1:
n = 2:
n = 3:





Uniform distribution
Normal on equally spaced points
Normal on Gauss-Hermite points

Default
2.
Related topics



Examples of SCORE commands
SCORE command: EAP/MLE/WML option

EAP/MLE/WML option
Purpose
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To specify a method of estimating scale scores.




EAP:
MLE:
WML:

Expected a posteriori estimation (Bayes)
Maximum likelihood estimation
Warms’ weighted maximum likelihood estimation

Format
EAP/MLE/WML

Default
EAP

Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands

FIT option
To request the printing of fit statistics for score estimates for the group-level data. This keyword is not effective for individual response data.
Format
FIT

Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands

ITERATION keyword
Purpose
This keyword is used in maximum likelihood scoring, and stops the iterative solution when
the changes are less than i, or the number of iterations is greater than j.
Format
ITERATION=(i,j)

Default
(0.01, 20).
Related topics
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Examples of SCORE commands

NAME keyword
Purpose
To specify a score name different from the subtest or subscale name.
Format
NAME=character string

Default
Test name
Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands

NOADJUST option
Purpose
To suppress the calibration adjustment of the category parameter mean during scoring.
Format
NOADJUST

Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands

NOSCORE option
Purpose
To suppress the scoring of responses.
Format
NOSCORE

Related topics
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Examples of SCORE commands

NQPT keyword
Purpose
To set the number of quadrature points if EAP scoring has been selected.
Format
NQPT=n

Default
30.
Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands

NRATER option
Purpose
To stop the correction for the information function (specified with the RATER keyword on
the BLOCK command) from being used for scoring.
Format
NRATER

Related topics



BLOCK command: RATER keyword (Section 1.3.2)
Examples of SCORE commands

PFQ keyword
Purpose
To specify the response percentage to be moved to the immediately adjacent category to enable the computation of ML scale scores if the input data are group-level frequency data (see
the INPUT command, Section 1.3.7) and all item responses are in the lowest or highest categories. The edited response records are printed out if DIAG=2 or higher on the CALIBRATION
command.
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Format
PFQ=n

Default
(n = 1 to 99).
Related topics




CALIB command: DIAGNOSIS keyword (Section 1.3.3)
Examples of SCORE commands
INPUT command (Section 1.3.7)

PRINT option
Purpose
To request the printing of the subject scores to the output file.
Format
PRINT

QPREAD option
Purpose
To indicate that quadrature points and weights will be read from the QUADS command. Otherwise, the program supplies the quadrature points and weights (and no QUADS command
follows).
Format
QPREAD

Related topics



Examples of SCORE commands
QUADS command (Section 1.3.12)

QRANGE keyword
Purpose
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To specify the upper (c) and lower (d ) range of quadrature points.

Format
QRANGE=(c,d)

Default
(-4.0, +4.0).
Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands

RESCALE option
Purpose
To use the values specified for the keywords SMEAN and SSD as rescaling constants instead
of a mean and a standard deviation, respectively, of the sample distribution.
Format
RESCALE

Related topics




Examples of SCORE commands
SCORE command: SMEAN keyword
SCORE command: SSD keyword

SAMPLE option
Purpose
To request that only the sampled subjects are scored (see the SAMPLE keyword on the INPUT
command, Section 1.3.7).
Format
SAMPLE

Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands
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INPUT command: SAMPLE keyword (Section 1.3.7)

SCORING keyword
Purpose
To specify the scoring function to be used for scoring. STANDARD specifies that the standard
scoring function (1.0, 2.0,…) is to be used, even if a different function is used for calibration. CALIBRATION specifies that the calibration function specified in the BLOCK commands
is to be used for scoring.
Format
SCORING=STANDARD/CALIBRATION

Default
STANDARD.

Related topics



BLOCK command (Section 1.3.2)
Examples of SCORE commands

SMEAN keyword
Purpose
To request that the original scale scores be rescaled such that the mean equals n.
Format
SMEAN=n

Default
No rescale.
Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands
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SSD keyword
Purpose
To request that the original scale scores are rescaled such that the standard deviation equals

n.

Format
SSD=n

Default
No rescale.
Related topics


Examples of SCORE commands

Examples of SCORE commands
This example shows how an existing item-parameter file is used for scoring observations.
Calibration is not needed, therefore the NOCALIB option of CALIB has been invoked. Scoring
will be done with maximum likelihood estimation, and the score distribution will be adjusted to the mean and the standard deviation specified with the SMEAN and SSD keywords, respectively.
>FILES NAME=’c89conv.dat’, IFNAME=’cap90ctl.ifl’, SAVE;
>SAVE SCORE = ’cap89.scr’ ;
>INPUT WEIGHT, NIDCHAR=15, NTOTAL=120, LENGTH=6, NTEST=1, NFMT=3;
(15A1,F5.0,2(7X,6A3,1X,19X,6A3,1X)
3(/,20X,2(7X,6A3,1X,19X,6A3,1X)),/,
20x,2(7X,6A3,1X, 19X,6A3,1X))
>TEST TNAME=AUTORHET, NBLOCK=1, ITEM=(1,3,5,11,17,19),
INAME=(A20R,A21R,A22R,A25R,A28R,A29R) ;
>BLOCK BNAME=’AUT-RHET’, NITEMS=6, NCATEGORIES=6, MODIFIED=(6,5,4,3,2,1) ;
>CAL NOCALIB ;
>SCORE SMEAN=254.182, SSD=66.496, MLE ;

Related topics




CALIB command: NOCALIB option (Section 1.3.3)
SCORE command: SSD keyword
SCORE command: SMEAN keyword
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1.3.15 TEST/SCALE command
(Required)
Purpose
To identify the test or scale, or subtest i or subscale i. The keyword NTEST on the INPUT
command supplies the number of subtests or subscales. The same number of TEST (or
SCALE) commands is expected. The order of these TEST (or SCALE) commands is the same
as the order in which the subtest lengths are specified on the INPUT command. If there is only one test or scale, there is only one test command.
Location of the items, names of the items, and starting values for estimating the item parameters can also be supplied with the TEST (or SCALE) command.
Format
>TEST/SCALE TNAME=n, NBLOCK=n, ITEMS=(list), INAME=(list),
INTERCEPT=(list), THRESHOLD=(list), SLOPE=(list);

Notes




One TEST command is required for each subtest as specified by the NTEST keyword on
the INPUT command. If there are no subtests (NTESTS=1), only one TEST command is
needed. The order of the TEST commands is the same as the order used in the specification of the length of each subtest on the INPUT command.
If the keywords INTERCEPT, THRESHOLD, or SLOPE are given without any arguments,
the values 0.0, 0.0, and 1.0 are used for the initial intercept, threshold, and slope parameters, respectively. In this case, no initial values are computed by the program.
Test or item names that
o do not begin with a letter, or
o contain blanks and/or special (non-alphanumerical) symbols, or
o consist of more than 8 characters,
must be enclosed in single quotes.
Also see the section of examples of TEST/SCALE commands.

Related topics



INPUT command: NTEST keyword (Section 1.3.7)
Examples of TEST/SCALE commands
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INAMES keyword
Purpose
To specify a list of names (up to four characters each) for the items in this (sub)test or
(sub)scale.
Format
INAME= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn1 )

Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics


Examples of TEST/SCALE commands

INTERCEPT keyword
Purpose
To provide real-numbered starting values (with decimal points) for estimating the item intercepts. Starting values may be specified by INTERCEPT or THRESHOLD, but not by both.
Format
INTERCEPT= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn1 )

Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics


Examples of TEST/SCALE commands

ITEMS keyword
Purpose
To supply a list of the serial position numbers of the items in the total response record.
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Format
ITEMS= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn1 )

Default
1 through LENGTH.
Related topics
Examples of TEST/SCALE commands
INPUT command: LENGTH keyword (Section 1.3.7)




NBLOCK keyword
Purpose
To indicate the number of blocks of items that share common categorical parameters. When
items are rated by a single Likert scale, for example, the number and meaning of their categories is the same and all may be assigned to the same block. The items must be selected or
rearranged so that all those TEST or SCALES in block 1 precede those in block 2, which precede those in block 3, etc. (see BLOCK command, discussed in Section 1.3.2).
Format
NBLOCK=n

Default
1.
Related topics




BLOCK command (Section 1.3.2)
Examples of TEST/SCALE commands
TEST/SCALE command

SLOPE keyword
Purpose
To specify real-numbered starting values (with decimal points) for estimating the item
slopes.
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Format
SLOPE= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn1 )

Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics


Examples of TEST/SCALE commands

THRESHOLD keyword
Purpose
To specify real-numbered starting values (with decimal points) for estimating the item
thresholds. Starting values may be specified by INTERCEPT or THRESHOLD, but not by both.
Format
THRESHOLD= ( n1 , n2 ,..., nn1 )

Default
Supplied by the program.
Related topics



Examples of TEST/SCALE commands
TEST/SCALE command: INTERCEPT keyword

TNAME keyword
Purpose
To provide a name for the test or scale, subtest or subscale i, up to eight characters.
Format
TNAME=character string

Default
Supplied by the program.
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Related topics
Examples of TEST/SCALE commands



Examples of TEST/SCALE commands
The first TEST command describes a subtest with the name “AUTORHET” consisting of one
block of items with the serial positions 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19, and with names
like “A20R.”
The command file will have sixteen TEST commands, as specified with NTEST on the INPUT
command. Note the order of the commands.
>INPUT NIDCHAR=15,NTOTAL=160, NTEST=16, GROUP, NFMT=2,
LENGTH=(10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10);
(15A1,5X,3(5(1OA1,2X),3X),/,10A3)
>TEST1 TNAME=AUTORHET,NBLOCK=1,ITEM=(1(2)19),
INAME=(A20R,A21R,A22R,A23R,A24R, A25R,A26R,A27R,A28R,A29R);
>BLOCK BNAME=’AUT-HET’,NITEM=10, NCAT=6, MODIFIED=(6,5,4,3,2,1);
>CAL DIAGNOS=1, SCALE=1.7, LOGISTIC, CYCLES=50, CRITERION=0.0075,
SPRIOR, TPRIOR;
>SCORE NOSCORE,MLE;
>TEST2 TNAME=AUTOCONV,NBL=1,ITEM=(2(2)20),
....
....

Related topics
INPUT command (Section 1.3.7)
INPUT command: NTEST keyword




1.3.16 TITLE command
(Required)
Purpose
To provide a label that will be used throughout the output to identify the problem run.
Format
...text...
...text...

Notes
The first two lines of the command file are title lines. If the title fits on one line, a second,
blank line should be entered before the next command starts. The text will be printed verba73

tim at the top of each output section, as well as at the start of some output files. The two title
lines are required at the start of the command file. No special delimiters (> or ;) are required.
Example:
CALIFORNIA ASSESSMENT PROJECT ‘90 CALIBRATION OF ESSAY-TEST RATINGS
>COMMENT GROUP-LEVEL ANALYSIS

1.3.17 Variable format statements
The data layout must be described in a variable format statement. This statement is entered within parentheses and immediately follows the INPUT command.
When data (labels, raw data, summary statistics) are used in fixed format, a format statement is
needed to instruct the program how to read the data.
The general form of such a statement is
(rCw) or (rCw.d),
where:
r

Repeat count; if omitted, 1 is assumed.

C Format code:
A Code for character values
I

Code for integer values

F Code for real numbers
w Field width, or number of columns.
d Number of decimal places (for F-format).

The format statement should be enclosed in parentheses. Blanks within the statement are ignored: (r C w. d) is acceptable. Anything after the right parenthesis and on the same line is also ignored by the program, thus comments may be placed after the format statement.
The following example shows three ways to read five integers, with the same result:
(5I1)
12345
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(5I2)
12345
(I1,I2,3I3)
12 3 4 5

The F-format requires the number of decimal places in the field description. If there are
none (and eight columns) specify (F8.0); (F8) is not allowed. However, if a data value contains a decimal point, then it overrides the location of the decimal point as specified by the
general field description. If the general field description is given by (F8.5), then 12345678
would result in the real number +123.45678, but the decimal point in —1234.56 would not be
changed. Only blanks will result in the value zero. The plus sign is optional.
The “X” operator can be used to skip spaces or unused variables in the data file. For example, (F7.4,8X,2F3.2) informs the program that the data file has 21 columns per record. The
first value can be found in the first seven columns (and there are four decimal places), then
eight columns should be skipped, and a second and third value are in columns 16 - 21, both
occupying three columns (with two decimal places). Note that the ITEMS keyword on the
TEST (or SCALE) command also allows selection and reordering of variables.
Another option is the use of the tabulator format descriptor T, followed by a column number
n. For example, (F8.5, T61, 2F5.1) describes three data fields; in columns 1 - 8, with five
decimal digits, next in columns 61 - 65 and 66 - 70, both with one decimal digit. If the number n is smaller than the current column position, left-tabbing results. Left tabs can be unreliable in PC systems and should be used cautiously. A forward slash (/) in an F-format
means “skip the rest of this line and continue on the next line. Thus, (F10.3/5F10.3) or
(F10.3,/,5F10.3) instructs the program to read the first variable on the first line, then to skip
the remaining variables on that line and to read five variables on the next line.
For other uses of a format statement, a FORTRAN textbook should be consulted.
Related topics


ITEMS keyword on the TEST/SCALE command (Section 1.3.15)

1.4 Input files
1.4.1 Specification of input files
The following types of data can be used as input for a PARSCALE analysis:






Original response data for individual respondents
Individual response data for a single-group model
Individual response data for a DIF multiple-group model
Individual response data for a rater-effect multiple-group model
Original response data for group-level frequencies
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In addition to these, item parameter files from previous analyses may be used as input. The use
of an omitted key file and not-presented key file is also permitted. Each of these data types will
now be discussed in turn.
1.4.2 Individual level data
Original response data for individual respondents (DFNAME)
Each record is read by a variable format statement supplied by the user. The following fields are
contained in each record.
Field

Format

Description

Identification <a>A1

Required. <a> is specified by the NIDCHAR keyword in the INPUT
command.

Subgroup
A<b>
identification

For a single model, this field should be omitted. For DIF multiplegroup models, the subgroup code is read as characters. For the
Rater-Effect Model, the rater’s code is read as characters. The
length of the characters (b), must be less than eight, and they should
be specified by the GCODE keyword on the MGROUP command.
The maximum number of subgroups should be specified in the
MGROUP keyword on the INPUT command.

Fw.d

If the WEIGHT option appears in the INPUT command, this WEIGHT
field must be read, in floating point format.

Weight

Response
vector

<c>A<d>

<c> should correspond to the NTOTAL keyword on the INPUT command, <d> can be specified by the user, but only the first four char-

acters are significant. These character responses are converted into
integers according to the list of response codes, specified by the
ORIGINAL keyword in the BLOCK command.

Notes
For a single group model and a DIF multiple-group model, each respondent’s responses are represented by a single response vector. For the DIF model, response vectors are not necessarily to
be sorted by subgroups. Response vectors of all subgroups can be mixed. If the identification
field is a blank or the end of file is reached, the program terminates the input procedure.
For a Rater-effect multiple-group model, the responses of a single respondent to constructed
items may be rated by more than one rater. The program assumes that multiple rated response
vectors of each respondent are consecutively read, and only the first record of each respondent
has a non-blank identification field. Subsequent response vectors rated by different raters for the
respondent have a blank field of identification and non-blank field of subgroup identification
(Rater Identification). If both respondent and rater’s identification are blanks, or the end of file is
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reached, the program assumes that it is the end of the input file. Some of the items are not rated.
These objective items must be duplicated for each rater response vector. If a constructed response item is not rated by a certain value, the response should be coded as not-presented.
Related topics






BLOCK command: ORIGINAL keyword (Section 1.3.2)
INPUT command: NIDCH, NTOTAL, and MGROUP/MRATER keywords (Section 1.3.7)
INPUT command: WEIGHT option
MGROUP command: GCODE keyword (Section 1.3.8)

Variable format statements (Section 1.3.17)

Individual response data for single-group model
In this case, the format of the data should be:
Respondent 1 [ID] <WEIGHT> [ITEM RESPONSES]
Respondent 2 [ID] <WEIGHT> [ITEM RESPONSES]
...
...
[Blank Record or End-of-file]

Individual response data for DIF multiple-group model
In this case, the format of the data should be:
Respondent 1 [ID.] [GROUP CODE] <WEIGHT> [ITEM RESPONSES]
Respondent 2 [ID.] [GROUP CODE] <WEIGHT> [ITEM RESPONSES]
...
...
[Blank Record or End-of-file]

Individual response data for rater-effect multiple-group model
In this case, the format of the data should be:
Respondent 1 [ID.] <WEIGHT> [RATER CODE,ITEM RESPONSE]....
[RATER CODE,ITEM RESPONSE]
Respondent 2 [ID.] <WEIGHT> [RATER CODE,ITEM RESPONSE]....
[RATER CODE,ITEM RESPONSE]
...
...
[Blank Record or End-of-file]
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1.4.3 Group-level data
Original response data for group-level Frequencies (DFNAME)
If the GROUP keyword appears in the INPUT command, the input data are assumed to be grouplevel frequencies of categorical responses. Each record is read by a format statement supplied by
the user. The following fields are contained in each record.
Field

Format

Description

Identification

<a>A1

Required. <a> is specified by the NIDCHAR keyword in the
INPUT command.

Subgroup
identification

A<b>

For a single-group model, this field should be omitted. For DIF
multiple-group models, the subgroup code is read as characters.
For the Rater-effect Model, the rater’s code is read as characters.
The length of characters, (b), must be less than eight, and they
should be specified by the GCODE keyword on the MGROUP
command.
The maximum number of subgroups should be specified in the
MGROUP keyword on the INPUT command.

Weight

Fw.d

If the WEIGHT option appears in the INPUT command, this
WEIGHT field must be read, in floating point format.
The INOPT keyword on the INPUT command allows the program
to read the following input vector:
INOPT=1:

Frequencies of Categorical Responses[1][2][3]...[ m j ]
INOPT=2:

Response
vector

Integer

Frequencies of Not-Presented Responses and Categorical Responses [N-P][1][2]...[ m j ]
INOPT=3:

Frequencies of Omitted Responses and Categorical Responses
[Omit][1][2]..[ m j ]
INOPT=4:
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Frequencies of Not-Presented, Omitted, and Categorical Responses [N-P][Omit][1][2]...[ m j ]
INOPT=5: A series of Response
[Code][Fre][Code][Fre]

Codes and Frequencies

If INOPT=5 is used, the response code is read in as characters and
specified by the ORIGINAL keyword on the BLOCK command.
The distinctions between input data streams for the single-group and multiple-group (DIF and
Rater-effect) models are the same as those in the individual response data discussed earlier.
Related topics






BLOCK command: ORIGINAL keyword (Section 1.3.2)
INPUT command: INOPT, MGROUP/MRATER, and NIDCHAR keywords (Section 1.3.7)
INPUT command: GROUPLEVEL and WEIGHT options
MGROUP command: GCODE keyword (Section 1.3.8)

Variable format statements (Section 1.3.17)

1.4.4 Key files
Item parameter file
See the format specification for PARM file in the SAVE command.
Omitted key file
This file should contain a single record in the same format as the individual response data. The
fields of identification, subgroup identification, and weight are not processed and do not need to
be occupied. The current version of PARSCALE treats omitted response as not-presented.
Not-presented file
This file should contain a single record in the same format as the individual response data. The
fields of identification, subgroup identification, and weight are not processed and do not need to
be occupied. For multiple-group models (DIF and Raters’ Effect), this file is particularly important because for those situations, not all items are presented to all subgroups of respondents or
not all items are rated by all raters. If a not-presented code is present in the original data file and
this file is not specified, response records containing the code will be rejected.
Related topics



FILES command: OFNAME and NFNAME keywords (Section 1.3.6)
SAVE command: PARM keyword (Section 1.3.13)
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1.5 Output files
1.5.1 Format of output files
Apart from the standard 4 list output files produced (*.ph0, *.ph1, *.ph2, and *.ph3), the user
can instruct the program to create the following additional output files, using keywords on the
SAVE command:






combined score file (COMBINE)
fit statistics file (FIT)
item information file (INFORMATION)
item parameter file (PARM)
subject scores file (SCORE)

1.5.2 Combined score file
In the combined score file, the first eight records form the file’s title lines.
Format: ('1',//,T25,30'*',/,T32,'COMBINED SCORES',/,T25,30'*',///)
The following specifications are repeated for all respondents or sampled respondents.
Format

Description

(<a>A1,

Identification of respondent

T22,'|',2X,I7,2X

The respondent number

A8,2X,

Group name

F7.2)

Weight for respondent

Finally, the next specifications are repeated for each subtest (from 1 through NTEST) within each
respondent (NTEST is the number of subtests specified by the NTEST keyword in the INPUT
command)
Format

Description

(1X,I3,2X,

The subtest number

A8,2X,

The subtest name

T22,'|',2X,F7.3,2X,

Combined score

F7.3)

S.E. of combined scores
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Related topics



INPUT command: NTEST keyword (Section 1.3.7)
INPUT command: COMBINE keyword

1.5.3 Fit statistics file
The first four records of the fit statistics file describe the run as follows:
Records Format

Description

1&2

(20A4,/,20A4)

The title records from the PARSCALE run

3

(I4,

The number of subtests

I4)

The number of subgroups

4

(I4,

The subtest number

A8,

The subtest name

I4)

The number of boundaries for the fit statistics computation (NBOUND)

The following information is repeated for each group (from 1 through MGROUP):

Format

Description

(I4,

Subgroup number

A8)

Subgroup name

(8F10.5,/)

Mean ability for NBOUND boundaries

The information shown below, together with its format description, is written to the fit statistics
file for each block (from 1 through NBLOCK) within each group, and for each item (from 1
through NITEMS) within each block.
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Format

Description

(I4,

The block number

A8,

The block name

I4,

The number of categories

I4,

The item number

A4)

The item name

(8F10.5,/)

Observed sample sizes for NBOUND boundaries

Finally, the following information is repeated for each response category (1 through NCAT) within each block (NCAT is the number of response categories of the current block):
Format

Description

(8F10.5,/)

Observed frequencies for NBOUND boundaries

(8F10.5,/)

Model based frequencies for NBOUND boundaries

Related topics





TEST/SCALE command: NBLOCK keyword (Section 1.3.15)
BLOCK command: NITEMS keyword (Section 1.3.2)
BLOCK command: NCAT keyword
SAVE command: FIT keyword (Section 1.3.13)

1.5.4 Item parameter file
Records 1 and 2 are the TITLE lines from the command file.
Format: (20A4,/,20A4)
The codes in record 3 describe the model as follows:
Format

Description

(A8,

The test name from the PARSCALE run

I5,

The number of blocks (NBLOCK)

I5,

The total number of items
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I5,

The model code

I5,

The number of subgroups (MGROUP)

I5)

The model code for multiple-groups (see below)

Notes:
The model codes are as follows:









1: Normal ogive graded response model with item and category parameters separated
2: Normal ogive graded response model with item-category parameters
3: Logistic graded response model with item and category parameters separated
4: Logistic graded response model with item-category parameters
5: Normal ogive partial credit model with item and category parameters separated
6: Normal ogive partial credit model with item-category parameters (not implemented)
7: Logistic partial credit model with item and category parameters separated
8: Logistic partial credit model with item-category parameters

If the item response model is not for multiple groups, the last two entries (MGROUP and multiple-group model code) are blank. The model codes for multiple-groups are:



1: DIF model (the default for a single-group model)
2: Raters’ effect model

Line 4 shows the number of items per block.
Format: (30I5)
The rest of the data show the parameters grouped by block within each group. For each group
(from 1 through MGROUP), the subgroup name is listed first formatted as (A8). Note that for a
single-group or Rater's-Effect model there will be only one group name.
Within each group, the following block information appears:
Format

Description

(A8,

Block name

I5,

The number of categories

A4,

Item name

F10.5,

Slope parameter
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F10.5,

S.E. of slope parameter

F10.5,

Location parameter

F10.5,

S.E. of location parameter

F10.5,

Guessing parameter

F10.5)

S.E. of guessing parameter

(15F10.5,/)

Category parameters for this block

(15F10.5,/)

S.E. of category parameters for this block

Lastly, in the case of a Rater's-Effect model, the following rater information is provided for each
rater:
Format

Description

(A8,

Rater’s name

F10.5,

Rater's-Effect parameter

F10.5)

S.E. of Raters’ Effect parameter

Related topics





BLOCK command: NITEMS keyword (Section 1.3.2)
INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)
TEST/SCALE command: NBLOCK keyword (Section 1.3.15)
SAVE command: PARM keyword (Section 1.3.13)

1.5.5 Item information file
The information file begins with the TITLE lines from the command file in records 1 and 2.
Format: (20A4,/,20A4)
In the remainder of the file, item information is listed as follows: the results are grouped by
quadrature points (1 through NQPT), within items (1 through NITEMS), within blocks (1 through
NBLOCK), within groups (1 through MGROUP, or just 1 for a single-group or Rater's-Effect model):
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Format

Description

(A8,2X,

The test name

I4,2X,

Group number

I4,2X,

Block number

A8,2X,

Block name

I4,2X,

Item number

A4,2X,

Item name

I2,2X,

Node number

F10.5,2X

Quadrature point value

F18.10)

Item information at each quadrature node

Related topics






TEST/SCALE command: NBLOCK keyword (Section 1.3.15)
BLOCK command: NITEMS keyword (Section 1.3.2)
CALIB command: NQPT keyword (Section 1.3.3)
INPUT command: MGROUP/MRATER keyword (Section 1.3.7)
SAVE command: INFORMATION keyword (Section 1.3.13)

1.5.6 Subject scores file
Records: 1
Format

Description

(/,1X,I2,

Subtest number

‘SUBTEST:',A8)

Subtest name

Note that if the number of subtests is one, this record is skipped.
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Repeat for all respondents or sampled respondents:
Format

Description

(<a>A1,

Identification of respondents
T22,'|',

I7,2X,

Respondent number

A8,2X,

Group name

F7.2)

Weight for respondent

Notes
The length of identification specified by the NIDCHAR keyword in the INPUT command is automatically supplied for <a>A1.
Repeat for each rater (from 1 through the number of response vectors, NVEC) within each respondent. (For a single-group model or DIF model, it repeats only once (NVEC=1), and for Raters’
Effects models, it repeats for the number of raters rated for this particular respondent. Therefore,
for the Raters’ Effect model, NVEC varies depending on the number of raters who rated this respondent).
Format

Description

(1X,I3,2X,

Score number

A8,2X,

Score name

I3,2X,

Rater identification of this response vector

'|',2X,
F7.2,4X,

Weight for this response vector

F7.2,2X,

Mean category

F7.2,4X,

The number of items attempted

F10.4,2X,

Ability estimate

F10.4)

S.E. of ability estimate

Note that if the DIF model is used, the rater identification is the subgroup identification.
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Format

Description

(T22,'|',2X,
F7.2,4X,

Fit statistics

F7.2,2X,

Probability of fit statistics

F7.2)

Degree of freedom

Note that this record is saved only if the original response data is frequency (group-level) data
and the FIT option in the SCORE command has been given.
Related topics




INPUT command: NIDCHAR keyword (Section 1.3.7)
SCORE command: FIT option (Section 1.3.14)
SAVE command: FIT option (Section 1.3.13)
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2 IRT graphics
2.1 Introduction
A new feature included with PARSCALE is the IRT GRAPHICS procedure. Item characteristic
curves, item and test information curves, and a histogram of the estimated abilities may be plotted. A matrix plot showing all item characteristic curves simultaneously can also be obtained.
This feature is accessed via the Run menu on the main menu bar and becomes available once the
analysis has been completed. The plots are based on the contents of the parameter files produced
by the respective programs. In this chapter, an overview of the interface and options of this feature is given.

2.2 Main menu
The Main window of the IRT GRAPHICS program is used to access the following graphics:








Item characteristic curves through the ICC option
Item information curves through the Information option
ICC and item information curves on the same page through the ICC and Info option
Total information curve through the Total Info option
Simultaneous display of all Item Characteristic Curves (ICCs) through the Matrix Plot
option
Regression of ability on the percentage correct through the Bivariate Plot option
Histogram of estimated abilities through the Histogram option.

The graphs displayed may be selected, changed, saved to file, or printed using various options
and dialog boxes described in Section 2.3. To exit the program, click the Exit option on the
Main menu.
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2.2.1 The ICC option
This option provides access to item characteristic curves for all the items in the test. In the image
below, the ICC for item 2 is displayed.






As a nominal model was fitted in this case, the high category is displayed in red and a
message to this effect is displayed in the Category Legends box at the bottom of the window. This field contains the legend for all categories plotted.
The Next button provides access to following items, while the Prev button allows the user
to go back to previously viewed Item Characteristic Curves (ICC s).
Use the Main Menu button at the bottom left of the window to return to the main menu.
The graph can be selected, edited, saved, or printed using the File, Edit, Graphs, and Options menus on the main menu bar. For more on the options available, see Section 2.3.

Related topics



Manipulating and modifying graphs (see Section 2.3)
Item characteristic curves (see Section 2.4)

2.2.2 The Information option


This option provides access to item information curves for all the items in the test. In the
image below, the item information curve for the second item is displayed.
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The Scaling Information box at the bottom of the window contains information on the
scaling of the information axis. The item with the most information is indicated here for
all items in a test.
The Next button provides access to following items, while the Prev button allows the user
to go back to previously viewed item information curves.
Use the Main Menu button at the bottom left of the window to return to the main menu.
The graph can be selected, edited, saved, or printed using the File, Edit, Graphs, and Options options on the main menu bar. For more on the options available, see Section 2.3.

Related topics



Manipulating and modifying graphs (see Section 2.3)
Item information curves (see Section 2.5)

2.2.3 The ICC and Info option
When this option is selected from the Main menu, the ICC and item information curve for an
item are displayed simultaneously.





As a nominal model was fitted in this case, the high category is displayed in red and a
message to this effect is displayed in the Category Legends box at the bottom of the window. This field also contains information on the legend for all other categories plotted.
The Next button provides access to following items, while the Prev button allows the user
to go back to previously viewed item curves.
Use the Main Menu button at the bottom left of the window to return to the main menu.
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The graph can be selected, edited, saved, or printed using the File, Edit, Graphs, and Options menus on the main menu bar. For more on the options available, see Section 2.3.

Related topics




Manipulating and modifying graphs (see Section 2.3)
Item characteristic curves (see Section 2.4)
Item information curves (see Section 2.5)

2.2.4 The Total Info option
This option is used to access the test information and standard error curves.






The total test information for a given scale score is read from the axis on the left of the
graph and is plotted in blue.
The axis to the right of the graph is used for reading the standard error estimate for a given
scale score. The measurement error is shown in red.
Use the Main Menu button at the bottom left of the window to return to the main menu.
The Next and Prev buttons may be used to access similar plots for multiple groups (if
any).
The graph can be selected, edited, saved, or printed using the File, Edit, Graphs, and Options menus on the main menu bar. For more on the options available, see Section 2.3.
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Related topics



Manipulating and modifying graphs (see Section 2.3)
Test information curves (see Section 2.6)

2.2.5 Matrix Plot option
This option provides an organized way of simultaneously looking at the item characteristic
curves of up to 100 items.
In the graph below, the ICCs of 35 items are plotted. As can be seen from the graph, models fitted
to the items range from the 1PL model to the nominal, graded and multiple response models.
Item 1 is shown in the top left corner of the combined graph, as indicated by the item numbers
given to the right of the plots. The gray lines dividing each plot into four quadrants are drawn at
a probability of 0.5 (on the y-axis) and ability of 0 (on the x-axis).
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To take a closer look at item 20, to which a nominal response model was fitted, click and drag
the right mouse button to select the area for zooming as shown below.

Releasing the mouse button produces a closer look at the graph for item 20 as shown below.
Note that any part of the matrix of plots can be selected for zooming, and that the zoom option is
also available for already enlarged areas of the matrix such as that shown below.
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Note that the high category is shown in red. To reset the image, double-click the right mouse button.



Up to 100 items can be simultaneously displayed. If the test contains more than 100 items,
return to the Main Menu and click the Matrix Plot button again for the next set of items.
The graphs can be selected, edited, saved, or printed using the File, Edit, Graphs, and
Options menus on the main menu bar. For more on the options available, see Section 2.3.

Related topics



Manipulating and modifying graphs (see Section 2.3)
Item information curves (see Section 2.5)

2.2.6 The Histogram option
The Histogram option provides a histogram of the ability scores. This option is only available if
scoring has been requested and the scores have been saved to an external file.
As indicated in the legend box at the bottom of the window, abilities are rescaled to a mean of 0
and standard deviation of 1. The area under the bell-shaped curve equals the total area of the histogram.




Use the Main Menu button at the bottom left of the window to return to the main menu.
The Next and Prev buttons may be used to access similar plots for multiple groups (if
any).
The graph can be selected, edited, saved, or printed using the File, Edit, Graphs, and Options options on the main menu bar.
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Related topics


Manipulating and modifying graphs (see Section 2.3)

2.2.7 The Bivariate Plot option
The Bivariate Plot option provides a regression of ability on the percentage correct. This option
is only available if scoring has been requested and the scores have been saved to an external file.






As with the matrix plots, segments of the plot may be inspected by zooming in. This is
done by clicking and dragging the mouse to select the area of interest.
A 95% prediction interval for a new examinee is also shown on the plot.
Use the Main Menu button at the bottom left of the window to return to the main menu.
The graph can be selected, edited, saved, or printed using the File, Edit, Graphs, and Options menus on the main menu bar. For more on the options available, see Section 6.3.
If information is available for multiple groups, bivariate plots are available by group and
the Next and Prev buttons may be used to access the plots for following groups.
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2.2.8 The Exit option
Use this option to exit the application.

2.3 Manipulating and modifying graphs
Displayed graphs can be modified, saved and printed by using menus available on the main
menu bar of the graph window.
2.3.1 File menu
The File menu controls the printing and saving of graphs.






The Save as Metafile option is used to save the selected page or graph as a *.wmf (Windows Metafile) for later use in other applications.
Note that an entire page, including legend boxes, may be printed using the Print current
page option.
Alternatively, the Show Selectors option on the Options menu may be used to select a
graph, after which the Print selected graph option of the File menu may be used to print
only the selected graph.
The Printer Setup and Printing Options options provide access to the standard Windows
printing controls.
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Related topics


Options menu

2.3.2 Edit menu
The Edit menu is used for copying of graphs or entire pages to the Windows clipboard. To select
a graph, the Show Selectors option on the Options menu may be used.

Related topics


Options menu

2.3.3 Options menu
The Options menu is used to enable graph selectors and to highlight a selected graph.

In the image below, both options have been enabled

and the selectors for the three areas of the graph below (the ICC, the item information curve and
the Category legends box) are displayed at the right of the window. The second graph has been
selected, and this entire section of the window is highlighted in dark red. This selected graph
may now be saved or printed using options on the File menu.
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2.3.4 Graphs menu
The Graphs menu provides access to the Parameters and Fill Page options.

The Fill Page option is used to resize the graph to fill the entire window. The Parameters option
is used to change attributes of the graph displayed and is associated with the Graph Parameters
dialog box. This dialog box is used to change the position, size, and color of the currently selected graph and its plotting area.
The following functions are defined:






The Left, Top, Width, and Height edit controls allow the user to specify a new position
and size of the graph (relative to the page window) and of the plotting area (relative to the
graph window).
The Color drop-down list boxes are used to specify the graph window color and the color
of the graph’s plotting area.
If the Border check box is checked, the graph will have a border around it.
If the Border check box is checked, the Border Attributes button leads to another standard dialog box (the Line Parameters dialog box) that allows specification of the thickness, color, and style of the borderline.
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In addition to the Graphs Parameters dialog box, a number of other dialog boxes may be used
to change attributes of graphs. The dialog boxes accessible depend on the type of graph displayed. The dialog boxes are:






Axis Labels dialog box
Text Parameters dialog box
Bar Graph Parameters dialog box
Legend Parameters dialog box
Line Parameters dialog box

The user may access any of these dialog boxes by double-clicking in the corresponding section
of the graph. For example, double-clicking in the legend area of the graph will activate the Legend Parameters dialog box. Double-clicking on the title of the graph, on the other hand, will
provide access to the Text Parameters dialog box.
2.3.5 Axis Labels dialog box
This dialog box is used for editing axis labels and is activated by double clicking on the axis of a
displayed graph.
The following functions are defined:






The Labels Position group box controls the position of the labels relative to the axis or
plotting area.
The Last Label group box allows manipulation of the last label drawing options. If On is
selected, the last label is displayed like the others. If Off is selected, it is not displayed, If
Text is selected, the text string entered in the edit box below will be displayed instead of
the last numerical label.
The format of the numerical labels can be specified using the radio buttons in the Format
group box.
The Date Parameters group box becomes active once the Date radio button is checked.
The Date Format box selects the date format to use for labels, while the Date Time Base
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box selects the time base (minute, hour, day, week, month, year) for the date calculations.
The Starting Date drop-down list boxes specify the starting date that corresponds to the
axis value of 0. All dates are calculated relative to this value.
If the Set Precision check box is not checked, the labels’ precision is determined automatically. If it is checked, the number entered into the #Places field specifies the number
of digits after the decimal point.
The Text Parameters button provides access to the Text Parameters dialog box (see
Section 2.3.10) that controls the font, size, and color of labels.

Related topics


Text Parameters dialog box

2.3.6 Bar Graph Parameters dialog box
This dialog box is used for editing the parameters of all bars in a regular bar graph, or a selected
group member of grouped bar graphs. It is displayed when a bar in the histogram (Histogram
option on the Main menu) is double-clicked.
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It operates as follows:




If the Border check box is checked, the bars have a border around them. In this case, the
Border Attributes button leads to the Line Parameters dialog box that controls border
thickness, color, and style.
The Data button leads to the spreadsheet-style window for editing plotted data points
(shown below)
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The Hatch Style drop-down list box allows the user to choose the hatch style for bars.
The Bar Color scrolling bars control the bar RGB color.
The Position radio buttons control the bar position relative to the independent variable
values.
The Width string field allows the user to enter the bar width in units of the independent
variable.

2.3.7 Legend Parameters dialog box
This dialog box allows the editing of legends. It opens when the mouse button is double-clicked
while the cursor is anywhere inside the legend box, except over a symbol representing a plotting
object.

This dialog box operates as follows:







The Left, Top, Width, and Height edit controls allow the user to specify a new position
and size of the legend-bounding rectangle relative to the graph window.
The Color drop-down menu specifies the legend rectangle background color.
If the Border check box is checked, the rectangle will have a border. In this case, the
Border Attributes button leads to the Line Parameters dialog box that controls border
thickness, color, and style of the border line.
The multi-line text box in the lower left corner lists and allows editing of each of the legend text strings.
The Text Parameters button leads to the Text Parameters dialog box discussed earlier.

Related topics


Text Parameters dialog box

2.3.8 Line Parameters dialog box
This dialog box is used for editing lines in the graph. It is accessed via the Plot Parameters dialog box, which is activated when a curve in a graph is double-clicked.
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It has the following functions:




The Color drop-down list box controls the line color.
The Style drop-down list box, visible when activated, allows selection of a line style.
The Width control specifies the line width, in window pixels.

Related topics


Plot Parameters dialog box

2.3.9 Plot Parameters dialog box
The Plot Parameters dialog box is accessed when a curve is double-clicked.






The type of line to be displayed may be changed using the Type drop-down lost box.
To fill the area under the curve, the Fill Area check box may be used.
The type of curve fitted (spline or not) is controlled by the Spline check box.
The Data button provides direct access to the data used to plot the curve.
The Line Attributes button provides access to the Line Parameters dialog box (shown to
the right of the Plot Parameters dialog box below). The Line Parameters dialog box is
discussed elsewhere in this section.

Related topics


Line Parameters dialog box
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2.3.10 Text Parameters dialog box
This dialog box is used for editing text strings, labels, titles, etc. It can be called from some of
the other dialog boxes controlling graphic features. It may be activated by double clicking on any
text in a displayed graph.

The following functions are defined:






The Text edit control allows the user to edit the text string.
The Font drop-down list box allows control of the typeface.
The text color can be selected from the Color drop-down menu.
The size of the fonts (in points) is controlled by the Size drop-down menu.
The Bold, Italic and Underline check boxes control the text style.

2.4 Item characteristic curves
The item characteristic curve is a nonlinear function that portrays the regression of the item score
on the trait or ability measured in a test. It shows the relationship between the probability of success on the item to the ability measured by the item set or test containing the item.
In the case of binary data, a single curve is used to portray this relationship, and the difficulty,
discrimination and guessing parameters (where applicable) are indicated on the graph. In polytomous models such as the graded response model and nominal response model, a number of
item option curves are plotted. Each curve shows the selection probability of a category of the
item as a function of the ability.
For a description of the models for which item characteristic curves or item option curves may be
obtained, see
Binary data:



The one-parameter (1PL, Rasch) model (see Section 3.1.2)
The two-parameter (2PL, Birnbaum) model (see Section 3.1.3)
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The three-parameter (3PL, guessing) model (see Section 3.1.4)

Polytomous data:




Masters’ Partial Credit model (see Section 3.1.6)
Samejima’s (1969) graded model (see Sections 3.1.5)
The rating-scale model (see Section 3.1.7)

2.5 Item information curves
Item information functions are dependent on ability and provide valuable insight into the differences in the precision of measurement different ability levels. They are of particular interest in
test construction, where these curves can be used to ensure the inclusion of different items that
maximize the precision of measurement at different levels of θ in the test.
In the case of a 1PL model, the item information function is given by (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985, Table 6-1)
D 2 {1 + exp[− D(θ − bi )]}−1{1 − (1 + exp[− D(θ − bi )]) −1}

The maximum value of the information is constant for the one-parameter model and is at the
point bi .
For a 2PL model, the item information function is given by (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985,
Table 6-1)
D 2 ai2 {1 + exp[− D(θ − bi )]}−1{1 − (1 + exp[− D(θ − bi )]) −1}

with the maximum value directly proportional to the square of the item discrimination parameter,
a. A larger value of a is associated with greater information. The maximum information is obtained at bi .
For the three-parameter model, the information function is (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985,
Table 6-1)
D 2 ai2 {1 + exp[− D(θ − bi )]}−1{1 − (1 + exp[− D(θ − bi )]) −1}
{1 − ci }2
The maximum information is reached at

bi +

1
ln{1/ 2 + 1/ 2 1 + 8ci }
Dai
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An increase in information is associated with a decrease in ci . The maximum information is obtained when ci = 0.
The slope of the item response function and the conditional variance at each ability level θ play
an important role in terms of the information provided by an item. An increase in the slope, together with a decrease in the variance, leads to more information being obtained. This in turn
provides a smaller standard error of measurement. By assessing these curves, items with large
standard errors of measurement may be identified and discarded.
The contributions of both item and test information curves are summarized by Hambleton &
Swaminathan (1985) as follows:
“The item and test information functions provide viable alternatives to the classical concepts
of reliability and standard error. The information functions are defined independently of any
specific group of examinees and, moreover, represent the standard error of measurement at
any chosen ability level. Thus, the precision of measurement can be determined at any level
of ability that is of interest. Furthermore, through the information function, the test constructor can precisely assess the contribution of each item to the precision of the total test and
hence choose items in a manner that is not contradictory with other aspects of test construction. ”
The item and item information curves for two items to which a 3PL model has been fitted are
shown below. The discrimination parameter for item 24 is approximately twice that of item 25,
and the effect of this can be seen in the corresponding item information curves. Both item information functions were plotted on the same scale. The item in the test with the most information
determines the scale.
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Related topics



The Information option (see Section 2.2.2)
The ICC and Info option (See Section 2.2.3)

2.6 Test information curves
The test information function summarizes the information function for a set of items or test. The
contribution of each item in the test to the total information is additive, as can be seen from the
definition of the test information function
n

I (θ ) = ∑
i =1

Pi ' (θ ) 2
Pi (θ )Qi (θ )

where Pi (θ ) denotes the probability of an examinee responding correctly to item i given an ability of θ , and Qi (θ ) = 1 − Pi (θ ) .
The function provides information for a set of items at each point on the ability scale and the
amount of information is influenced by the quality and number of test items. As was the case for
the item information function, the item slope and item variance play an important role. An increase in the slope and a decrease in the item variance both lead to more information being obtained. This in turn provides a smaller standard error of measurement. Also note that the contribution of each test item is independent of the other items in the test.
The amount of information provided by a set of test items at an ability level is inversely related
to the error associated with ability estimates at the ability level. The standard error of the ability
estimates at ability level θ can be written as
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SE (θ ) =

1
.
I (θ )

An example of test information and measurement error curves is shown below. Note that the vertical axis to the left is used to find the information at a given ability while the vertical axis to the
right serves a similar purpose for the standard error curve.
Related topics


The Total Info option (see Section 2.2.4)
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3 Models in PARSCALE 1
3.1.1 Introduction
Psychological, sociological, educational and medical data often consist of responses classified in
two or more predefined categories. The extra information contained in multiple-category response classifications helps offset the greater cost (compared to machine scored multiple-choice
items) of ratings based on human judgments. Provided the readers are able to assign the categories consistently, multiple-category scoring is more informative than binary scoring, because it
contains multiple thresholds of difficulty corresponding to the boundaries between the categories. By discriminating among the respondents at more than one level, multiple-category scoring
of an extended response has the same advantages as adaptive testing with several binary-scored
items at different levels of difficulty.
The generalization of IRT to the multiple-category case provides a comprehensive methodology
for the analysis and scoring of this type of data. It applies optimal procedures in place of the ad
hoc rules traditionally used in quantifying and weighting categorical data. In particular, it solves
the hitherto intractable problem of how to combine the information in ratings when different
items have varying numbers of differently defined categories. Utilizing maximum likelihood or
Bayes estimation derived from multiple-category item response models, the IRT approach employs all the information in the categorical data efficiently to assign quantitative scores to the
respondents.
Readers familiar with IRT in the binary case will find the generalization to the multiple-category
case quite straightforward. The concept of a latent dimension on which response probability
functions are defined carries over from the binary case without changes, and parameters of the
response functions must still be estimated; the estimated parameters are then used to estimate
scores for the respondents. The only new element is the more general form of the response functions and the greater number of parameters per item.
The current version of PARSCALE handles data in which the responses to a number of items are
classified in a common set of ordered categories. This is perhaps the most common type of data.
In the context of attitude measurement, this type of item is often treated as a so-called “Likert”
scale, where the categories are arbitrarily assigned successive integer values (Likert, 1932). In
contrast, the IRT procedures estimate optimal empirical values to be assigned to the boundaries
between the categories. Since all of the items are rated in the same categories, the number of
boundaries to be estimated equals one less than the number of categories. The boundaries, item
locations, and respondent scores are all represented as points on the latent dimension of measurement.

1

This section was contributed by Eiji Muraki.
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Another common type of data is where each item has its own specific number and definition of
categories. The number of boundaries to be estimated is therefore equal to the sum of one less
than the number of categories for each item. In this case, the item locations are absorbed in the
category boundaries of the items and are not separately estimated.
Alternatively, the instrument or test may consist of a mixture of common-category and specificcategory items. PARSCALE handles this case by assigning items to “blocks”, with categories
common within blocks and different between blocks. Each specific-category item is its own
block. In the case of binary items, i.e., items with only two categories, the categories are common by definition and all belong to the same block. An educational test, for example, may contain open-ended exercises scored in five or six categories in one block, and multiple-choice items
in another block. The presence of multiple-choice items introduces the additional problem of
guessing effects (which is often absent in rated items). These effects are estimated using a threeparameter model in the binary case.
A case not handled by the current version is that of nominal categories. These categories each
represent a qualitatively distinct type of response to the stimulus and have no predefined ordinal
relationship. A common use of the nominal model is to extract all information in responses to all
alternatives of a multiple-choice item, beyond just the contrast of correct and incorrect alternatives.
The response models in PARSCALE are derived from normal and logistic models in the binary
case. In this section the 1PL, 2PL, 3PL, Samejima’s Graded Response Model and Masters’ Partial
Credit Model are discussed. The scoring function of the Generalized Partial Credit Model, the
Rater's-Effect model, the DIF model, and the Trend model for dichotomous item response models (see Bock, Muraki & Pfeiffenberger, 1988) are then reviewed.
The normal ogive model
A response to a binary test item j is indicated in these expressions by the item score,
xj = 1

if the respondent answers correctly, or

xj = 0

if the respondent answers incorrectly.

Let θ denote the ability of the person, and let the probability of a correct response to item j be
represented by
P=
( x j 1|=
θ ) Pj (θ ) ;

and thus, the probability of an incorrect response is given by
P ( x j = 0 | θ ) = 1 − Pj (θ ) .
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In general, the response function also depends upon one or more parameters characteristic of the
item, the values of which must be estimated.
The normal ogive model is defined as:
Pj (θ ) =

1
2π

∞

∫

2

e −[1/ 2]t dt ,

− (θ −b j ) / σ j

where σ j = 1/ a j is called the item dispersion, a j is the item discriminating power and b j is an
item location parameter. The normal ogive model is conventionally represented as Φ j (θ ) .
The logistic models for binary scored items
At present, the response models most widely used in applied work are the logistic models for binary scored items. The most important of these models are:




The one-parameter (1PL, Rasch) model
The two-parameter (2PL, Birnbaum) model
The three-parameter (3PL, guessing) model

3.1.2 The one-parameter (1PL, Rasch) model
The one-parameter logistic model is defined as
P(1) j (θ ) =

1
1 + exp[− a (θ − b j )]

where
exp(k ) = e k

and

e = 2.718

is the base of the natural logarithm,

a

is a scale constant determining the units of θ , and

bj

is a location parameter related to the difficulty of item j (also referred to as the
item “threshold”). Items with larger values of b j are more difficult; those with
smaller values are easier.
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3.1.3 The two-parameter (2PL, Birnbaum) model
The two-parameter logistic model is defined as
P(2) j (θ ) =

1
1 + exp[− a j (θ − b j )]

where a j is the item discriminating power, and b j is an item location parameter as in the 1PL
model.
The negative of the exponent in this model,
=
z j a j (θ − b j ),

is referred to as a logistic deviate, or logit. The logit can also be written as =
z j a jθ + c j where
c j = − a j b j . In this form, a j is referred to as the item slope and c j as the item intercept (see Fig-

ure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: the two-parameter logistic model
The 2PL model is conventionally represented as
1
Ψ j (θ ) =− z
1+ e j

If all a j are equal, the model is reduced to a one-parameter logistic or Rasch model.
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3.1.4 The three-parameter (3PL, guessing) model
In the case of multiple-choice items, an examinee who does not know the correct alternative may
succeed in responding correctly by randomly guessing. If the examinee’s ability is θ , the probability that the examinee will not know the answer, but guesses correctly (with probability g j ) is
g j [1 − Ψ j (θ )] . The probability that the examinee will respond correctly either by knowledge or

by random guessing is therefore
θ ) g j [1 − Ψ j (θ )] + Ψ j (θ )
P3 j (=
= g j + (1 − g j )Ψ j (θ ),

where g j is the probability of a correct response to a multiple-choice item as a result of guessing. If the correct response alternative is randomly assigned, and all of the examinees guess
blindly, the value of g j is equal to 1/A, where A is the number of alternatives of the multiplechoice item. If some of the examinees guess after eliminating one or more of the alternatives, g j
will be greater than 1/A by some amount that must be determined empirically along with the a j
and b j or c j parameters.
The parameter g j corresponds to the lower asymptote of the item response function, P3 j (θ ) .
This interpretation of g j , as well as that of the other item parameters, is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Three-parameter logistic model
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Relationship between normal ogive and logistic models
The logistic item response models are closely related to the normal ogive model. In order to
bring the logistic models into close agreement with the normal ogive model, θ is multiplied by
the factor D = 1.7. When D = 1.7 is used, the discrepancy between the normal response function
and its logistic approximation is never greater than 0.01.
When the logit incorporates this factor, as in
=
z j a j D(θ − b j ) , the models are said to be in the
normal metric.
3.1.5 Samejima’s graded response model
If we define Pjk+ (θ ) and Pj+,k +1 (θ ) as the regression of the binary item score method in which all
response categories less than k and k + 1, respectively, are scored 1 for each item j, the operating
characteristic (Samejima, 1972) of the graded item scoring for the latent trait variable θ is
P=
Pjk+ (θ ) − Pj+,k +1 (θ ).
jk (θ )

Samejima (1969) further defines Pj+0 (θ ) and Pj+,m +1 (θ ) so that
Pj+0 (θ ) = 1
Pj+,m +1 (θ ) = 0,

where m is the number of categories minus 1. Therefore,
1 − Pj+1 (θ )
Pj 0 (θ ) =
Pj+0 (θ ) − Pj+1 (θ ) =
P=
Pj+1 (θ ) − Pj+2 (θ )
j1 (θ )
+
+
(θ ) − Pj+,m +1 (θ ) =
(θ ),
Pjm (θ ) =
Pjm
Pjm

and, in general,
Pjk (θ ) =
Pjk+ (θ ) − Pj+,k +1 (θ ) ≥ 0.

For the normal ogive model (Samejima, 1974), the formula for Pjk+ (θ ) in the general case, is given by
a j (θ −b jk )

Pjk+ (

θ) =

∫

φ (t ) dt ,

−∞
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where a j is a common slope parameter and b jk is called an item-category threshold parameter.
For each m + 1 category item, there are m category threshold parameters.
From this definition,
b j1 ≤ b j 2 ≤ ... ≤ b jm .

An extension of Samejima’s graded item response model suitable for Likert items is
a j (θ −b j + ck )

∫

Pjk+ (

θ) =

φ (t ) dt ,

−∞

where b j is now the item-location parameter and ck the category parameter. We refer to this extension as the “rating-scale” model.
In the same manner, we can write
a j (θ −b j + ck +1 )

∫

Pj+,k +1 (θ ) =

φ (t ) dt.

−∞

If a j > 0, then Pjk+ (θ ) − Pj+,k +1 (θ ) ≥ 0 , and ck − ck +1 ≥ 0 .
From these results, we obtain the response function of a graded category under the normal ogive
model:
a j (θ −b j + ck )

Pjk+ (

θ) =

∫

φ (t ) dt.

a j (θ −b j + ck +1 )

The corresponding logistic form of the graded response model is
=
Pjk (θ )
=

exp[ Da j (θ − b j + ck )]

−

exp[ Da j (θ − b j + ck +1 )]

1 + exp[ Da j (θ − b j + ck )] 1 + exp[ Da j (θ − b j + ck +1 )]
1
1
−
1 + exp[− Da j (θ − b j + ck )] 1 + exp[− Da j (θ − b j + ck +1 )]

where D = 1.7. Both models in these equations are response functions for items scored in successive categories. A major distinction between the two models is that in the rating-scale model,
Samejima’s parameter b jk is resolved into an item location parameter b j and a category parameter ck .
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If each item has its own response categories, which may differ in number m j (j = 1, 2, …, n), the
graded response model is required. Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 illustrate the meaning of the parameters, a j , b j and ck . All examples are the logistic rating-scale models with four categorical
responses. Therefore, the model contains three category parameters, ck .

Figure 3.3: Graded response model: a = 1.0, b = 0.0, c = (2.0,0.0,-2.0)
In Figure 3.3, the values of parameters are set as a j = 1.0, b j = 0.0, c1 = 2.0, c2 = 0.0, and c3 = 2.0. Item category trace lines are drawn from left to right as the order of Pj 0 , Pj1 , Pj 2 , and Pj 3 .
Since the distances between adjacent category thresholds are equal and the location parameter is
zero, the trace lines are symmetric with respect to θ = 0.
If the slope a j increases by 0.5 ( a j = 1.5) and the location is changed from b j = 0 to b j = 0.5,
then all of the four trace lines become steeper and are shifted to the right of the θ scale, as
shown in Figure 3.4. These mechanisms of the function behave the same as the dichotomous
item response model.
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Figure 3.4: Graded Response Model: a = 1.5, b = 0.5, c = (2.0,0.0,-2.0)
If the distance between c2 and c3 becomes narrower by 0.5 ( c2 = -0.5) as shown in Figure 3.5,
the trace lines of Pj1 and Pj 2 are shifted to the right. In other words, these two categories become
more difficult to be endorsed or attained. However, the trace lines of Pj 0 and Pj 3 stay the same
since these probabilities do not involve c2 . Since the trace lines of the extreme categories, Pj 0
and Pj 3 , are essentially the cumulative probability function, the slope of these functions change
only if the slope parameter, a j , is altered. However, the slope of the middle category is affected
by the distance of adjacent categories. Therefore, the trace line of Pj 2 (θ ) is not only shifted, but
also becomes flatter.

Figure 3.5: Graded response model: a = 1.5, b = 0.5, c = (2.0,0.5,-2.0)
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In the case of dichotomous item response models, the slope parameter is synonymous with the
discriminating power. However, for the polytomous item response model, the discriminating
power of a specific categorical response depends on the width of adjacent category thresholds as
well as a slope parameter. Because of this property, the simultaneous estimation of the slope parameter and of all m j category parameters is not obtainable. If the model includes the slope parameter for each item j, the location of the category parameters must be fixed. The natural choice
is to fix the values of the mean of the category parameters c1 and cm . The program provides the
keyword CADJUST on the BLOCK command to set this mean (default is 0.0). The option
NOCADJUST causes the program to omit the adjustment during the calibration or scoring phase.
The relationships among parameters in the rating-scale model are expressed by

a j (θ − b j + c=
k)

aj

 sθ − ( sb j − t ) + ( sck − t ) 

s 

where s is a scaling factor and t is a location constant. This equation shows that shifting the center of the category metric results in a shift of b j in the same direction by the same units. If the
intervals of the category scale are expanded by the factor s and the scale of θ is held constant,
the b j will expand and the a j will contract by the same factor. Therefore, if the assumption that
more than two subsets of items measure the same ability is met and their ability distributions are
constrained to have the same mean and standard deviation, both the scale and location parameters are determinate and estimable.
3.1.6 Masters’ partial credit model
Masters (1982) reformulated Andrich’s polytomous rating response model by utilizing the Rasch
dichotomous model, which does not contain a discriminating power parameter. It is quite legitimate, however, to formulate the general model based on the two-parameter logistic response
model, following the same operating characteristic that Masters employs. Since the essential
mechanism for constructing the general model is shared with Masters’ partial credit model and
Andrich’s rating-scale model, the models constructed in this text can simply be called the generalized partial credit model.
The generalized partial credit model is formulated based on the assumption that each probability
of choosing the k-th category over the (k–1)-th category is governed by the dichotomous response model. To develop the partial credit model, let us denote Pjk as the specific probability of
choosing the k-th category from m j + 1 possible categories of item j. In the dichotomous model
( m j + 1 =2 ),

Pj 0 (θ ) + Pj1 (θ ) =
1. The conditional probability of choosing category 1 given the

probability of choosing categories 0 and 1 is then
=
Pj1|0,1

Pj1 (θ )
exp[a j (θ − b j1 )]
= P=
.
j1 (θ )
Pj 0 (θ ) + Pj1 (θ )
1 + exp[a j (θ − b j1 )]
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Therefore,
1
1 − Pj1 (θ ) =
.
Pj 0|0,1 (θ ) =
1 + exp[a j (θ − b j1 )]

In the polytomous response model, in which m j + 1 is more than 3 for item j,
Pj 0 (θ ) + Pj1 (θ ) + ... + P=
jm j (θ )

mj

∑ P=
jk (θ )

1.

k =0

For each of the adjacent categories, the probability of the specific categorical response k over k –
1 is given by the above conditional probability:
C jk = Pjk |k −1,k (θ )
=
=

Pjk (θ )
Pj ,k −1 (θ ) + Pjk (θ )
exp[a j (θ − b jk )]
1 + exp[a j (θ − b jk )]

,

where k = 1, 2, … , m j . Then,
Pjk (θ ) =

C jk
1 − C jk

Pj ,k −1 (θ ),

where
C jk
1 − C jk

=
=

Pjk |k −1,k (θ )
1 − Pjk |k −1,k (θ )
Pjk |k −1,k (θ )
Pjk −1|k −1,k (θ )

= exp[a j (θ − b jk )].

This equation may be called the operating characteristic for the partial credit model. If we start
by determining
Pj 0 (θ ) =

1
,
G

we obtain the following probabilities by applying the operating characteristic:
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Pj1 (θ ) =
Pj 2 (θ ) =

exp[a j (θ − b j1 )]
G
exp[a j (θ − b j1 ) + a j (θ − b j 2 )]
G

M
g

Pjg (θ ) =

exp[∑ v =1 a j (θ − b jv )]
G

M
m

Pjm j (θ ) =

exp[∑ v =j1 a j (θ − b jv )]
G

,

where g is a subscript for a specific categorical response k = g.
Since ∑ Pjk (θ ) = 1,
mj
 c

G=
1 + ∑ exp  ∑ a j (θ − b jv )  .
=
c 1=
v 1


Therefore, the partial credit model is given by
k

exp  ∑ a j (θ − b jv ) 
 v =1

Pjk (θ ) =
mj
 c

1 + ∑ exp  ∑ a j (θ − b jv ) 
=
c 1=
v 1

 k

exp  ∑ a j (θ − b jv ) 
 v =0
 ,
= m
c
j


∑ exp  ∑ a j (θ − b jv ) 
=
c 0=
v 0


where b j 0 ≡ 0. The partial credit model reduces to the dichotomous item response model when
m j = 1 and k = 0, 1. Note that b j 0 is arbitrarily defined as 0.0. This quantity is not a location
constant and could be any value because the term containing this parameter cancels from both
numerator and denominator:
k

exp  ∑ z jv 
 v =1 
Pjk (θ ) = m
j
 c

∑ exp  ∑ z jv 
=
c 1=
v 0 
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k

k

exp[ z j 0 (θ )] × exp  ∑ z jv (θ ) 
exp  ∑ z jv (θ ) 
=
v 1=

v 1

,
=
mj
mj
c


 c

exp[ z j 0 (θ )] + ∑ exp  z j 0 (θ ) + ∑ z jv (θ )  1 + ∑ exp  ∑ z jv (θ ) 
=
=
c 1
v 1

 =c 1 =
v 1


where z jk=
(θ ) a j (θ − b jk ). Masters (1980) calls the quantity b jk in this equation an “item step”
parameter. It is the intersection point of Pjk (θ ) and Pj ,k +1 (θ ) expressed as the operating characteristic. Thus, assuming a j > 0,
=
θ b=
jk , then Pjk (θ ) Pj , k +1 (θ )

if: θ > b jk , then Pjk (θ ) < Pj ,k +1 (θ )
θ < b jk , then Pjk (θ ) > Pj ,k +1 (θ ).

It should be noted that b jk is not sequentially ordered within item j, because it represents the
relative magnitude of the adjacent probabilities Pjk (θ ) and Pj ,k +1 (θ ) . Furthermore, when all
probabilities Pjk (θ ) are equal, the values of b jk also become identical.
While the item-category threshold parameter, b jk , in the graded response model determines the
steepest point of the trace line, the b jk parameter in the partial credit model is the intersection
point of Pjk (θ ) and Pj ,k +1 (θ ) . These lines intersect only once anywhere on the θ scale. Figure
7.10 is the graph of the partial credit model with a j = 1.0, b j1 = -2.0, b j 2 = 0.0, and b j 3 = 2.0. If
b j1 and b j 2 are brought closer together by changing b j1 = -2.0 to -0.5, then the probability of

completing only the first step would decrease, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. If the slope parameter
is changed from 1.0 to 0.7, as shown in Figure 3.7, the intersection points of all trace lines are
left unchanged and the curves become flatter.
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Figure 3.6: Partial credit model: a = 1.0, b = (-2.0,0.0,2.0)

Figure 3.7: Partial credit model: a = 1.0, b = (-0.5,0.0,2.0)
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Figure 3.8: Partial credit model: a = 0.7, b = (-0.5,0.0,2.0)

Figure 3.9: Partial credit model: a = 0.7, b = (0.5,0.0)
When the second step is made easier than the first ( b j1 > b j 2 ), the trace lines of Pj 2 drop and every person becomes less likely to complete only the first step. This is illustrated in Figure 3.9. The
trace line in Figure 3.9 is the partial credit model with three categorical responses. If we add another category ( b j 3 = 2.0) to this model, the trace lines become more complicated.
However, the interpretation remains clear. The transition or step from Pj ,k −1 (θ ) to Pjk (θ ) is governed by the item step parameter, b jk . Since the magnitude of b jk s are ordered as b j 3 (= 2.0),
b j1 (= 0.5) and b j 2 (= 0.0), the step from b j 2 (θ ) to b j 3 (θ ) is the hardest, next to the step from
Pj 0 (θ ) to Pj1 (θ ) . The easiest step is the transition from Pj1 (θ ) to Pj 2 (θ ) . Consequently, the re-

spondent becomes more likely to complete the first category, but less likely to complete the second category. Therefore, as shown in Figure 3.10, the probability of the second categorical response, Pj 2 (θ ) , appears dominant. If all item step parameters are the same value, all trace lines
intersect at the same value. Even though the values of item step parameters are not sequentially
ordered, the partial credit model expresses the probabilities of ordered response. The subsequent
steps can be completed only after the former ones are successfully completed. In other words, the
locations of the trace lines can never be interchanged, only their intersection points.
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Figure 3.10: Partial credit model: a = 0.7, b = (0.5,0.0,2.0)
The Likert version of the partial credit model is the simple extension of the foregoing results,
namely,
k
exp  ∑ v =0 a j (θ − b j + cv ) 
 ,
Pjk (θ ) = m 
c
j

exp  ∑ v 0 a j (θ − b j + cv ) 
∑ c 0=
=



where θ − b j + c0 ≡ 0 and c0 ≡ 0 and the parameter b jk is resolved into two parameters b j and ck
( b jk= b j − ck ). Andrich (1978) first introduced this separation of the item location and the category boundary parameters.
In the graded response model, the probability of responding in category k to a specific item is
obtained by subtracting the person’s probability of responding in or below category k. Since the
probability of the categorical response is determined by the distance between the boundaries of
the category, the order of the boundaries is fixed by the order of the categories.
In the partial credit model, the probability of responding in a category k to a specific item is expressed by the conditional probability of responding in category k, given the probability of responding in categories k – 1 and k. The models are constructed by recursively applying a dichotomous model to the probability of choosing category k over another adjacent category k – 1
for each pair of binary categories. Therefore, the probability of a specific categorical response is
determined by the number of the upper boundaries the person has passed and the combination of
their unique parameter values. The values of the item-category parameters, b jk , are not necessarily in successive order on a scale like those of the graded response model. Since the item-category parameters are not necessarily ordered within item j, the category parameters ( ck ) may not
be sequentially ordered for k = 1, 2, …, m. The parameter ck is interpreted as the relative difficulty of step k in comparing other steps.
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3.1.7 Scoring function of generalized partial credit model
In the normal metric, the sum of z jv (θ ) above can be written as
k


z +jk=
(θ ) Da j  k (θ − b j ) + ∑ cv  .
v =0 


The model can then be rewritten as
+
z=
jk (θ ) Da j 
Tk (θ − b j ) + K k  .

Andrich (1978) calls Tk and K k the scoring function and the category coefficient, respectively.
For the partial credit model, the scoring function Tk is a linear integer scoring function, that is
=
T (1, 2,3,..., m j + 1) where m j + 1 is the number of categories of item j.
The log-odds can be expressed by using the scoring function as
Da j (Tk − Tk −1 )(θ − b j ) + ck  .
λ j ,k=
|k −1

This shows that the log-odds is a monotonically increasing function of the latent trait only when
the increment scoring is used for successive categorical responses. The higher latent trait value a
subject has, the more likely he or she responds in upper categories. In other words, the partial
credit model becomes the model for ordered categorical responses only when the scoring function is increasing, that is, Tk > Tk −1 , for any k and a j > 0.

Figure 3.11: Partial credit model: T=(1,2,3,4), a = 1.0, b = 0.0, d = (0.0,2.0,-1.0,-2.0)
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Figure 3.11 is the partial credit model with four categorical responses, where a j = 1, b j = 0, c =
(0.0, 2.0, -1.0, -2.0), and T = (1, 2, 3, 4). The trace lines of these Pjk (θ ) s do not change if we use
T = (0, 1, 2, 3) or even T = (-3, -2, -1, 0), because the increment rate of both scoring functions is
identical, that is Tk − Tk −1 = 1. However, if we multiply the scoring by 2, that is, T ' = (2, 4, 6, 8),
the trace lines become steeper and their intersection points are –1.0, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively,
because
+
 '

z=
jk (θ ) Da j Tk (θ − b j ) + K k 
K 

= 2 Da j Tk (θ − b j ) + k  .
2 


This effect is similar to that of multiplying the slope parameter.
The scoring function provides a convenient notation for collapsing or recoding categorical responses. For example, if the number of categorical responses of an item is five, then a scoring
function T can be specified as T = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). If the original response categories are collapsed
by combining the first and second categories into one category, the scoring function T ' can be
written as T ' = (1, 1, 2, 3, 4). If these modified response categories are recoded by treating the
original fourth category as the fifth and the original fifth as the fourth, the scoring function can
be further modified as T '' = (1, 1, 2, 4, 3).
The generalized partial credit model can be expressed as a form of the nominal response model
(Bock, 1972):
Pjk (θ ) =

exp  Da j Tk (θ − b j ) + K k  
mj

∑ c=0 exp  Da j Tc (θ − b j ) + Kc  

.

The partial credit model can be expressed as a form of the nominal response model (Bock,
1972):
Pjk (θ ) =

exp  Da*jkθ + c*jk 
mj

∑ c=0 exp  Da*jcθ + c*jc 

where a*jk = Da jTk and c*jk =
− Da j (Tk b j − K k ) .
The nominal response model is the model in which the scoring function is constant over response
categories, that is T = Tk for any k, and the discrimination power varies for each categorical response. Or, it can be said that the nominal response model is the model whose scoring functions
are unknown and treated as the parameters to be estimated. If a common slope parameter is used
for all categorical responses, the trace lines become horizontally straight lines since they are in126

dependent of θ . Therefore, varied discriminating powers among categorical responses are essential features of the nominal response model. Since the estimates of the discriminating powers or
slope parameters contain indeterminacy, the constraint, such that making the sum of those parameters zero, is commonly used (see Thissen & Steinberg, 1986).
We have observed that the scoring function determines the orderliness of categorical responses.
Thus, if we assign an identical scoring to two response categories, we can construct the partial
credit model (PCM) with partially unordered categorical responses. This model can be called a
partially unordered partial credit model (PUPCM). The basic difference between the PCM for the
collapsed categories and the PUPCM is that the item-category parameters for each of the original
categories are estimated for the PUPCM.
If the scoring, Tk and Tk ' , are identical, the log-odds of these categorical responses are independent of the latent trait, θ . The log-odds become a function of the difference of the categorical coefficients, that is,
=
λ j ,k |k ' Da j [ K k − K k ' ] .

These odds are constant along the θ scale and the trace lines never intersect.
Figure 3.12 is the partial credit model with four categorical responses. The parameter values are
the same as the previous example, but the scoring, T = (1, 2, 2, 3) is used instead. In other words,
we impose the assumption that the second and third categories do not have an inherent ordering.
Since K 2 = 2.0 is larger than K3 = 1.0, Pj 2 (θ ) is always higher than Pj 3 (θ ) . The positions of
these two trace lines are reversed if K 2 < K3 . Notice again that imposing the same scoring on the
categories does not mean collapsing of those categories. We just eliminate the assumption about
the ordering nature among those categories, in other words, nominalizing the categories.

Figure 3.12: Partial credit model: T=(1,2,2,3), a = 1.0, b = 0.0, d = (0.0,2.0,-1.0,-2.0)
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3.1.8 Multiple-group polytomous item response models
Muraki (1993) proposed several variations of polytomous item response models for the multigroup settings: the Rater's-Effect (RE) model, the DIF model, and the Trend model. The DIF and
Trend models for the dichotomous item response models were also discussed by Bock, Muraki &
Pfeiffenberger (1988).
The model for the differential item function (DIF) contains the following deviate Z gjk (θ ) :
Z gjk (=
θ ) Da j (θ − b j − d gj + c jk )

where d gj is a DIF (or item location deviate) parameter for group g and item j.
In a similar manner, the deviate for the Rater's-Effect (RE) model is expressed as
Z gjk (=
θ ) Da j (θ − b j − d g + c jk )

where d g is a rater effect (or group) parameter for rater or rater group g.
Notice that the group parameter d gj for the DIF model is nested within each item. For the DIF
model, it is assumed that only the item location parameters differ among groups while the slope
and category parameters are common for groups (this restriction can be relaxed in the program).
The subgroup identification may be a gender, a year, or some other covariate. On the other hand,
in the RE model, the group effect d g is crossed with the item effect. This model is generally referred to as a multifacet model (Linacre & Wright, 1993). The basic difference between the DIF
model and the RE model is whether the group parameter is nested within or crossed with the item
difficulty facet.
For the DIF model, a separate prior distribution is used for each group member, and the prior distribution is updated after each estimation cycle based on the posterior distribution from the previous cycle. For the RE model, a single prior distribution is used for the responses rated by multiple groups of raters. The prior distribution may or may not be updated after each estimation cycle.
3.1.9 Constraints for group parameters
For the DIF model, it is assumed that different groups have different distributions with mean µ g
and standard deviation σ g . The distributions are not necessarily normal. These empirical posterior distributions are estimated simultaneously with the estimation of the item parameters. To
obtain these estimates, we impose the following constraint for the DIF model:
J

J

∑ d Rj = ∑ d Fj .

=j 1 =j 1
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This constraint implies that the overall difficulty levels of a test or a set of common items given
both the reference group and focal group (indicated by subscripts R and F, respectively) are the
same. Therefore, the item difficulty parameters for the focal groups are adjusted. Any overall difference in terms of test difficulty will be assumed to be the difference in ability level for subgroups. The ability level difference among groups can then be estimated by the posterior distributions.
The constraint imposed for the group parameters for the RE model is
G

∑ d g = 0.
g =1

Group weight coefficient
The weight coefficient wg for group g is used only for the RE model. For the case of multiple
raters, it may be reasonable to assume that all raters are not equally reliable. If the reliability index for each rater is computed by some method, the index can be used for the coefficients.
3.1.10 Test of goodness-of-fit
The goodness-of-fit of the polytomous item response model can be tested item by item. Summation of the item fit can also be used for the goodness-of-fit for the test as a whole. If a test is sufficiently long, the method used in BILOG-MG (Mislevy and Bock, 1990) can be used with slight
modifications.
In the method of Mislevy & Bock, the respondents in a sample of size N are assigned to H intervals of the θ -continuum. The expected a posteriori (EAP) is used for the estimator of each respondent’s proficiency score. The EAP estimate is the mean of the posterior distribution of θ ,
given the observed response pattern xl (Bock & Mislevy, 1982). The EAP score of the response
pattern xl is approximated by the quadrature points, X f , and the weights, A( X f ) , that is,

∑ f =1 X f Ll ( X f ) A( X f )
θl =
F
∑ f =1 Ll ( X f ) A( X f )
F

where Ll ( X f ) is the probability of observing a particular response pattern xl . The posterior standard deviation (PSD) of the EAP score is approximated by

∑ f =1 ( X f − θl )2 Ll ( X f ) A( X f ) .
F
∑ f =1 Ll ( X f ) A( X f )
F

PSD(θ l ) =
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After all respondents' EAP scores are assigned to any one of the predetermined H intervals on the
θ -continuum, the observed frequency of the k-th categorical responses to item j in interval h,
rhjk , and the number of respondents assigned to item j in the h-th interval, N hj , are computed.
The estimated θ s are rescaled so that the variance of the sample distribution equals that of the
latent distribution on which the MML estimation of the item parameters is based, which is usually
set as N (0,1) as a default. Thus, we obtain the H by m j + 1 contingency table for each item j. For
each interval, we compute the interval mean, θ h , and the value of the fitted response function,
Pjk (θ h ) . Finally, a likelihood ratio χ 2 statistic for each item is computed by
G 2j

=2

H j mj

∑∑ rhjk ln
=
h 1=
k 0

rhjk
−

N hj Pjk (θ h )

,

where H j is the number of intervals left after neighboring intervals are merged if necessary to
avoid expected values, N hj Pjk (θ h ) , less than 5. The degrees of freedom is equal to the number of
intervals, H j , multiplied by m j . The likelihood ratio χ 2 test statistic for the test as a whole is
simply the summation of the separate χ 2 test statistics. The number of degrees of freedom is also the summation of the degrees of freedom for each item. These fit statistics are useful in evaluating the fits of the models to the same response data when the models are nested in their parameters.
3.1.11 Initial parameter estimates
Point biserial and biserial correlation coefficients
The point biserial correlation, rPB , j for item j is a computationally simplified Pearson’s r between the dichotomously scored item j and the total score x. It is computed as
rPB , j =

(µ j − µ x )

pj

σx

qj

,

where µ j is the mean total score among examinees who have responded correctly to item j, µ x
is the mean total score for all examinees, p j is the item difficulty index for item j, q j = (1 - p j ),
and σ x is the standard deviation of the total score for all examinees.
The biserial correlation coefficient estimates the relationship between the total score and the hypothetical normally distributed score on a continuous scale underlying the dichotomous item.
The biserial correlation between an item and the total score can be estimated from the p-value
and the point biserial correlation of the item:
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rB , j = rPB , j

p jq j
h( z j )

,

where z j is the z score that cuts off p j proportion of the cases to item j in the standard normal
distribution, and h( z j ) is the ordinate of the normal distribution at the point z j .
Lord & Novick (1968) show that the slope and threshold parameters of the normal ogive model
for the item are functions of the biserial correlation coefficient:
aj =

rB , j
1 − rB2, j

and
zj
ajzj
.
bj =
−
=
rB , j
1 + a 2j

Polyserial correlation coefficient
The point polyserial correlation, rPP , is simply the Pearson correlation between equally spaced
integers assigned to the successive categories (e.g., Likert scores). The relation between the point
polyserial correlation, and the polyserial correlation, rP , is
=
rPP , j rP , j

1

m j −1

σj

∑ h( z jk )(T j ,k +1 − T jk ),
k =0

where T jk is the scoring function for item j and category k, σ j is the standard deviation of item
scores y for item j, z jk is the z score corresponding to the cumulative proportion, p jk , of the k-th
response category to item j. If consecutive integers are used for scoring (that is T jk = 0,1,K , m j ),
then the relation expressed by this equation becomes
rP , j
rPP , j =

m j −1

∑ h( z jk )
k =0

σj

or
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rP , j =

rPP , jσ j
m j −1

.

∑ h( z jk )
k =0

The polyserial correlation becomes the biserial correlation if the number of response categories
is two.
Olsson, Drasgow, & Dorans (1982) presented three estimation methods for the polyserial correlation coefficient - the maximum likelihood estimator, the two-step estimator and the ad hoc estimator. The latter is obtained by substituting sample statistics into the preceding equation. The
sample product-moment correlation of the total score and polytomous item score is the pointpolyserial correlation, rPP , j . h( z jk ) is the normal ordinate corresponding to the proportion p jk of
examinees with item scores less than or equal to T jk .
Initial slope parameter
From results of a simulation study, Olsson et al. (1982) concluded that the ad hoc estimator was
sufficiently unbiased and accurate for applied research. Thus, we compute initial slope values by
using the ad hoc estimator

aj =

rp , j
1 − rp2, j

This value applies to both the graded model and the generalized partial credit model.
To obtain the m j − 1 initial category threshold parameters of the graded model, we compute the
item category cumulative proportions from the numbers of examinees m jk responding in the successive categories of item j.

∑ v=0 n jv .
p jk =
m
∑ v=0 n jv
k

j

The corresponding deviates are obtained from the inverse normal distribution function:
z jk = Φ −1 ( p jk ) .

The threshold values are

=
b jk

− z jk
=
rp , j

−a j z jk
1 + a 2j

.
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For the partial credit model, the corresponding parameters are computed from the proportions of
examinees in the higher of the two successive categories,
p jk =

n jk
n j ,k −1 + n jk

.

The quantities z jk and b jk are computed as above, but the latter must be adjusted to reflect the
average ability of examinees who respond in these two categories relative to all examinees in the
sample. The adjusted value is
'
b=
b jk +
jk

m jk − m jT
s jT

,

where m jk is the mean test score (computed from items scores 0, 1, …, m-1) of examinees responding in categories k or k – 1, and m jT and s jT are the mean and standard deviation of the test
scores of all examinees responding to item j.
These initial values are printed for each item in the Phase 1 program output. Note, however, that
in the results the category parameters of both models are expressed as deviations about the mean
value and therefore sum to zero. The mean value itself is referred to as the item “location” and
appears along with the item slope in the listing of items within blocks. For two-category (binary)
items, the category parameters are equal in absolute value by opposite in sign, and the location
parameter is just the threshold parameter of the normal ogive or 2PL model.
Initial category parameters of the rating-scale model
Multiple items that appear within the same block (and thus have the same number of categories)
comprise a rating-scale. Each item has a slope and location parameter, the initial values of which
are computed as above. But all items have the same category parameters, which are therefore a
property of the block. The corresponding initial values are computed, first, by the category response frequencies over the m items in the block to obtain
n

pk =

k

∑∑ n

jv

∑∑ n

jv

=j 1 =
v 0
m m
=j 1 =
v 0

or
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n

pk =

∑n
j =1

m

∑ (n
j =1

j , k −1

jk

.
+ n jk )

Then
zk = Φ −1 ( pk ),

and for the graded rating-scale model,
'
b=
b jk +
jk

m jk − m jT
s jT

where m jk is the geometric mean of the slopes of the items within the block (i.e., the n-th root of
the product of the n slopes). The use of the geometric mean is justified by the assumption that the
slopes of the items in the rating-scale domain are log-normally distributed.
For the partial credit rating-scale model, the quantities used in computing the category adjustment formula shown above are accumulated over all items in the block; that is,
'
b=
bk +
k

mk − mT
,
sT

where mk = ∑ j =1 m jk is the mean test score of all examinees responding in category k or k – 1
m

for all items, and mT and sT are the mean and standard deviation of the test scores of all examinees responding to all items in the block.
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4 Estimation in PARSCALE 2
4.1 Introduction
PARSCALE estimates the parameters of the response models by marginal maximum likelihood
assuming either a normal or empirically estimated latent distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one (see Muraki, 1990). The EM algorithm is used in the solution of the likelihood
equations starting from the initial values described previously. The current version includes the
Newton cycles used in BILOG-MG to improve the EM results.

Because of the potentially wide spacing of category boundary locations on the latent dimension,
it is advisable to use a greater number of quadrature points than in BILOG-MG. Thirty points is the
default. Simulation studies show that with smaller numbers of points the item slopes are increasingly underestimated. The effect tends to be proportional, however, and is hardly apparent
in the test scores when they are rescaled to an assigned standard deviation in the sample.
Despite the greater number of parameters in the multiple-category models as opposed to the binary, the greater information in the data allows stable estimation in similarly sized samples.
Sample sizes around 250 are marginally acceptable in research applications, but 500 or 1000
should be required in operational use. Beyond 1000, the additional precision may not justify the
additional computing time.

4.2 Prior densities for item parameters
For a slope parameter, we assume that the natural logarithm of the parameter, ln(a j ) , is distributed as N ( µ a ,σ a2 ) :
f (a j ) =

 −(ln a j − µ a ) 2 
exp

.
σ a (2π )1/ 2
2σ a2


1

We assume that a threshold parameter b j is distributed N ( µb ,σ b2 ) :
f (b j ) =

 −(ln b j − µb ) 2 
exp

.
σ b (2π )1/ 2
2σ b2


1

For a guessing or lower asymptote parameter g j , a beta density is used:

2

This section was contributed by Eiji Muraki.
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f (g j ) =

g αj −1 (1 − g j ) β −1
B (α , β )

where B(α , β ) is the beta function.

4.3 Rescaling the parameters
The graded response model and the partial credit model contain the element
z=
jk (θ ) Da j (θ − b jk )
= Da j (θ − b j + ck ).

Let us change the location and scaling of the original θ scale by
*
θ=
Aθ − B,

where θ : N (m, s 2 ) and θ * : N (m* , s*2 ) ; then A = s* / s and =
B Am − m* . Then, the element
z jk (θ * ) on the new θ * scale is expressed by
*
* *
*
z=
jk (θ ) Da j (θ − b jk )

= Da*j (θ −

b*jk + B
A

),

where D is the adjustment for a normal metric. We then obtain the following relations:
a*j =

aj
A

and
=
b*jk Ab jk − B.

We define b jk= b j − ck and constrain the category parameters by
mj

mj

ck ∑
=
ck*
∑=

0.

k 0=
k 0
=

Therefore, the location shift, B, is absorbed by the item location parameter, b j . Consequently, we
obtain =
b*j Ab j − B and ck* = Ack .
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4.4 The information function
The item information function, I j (θ ) , is the information contributed by a specific item j. The
item information for the polytomous item response model as proposed by Samejima (1974) is
I j (θ ) =

mj

∑ Ajk (θ )
k =0

 ∂

Pjk (θ ) 
mj 
 ∂θ

=
P
(
θ
)
jk
k =0

2

∑

where A jk (θ ) is called the basic function of the item response model.
For the normal ogive form of the graded response model, the basic function A jk (θ ) is written as
A jk (θ ) = D 2 a j

[ϕ jk (θ ) − ϕ j ,k +1 (θ )]2
A jk (θ )

where ϕ jk (θ ) is the normal ordinate for Pjk+ (θ ) . For the logistic graded response model, the basic
function becomes
A jk (θ ) = D 2 a 2j

[ Pjk+ (θ )[1 − Pjk+ (θ )] − Pj+,k +1 (θ )[1 − Pj+,k +1 (θ )]]2
Pjk (θ )

.

The item information for the partial credit model is
2
 mj
 mj
 
2 2
2
=
I j (θ ) D a j
Tc Pjc (θ ) −  Tc Pjc (θ )   .

 c 0
 
=
c 0=



∑

∑



For the case of dichotomous item responses, the equation simplifies to
=
I j (θ ) D 2 a 2j (T0 − T1 ) 2 Pj 0 (θ ) Pj1 (θ ),

where Pj1 (θ ) = 1 − Pj 0 (θ ) .
Bock (1972) proposed the information due to the response in category k of item j as the partition
of the item information, that is,
I jk (θ ) = Pjk (θ ) I j (θ ).
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This result may be called the item’s response information function, according to Samejima’s
term, although she formulated it slightly differently.
The item information function may also be expressed by the summation of the response information functions:
I j (θ ) =

mj

∑ I jk (θ ).
k =0

Finally, the test information function is defined as the summation of item information functions:
I (θ ) =

n

∑ I j (θ ).
j =1

4.5 Warm’s weighted ML estimation of ability parameters
Warm’s (1989) weighted maximum likelihood (WML) estimator is obtained by maximizing the
likelihood weighted by a square root of the test information function. The likelihood of a particular response vector ( U jk ) given θ is
L[(U jk ) | θ ] =

n

mj

[ P (θ )]
∏
=j 1 ∏
=
k 0 jk

U jk

.

The weighted likelihood is given by
L*[(U jk ) | θ ] = f (θ ) L[(U jk ) | θ ].

Taking a natural logarithm of the weighted likelihood above yields
ln L*[(U =
jk ) | θ ] ln f (θ ) + ln L[(U jk ) | θ ].

A weighted maximum likelihood estimator WML ( θ ) is the value that maximizes the weighted
likelihood above. If f (θ ) is a positive constant, WML( θ ) is a maximum likelihood estimate of θ .
If f (θ ) is a square root of the test information function I (θ ) , it is called Warm’s weighted maximum likelihood estimate, WML( θ ). This is not a Bayesian estimator of a latent trait since f (θ ) is
not a prior probability, but a reciprocal of the standard error of MLE( θ ).
The logarithm of the weighted likelihood for WML( θ ) becomes
m
 n mj
1  n j

ln L [(U jk ) | θ ]
ln
Pjk (θ ) I jk (θ )  +
U ijk ln[ Pjk (θ )].
=
2  =j 1 =k 0
 =j 1 =k 0

*

∑∑

∑∑
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The Newton-Raphson technique is used to obtain the MLE( θ ) or WLE( θ ) via an iterative procedure. The Newton-Raphson estimation equation is given by
2
*
*
 ∂ ln L [(U jk ) | (θ )]   ∂ ln L [(U jk ) | (θ )] 
θ q +1 =
θq−
−
.
∂θ
∂θ 2

 

∧

∧

The PARSCALE program can also compute EAP( θ ) scores in addition to MLE( θ ) and WML( θ ).
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5 PARSCALE examples
5.1 Item calibration and examinee Bayes scoring with the rating-scale graded
model
This example illustrates calibration and scoring of a test or scale containing 20 multiple category
items. The simulated data represent responses of 1000 examinees drawn randomly from a population with a mean trait score of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1.0.
Data are read from the file exampl01.dat in the examples folder using the DFNAME keyword on
the FILES command. The first few lines of the data file are shown below. The generating trait
value of each examinee is the second column of information in the data file. The case ID, given
at the beginning of each line, is 4 characters long and is indicated as such using the NIDCHAR
keyword on the INPUT command. It is also reflected in the format statement as 4A1.
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005

.44739
-.93465
-.56465
-.58622
-.35223

42444232223343433332
12221121122324121432
32212212213342314121
13222111113224221111
21211122313132312131

All 20 items are used in a single test (NTEST=1 on INPUT command, with LENGTH=20). All 20
items have common categories and are assigned to the same BLOCK (NBLOCK=1 on TEST;
NITEMS=20 on BLOCK).
All items have four categories (NCAT=4 on BLOCK command) and varying difficulties and discriminating powers. The graded model is assumed (GRADED on CALIB command); and a logistic
response model (LOGISTIC on CALIB command) is requested. The choice between a logistic or
normal response function metric is effective only if the graded response model is used. The response function of the graded model can be either the normal ogive or its logistic approximation.
Graded is the default. If logistic is selected, the item parameters can be in the natural or the logistic metric. Natural is the default. For the normal metric, set SCALE equal to 1.7. Neither
LOGISTIC nor SCALE is needed when PARTIAL is selected. Because the generalized model allows
for varying item discriminating powers, both a slope and threshold are estimated for each item.
The CADJUST keyword on the BLOCK command is used to set the mean of the category parameters to 0 as simultaneous estimation of slope parameters and all category parameters is not obtainable.
The ITEMFIT keyword is used to set the number of frequency score groups for the computation of
item fit statistics to 10. Note that there is no default value for the ITEMFIT keyword.
The CYCLES keyword specifies 25 EM iterations, with maximum 2 inner EM iterations for the
item and category parameter estimation. Five Newton-Gauss iterations are requested
(NEWTON=5 on CALIB). A convergence criterion of 0.005 is specified by using the CRIT keyword
on CALIB.
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30 quadrature points are to be used in the EM and Newton estimation instead of the default of 10
for cases where LENGTH less or equal to 50 in the INPUT command. The calibration procedure
depends on the evaluation of integrals using Gauss-Hermite quadrature. In general, the accuracy
of numerical integration increases with the number of quadrature points used.
The score estimation method is specified (EAP option on SCORE command). Scale scores for
each subtest are estimated by the Bayes (EAP) method, and their posterior standard deviations
serve as standard errors.
The scores, which are rescaled to zero mean and unit standard deviation in the sample (SMEAN
and SSD on SCORE), are saved in the file exampl01.sco using the SCORE keyword on the SAVE
command. The PFQ keyword is specified. This keyword is usually used to make ML scores more
computable but would also improve the EAP estimates somewhat. In addition, the estimated item
parameters are saved in the file exampl01.par (PARM keyword on the SAVE command).
The command file is shown below, with comments omitted.
EXAMPL01.PSL: ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE: MONTE CARLO DATA
GRADED RATING SCALE MODEL, NORMAL RESPONSE FUNCTION: EAP SCALE SCORES
>FILES
DFNAME='EXAMPL01.DAT',SAVE;
>SAVE
PARM='EXAMPL01.PAR',SCORE='EXAMPL01.SCO';
>INPUT NIDCHAR=4,NTOTAL=20,NTEST=1,LENGTH=(20),NFMT=1;
(4A1,10X,20A1)
>TEST1 TNAME=SCALE1,ITEM=(1(1)20),NBLOCK=1;
>BLOCK1 BNAME=SBLOCK1,NITEMS=20,NCAT=4, CADJUST=0.0;
>CAL
GRADED,NQPTS=30,CYCLE=(25,2,2,2,2),
NEWTON=5,CRIT=0.005,ITEMFIT=10;
>SCORE EAP,NQPTS=30,SMEAN=0.0,SSD=1.0,NAME=EAP,PFQ=5;

5.1.1 Phase 0 output
At the beginning of the output for Phase 0, the command file is echoed. Information on the number of tests, items, and type of model to be fitted as interpreted by PARSCALE is also given.
SINGLE MAIN TEST IS USED.
NUMBER OF ITEMS:
20
FORMAT OF DATA INPUT IS
(4A1,10X,20A1)
>TEST1

TNAME=SCALE1,ITEM=(1(1)20),NBLOCK=1;

BLOCK CARD:
1
>BLOCK1 BNAME=SBLOCK1,NITEMS=20,NCAT=4,CADJ=0.0;
>CAL
GRADED,LOGISTIC,SCALE=1.7,NQPTS=30,CYCLE=(25,2,2,2,2),
NEWTON=5,CRIT=0.005,ITEMFIT=10;
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
======================
LOGISTIC - GRADED ITEM RESPONSE MODEL IS SPECIFIED.
SCALE CONSTANT 1.70 FOR SLOPE PARAMETERS.
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This section of the output file contains information on the settings to be used during the item parameter estimation in Phase 2.
CALIBRATION PARAMETERS
======================
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EM CYCLES:
MAXIMUM INNER EM CYCLES:
MAXIMUM CATEGORY ESTIMATION CYCLES:
MAXIMUM ITEM PARAMETER ESTIMATION CYCLES:
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NEWTON CYCLES:
CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR EM CYCLES:
CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR SLOPE:
CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR THRESHOLD:
CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR CATEGORY:
CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR GEUSSING:
ORDER OF INNER EM CYCLES:
ESTIMATION ACCELERATOR:
RIDGE METHOD:

25
2
2
2
2
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050
CATEGORY - ITEM PARAMETERS
NO (DEFAULT)
NO (DEFAULT)

No prior distribution was requested in the CALIB command, and consequently the default prior, a
normal distribution on equally spaced points, will be used (DIST=2 on CALIB). The number of
quadrature points to be used during item parameter estimation was set to 30 (NQPT on CALIB).
The program-generated quadrature points and weights are printed to the Phase 0 output file, as
shown below.
THE FIXED PRIOR DISTRIBUTION FOR LATENT TRAITS
MEAN
S.D.

:
:

0.0000
1.0000

QUADRATURE POINTS AND PRIOR WEIGHTS (PROGRAM-GENERATED NORMAL APPROXIMATION):
POINT
WEIGHT

1
2
3
4
5
-0.4000E+01 -0.3724E+01 -0.3448E+01 -0.3172E+01 -0.2897E+01
0.3692E-04 0.1071E-03 0.2881E-03 0.7181E-03 0.1659E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

6
7
8
9
10
-0.2621E+01 -0.2345E+01 -0.2069E+01 -0.1793E+01 -0.1517E+01
0.3550E-02 0.7042E-02 0.1294E-01 0.2205E-01 0.3481E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

11
12
13
14
15
-0.1241E+01 -0.9655E+00 -0.6897E+00 -0.4138E+00 -0.1379E+00
0.5093E-01 0.6905E-01 0.8676E-01 0.1010E+00 0.1090E+00

POINT
WEIGHT

16
0.1379E+00
0.1090E+00

17
0.4138E+00
0.1010E+00

18
0.6897E+00
0.8676E-01

19
0.9655E+00
0.6905E-01

20
0.1241E+01
0.5093E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

21
0.1517E+01
0.3481E-01

22
0.1793E+01
0.2205E-01

23
0.2069E+01
0.1294E-01

24
0.2345E+01
0.7042E-02

25
0.2621E+01
0.3550E-02
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POINT
WEIGHT

26
0.2897E+01
0.1659E-02

27
0.3172E+01
0.7181E-03

28
0.3448E+01
0.2881E-03

29
0.3724E+01
0.1071E-03

30
0.4000E+01
0.3692E-04

TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.00000
MEAN
: 0.00000
S.D.
: 0.99970

The control settings to be used during calibration are followed by settings to be used during the
scoring phase (Phase 3). The EAP method of scoring is requested (EAP option) and, as in the calibration phase, 30 quadrature points were requested. Since no prior distribution was requested
using the DIST keyword, by default a normal distribution on equally spaced points will be used
(DIST=2 on SCORE). Note that the DIST keyword applies only when EAP scoring has been selected.
>SCORE

EAP,NQPTS=30,SMEAN=0.0,SSD=1.0,NAME=EAP,PFQ=5;

PARAMETERS FOR SCORING AND TEST AND ITEM INFORMATION
====================================================
METHOD OF SCORING SUBJECTS:

EXPECTATION A POSTERIORI
(EAP; BAYES ESTIMATES)

TYPE OF PRIOR:

NORMAL APPROXIMATION

NUMBER OF QUADRATURE POINTS
SCORES WRITTEN TO FILE

30
EXAMPL01.SCO

QUADRATURE POINTS AND PRIOR WEIGHTS (PROGRAM-GENERATED NORMAL APPROXIMATION):
POINT
WEIGHT

1
2
3
4
5
-0.4000E+01 -0.3724E+01 -0.3448E+01 -0.3172E+01 -0.2897E+01
0.3692E-04 0.1071E-03 0.2881E-03 0.7181E-03 0.1659E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

6
7
8
9
10
-0.2621E+01 -0.2345E+01 -0.2069E+01 -0.1793E+01 -0.1517E+01
0.3550E-02 0.7042E-02 0.1294E-01 0.2205E-01 0.3481E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

11
12
13
14
15
-0.1241E+01 -0.9655E+00 -0.6897E+00 -0.4138E+00 -0.1379E+00
0.5093E-01 0.6905E-01 0.8676E-01 0.1010E+00 0.1090E+00

POINT
WEIGHT

16
0.1379E+00
0.1090E+00

17
0.4138E+00
0.1010E+00

18
0.6897E+00
0.8676E-01

19
0.9655E+00
0.6905E-01

20
0.1241E+01
0.5093E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

21
0.1517E+01
0.3481E-01

22
0.1793E+01
0.2205E-01

23
0.2069E+01
0.1294E-01

24
0.2345E+01
0.7042E-02

25
0.2621E+01
0.3550E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

26
0.2897E+01
0.1659E-02

27
0.3172E+01
0.7181E-03

28
0.3448E+01
0.2881E-03

29
0.3724E+01
0.1071E-03

30
0.4000E+01
0.3692E-04
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TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.00000
MEAN
: 0.00000
S.D.
: 0.99970

The values assigned to the rescaling constants SMEAN and SSD in the SCORE command are
shown:
SET NUMBER
:
1
SCORE NAME
: EAP
NUMBER OF ITEMS :
20
RESCALE CONSTANT: MEAN =
ITEMS

:

1
11

2
12

0.00
3
13

4
14

S.D. =
5
15

6
16

1.00
7
17

8
18

9
19

10
20

0001 0002 0003 0004 0005 0006 0007 0008 0009 0010
0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0018 0019 0020

Input and output files as requested with the DFNAME keyword on the FILES command and the
PARM and SCORE keywords on the SAVE command are listed:
FILE ASSIGNMENTS AND DISPOSITIONS
=================================
[INPUT FILES]
SUBJECT DATA INPUT FILE

EXAMPL01.DAT
SINGLE-SUBJECT DATA
NO CASE WEIGHTS

[OUTPUT FILES]
ITEM PARAMETERS FILE
SUBJECT SCALE-SCORE FILE

EXAMPL01.PAR
EXAMPL01.SCO

[SCRATCH FILES]
PARSCALE SYSTEM BINARY DATA FILE
TEMPORARY FILE
TEMPORARY FILE
TEMPORARY FILE
TEMPORARY FILE

Exampl01.MFL
Exampl01.T99
Exampl01.T98
Exampl01.T97
Exampl01.T96

To allow the user to verify that data have been read in correctly from the raw data file, the first
two records from the data file are echoed in the output. The INPUT RESPONSES fields give the
original responses while the RECODED RESPONSES reflect any recoding of the responses. Recoding of responses is controlled by the ORIGINAL and MODIFIED keywords on the BLOCK command.
INPUT AND RECODED RESPONSE OF FIRST AND SECOND OBSERVATIONS
OBSERVATION #
GROUP: 1
ID: 0001

1
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INPUT RESPONSES: 4
RECODED RESPONSES:4

2
2

4
4

4
4

4
4

2
2

3
3

2
2

2
2

2
2

3
3

3
3

4
4

3
3

4
4

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

2
2

OBSERVATION #
2
GROUP: 1
ID: 0002
INPUT RESPONSES: 1 2
RECODED RESPONSES:1 2

2
2

2
2

1
1

1
1

2
2

1
1

1
1

2
2

2
2

3
3

2
2

4
4

1
1

2
2

1
1

4
4

3
3

2
2

Finally, the number of observations to be used in the analysis is recorded. By default, all observations will be used. The number of observations to be used can be manipulated using the
SAMPLE or TAKE keywords on the INPUT command.
1000 OBSERVATIONS READ FROM FILE:
1000 OBSERVATIONS WRITTEN TO FILE:

EXAMPL01.DAT
Exampl01.MFL

5.1.2 Phase 1 output
The title given in the TITLE command and name assigned to the test in the TEST command in the
command file are echoed in the output file.
EXAMPLE 1: ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE: MONTE CARLO DATA
GRADED MODEL, NORMAL METRIC: EAP SCALE SCORES
MAINTEST: SCALE1

The master file created during Phase 0 is used as input. Note that the master file exampl01.mfl
may be saved using the MASTER keyword on the SAVE command for use as input in a subsequent
analysis (MFNAME keyword on the FILES command). The keywords TAKE and SAMPLE on the
INPUT command control the number of records read from the raw data file. As the default value
of SAMPLE is 100%, neither keyword was used and all data were used by default.
1000 OBS.(WEIGHTS:

1000.000) WERE READ FROM Exampl01.MFL

Summary item statistics for the 20 items are given next. Since no not-represented (NFNAME on
FILES) or omit key (OFNAME on FILES) was used, no frequencies or percentages are reported under the “NOT PRESENT” or “OMIT” headings. Under the “CATEGORIES” heading, frequencies
and percentages of responses for each of the 4 categories are given item-by-item. Cumulative
frequencies and percentages for the categories over all items are given at the end of the table.
Note that, if empty categories are encountered, the user has to recode the corresponding items on
which this occurs before proceeding with the analysis.
BLOCK NO.:
1
NAME: SBLOCK1
--------------------------------------------------------------ITEM
| TOTAL
NOT
OMIT |
CATEGORIES
|
PRESENT
|
|
|
1
2
3
4
--------------------------------------------------------------0001
|
|
FREQ.|
1000
0
0|
194
303
313
190
PERC.|
0.0
0.0|
19.4
30.3
31.3
19.0
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|
|
0002
|
|
FREQ.|
1000
0
0|
204
284
310
202
PERC.|
0.0
0.0|
20.4
28.4
31.0
20.2
…
0020
|
|
FREQ.|
1000
0
0|
305
211
212
272
PERC.|
0.0
0.0|
30.5
21.1
21.2
27.2
|
|
--------------------------------------------------------------CUMMUL.|
|
FREQ.|
|
4844
5186
5204
4766
PERC.|
|
24.2
25.9
26.0
23.8
---------------------------------------------------------------

Item means, initial slope estimates, and Pearson and polyserial item-test correlations are shown
in the next table.
Pearson
The sample product-moment correlation of the test score,
J

ti = ∑ sij ,
j =1

and m-category polytomous item score, sij = 1, 2,..., m , is the point polyserial correlation rPP , j ,
where
rPP , j =

∑

n

t s − nts j

i =1 i ij

(∑ t − nt )(∑ s − ns 2j )
n

n
2
2
2
i
i 1 ij
=i 1 =

where n is the sample size, t is the mean test score and s j , the mean item score. In this example
n = 1000. For item 1,

∑s

i1

= (1×194) + (2 × 303) + (3 × 313) + (4 ×190) ,

so that

=
s1

s
∑=
i1

n

2502
= 2.502.
1000

Also

∑s

2
i1

= (12 ×194) + (22 × 303) + (32 × 313) + (42 ×190) = 7263
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so that

7263 − (1000 × 2.5022 )
1000
1.0015

S .D.(item 1) =

Polyserial correlation
The polyserial correlation rP can be expressed in terms of the point polyserial correlation as

rP , j =

rPP , jσ j

∑

m −1
k =1

h( z jk )

where


z jk is the scoring corresponding to the cumulative proportion, p jk of the k-th response
category to item j (for item 1, for example, the cumulative proportions are 0.194, 0.497,
and 0.81 for categories 1,2, and 3), σ j is the standard deviation of item scores for item j

(1.0015 for item 1), and rPP , j is the point-polyserial correlation.


h( z jk ) is the ordinate of the normal distribution at the point z jk ; that is

=
h( z jk )

1
1
exp(− z 2jk ).
2
2π

Initial slopes and location
The polyserial correlation estimates the item factor loading, α j , say. If the arbitrary scale of the
item latent variable, y j , is chosen so that the variance y j equals 1, then
y j = α j (θ − b jk ) + ε j ,

where θ is the factor score with mean 0 and variance 1, and the error, ε j , has mean 0 and variance 1 − rp2, j .
For purposes of MML parameter estimation in IRT, it is convenient to rescale the item latent variable so that the error variance equals 1. The factor loading then becomes the item slope,
=
a j rp , j / 1 − rp2, j .
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This provisional estimate of the slope is then used as the starting value in the iterative EM solutions of the marginal maximum likelihood equations for estimating the parameters of the polytomous item response models. The initial locations shown in the last column of the table are the
averages of the category thresholds for each item.
Initial item-category threshold parameters
Item-category threshold parameters can be calculated once the polyserial coefficients have been
obtained. The expression for the threshold parameter in terms of the cumulative category proportions and the biserial correlation coefficient (Lord & Novick, 1968) is
∧

z jk
b jk =
rB , j
∧

∧

∧

with rB , j the biserial correlation for item j and z jk the z score that cuts off p jk proportion of the
cases to item j in a unit-normal distribution; that is
n

pk =

∑n

j =1
n m

jk

∑∑ n

=j 1 =
k 1

.
jk

where n jk is the frequency of the categorical response for item j and category k. These provisional thresholds of the categories serve as starting values in MML estimation of the corresponding item parameters. For the rating-scale model, whether or not all items have the same thresholds, the category proportions are computed from frequencies accumulated over all items; i.e.,
n

pk =

∑n

j =1
n m

jk

∑∑ n

k 1
=j 1 =

.
jk

In Muraki’s (1990) formulation of the rating-scale model, the category threshold parameter, ck ,
is expressed as a deviation from the item threshold parameter, b j ; that is
y j = α (θ − b j + ck ) + ε j

under the constraint that

m −1

∑c

j= k −1

j

= 0.
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In the context of the rating-scale model, b j is referred to as a “location” parameter. The INITIAL
LOCATION column provides the values of the average of the category thresholds for each item.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------BLOCK
| RESPONSE
TOTAL SCORE | PEARSON & | INITIAL
INITIAL
ITEM
|
MEAN
MEAN
| POLYSERIAL |
SLOPE
LOCATION
|
S.D.*
S.D.*
| CORRELATION |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------SBLOCK1 |
|
|
1 0001 |
2.499
49.892
|
0.778
|
1.488
-0.017
|
1.009*
14.754* |
0.830
|
2 0002 |
2.510
49.892
|
0.797
|
1.628
-0.036
|
1.030*
14.754* |
0.852
|
3 0003 |
2.481
49.892
|
0.785
|
1.545
0.013
|
1.031*
14.754* |
0.839
|
4 0004 |
2.515
49.892
|
0.805
|
1.695
-0.053
|
1.037*
14.754* |
0.861
|
5 0005 |
2.511
49.892
|
0.811
|
1.739
-0.038
|
1.032*
14.754* |
0.867
|
6 0006 |
2.137
49.892
|
0.728
|
1.293
0.837
|
1.037*
14.754* |
0.791
|
7 0007 |
2.118
49.892
|
0.735
|
1.336
0.855
|
1.033*
14.754* |
0.801
|
8 0008 |
2.144
49.892
|
0.754
|
1.426
0.758
|
1.029*
14.754* |
0.819
|
9 0009 |
2.136
49.892
|
0.736
|
1.329
0.830
|
1.029*
14.754* |
0.799
|
10 0010 |
2.128
49.892
|
0.730
|
1.293
0.882
|
1.002*
14.754* |
0.791
|
11 0011 |
2.870
49.892
|
0.645
|
0.985
-1.168
|
1.041*
14.754* |
0.702
|
12 0012 |
2.874
49.892
|
0.655
|
1.029
-1.094
|
1.071*
14.754* |
0.717
|
13 0013 |
2.874
49.892
|
0.690
|
1.144
-1.017
|
1.053*
14.754* |
0.753
|
14 0014 |
2.831
49.892
|
0.673
|
1.072
-0.953
|
1.057*
14.754* |
0.731
|
15 0015 |
2.847
49.892
|
0.679
|
1.114
-0.938
|
1.094*
14.754* |
0.744
|
16 0016 |
2.492
49.892
|
0.590
|
0.839
0.010
|
1.161*
14.754* |
0.643
|
17 0017 |
2.541
49.892
|
0.548
|
0.738
-0.173
|
1.125*
14.754* |
0.594
|
18 0018 |
2.463
49.892
|
0.589
|
0.834
0.102
|
1.152*
14.754* |
0.641
|
19 0019 |
2.470
49.892
|
0.573
|
0.798
0.085
|
1.160*
14.754* |
0.624
|
20 0020 |
2.451
49.892
|
0.583
|
0.830
0.048
|
1.184*
14.754* |
0.639
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------------CATEGORY |
|
MEAN
|
S.D.
| PARAMETER
1
|
|
36.116 |
10.656
|
0.927
2
|
|
46.091 |
11.156
|
0.002
3
|
|
54.107 |
11.165
|
-0.930
4
|
|
63.427 |
10.739
|
0.000
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

At the end of this table, descriptive statistics for the raw total scores of examinees who responded in each of the 4 categories are given. The highest average total score of 63.427 was for respondents who responded in the 4th category.
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5.1.3 Phase 2 output
An MML approach is used for estimation, and either a normal or empirical latent distribution with
mean 0 and standard deviation 1 is assumed. The type of distribution used is controlled by the
DIST keyword on the CALIB command. By default, a normal distribution with equally spaced
points is used and, for analyses where the LENGTH keyword on the INPUT command is set to a
value less than or equal to 50, 10 quadrature points will be used.
Because of the potentially wide spacing of category boundary parameters on the latent dimension, it is advisable to use a greater number of quadrature points than in BILOG-MG. In this example, the number of quadrature points was set to 30 (NQPT on the CALIB command).
The EM algorithm is used in the solution of the maximum likelihood equations for parameters,
starting from the initial values described in the Phase 1 output. At each iteration, the -2 ln L is
given, along with information on the parameter for which the largest change between cycles was
observed. The number of EM cycles is controlled by the CYCLE keyword on the CALIB command,
and the convergence criterion may be set using the CRIT keyword on the same command. By default, 10 EM cycles would be performed when LENGTH ≤ 50 on the INPUT command. In this example, 25 EM cycles with a maximum of 2 inner EM iterations for the item and category parameter estimation were specified. The default convergence criterion is 0.001. For this example, it
was set to 0.005.
[E-M CYCLES]

GRADED RESPONSE MODEL

CATEGORY AND ITEM PARAMETERS AFTER CYCLE
LARGEST CHANGE=

0.000

-2 LOG LIKELIHOOD =

46371.421

CATEGORY AND ITEM PARAMETERS AFTER CYCLE
LARGEST CHANGE=

1

0.636 ( -1.168-> -0.532) at Location of Item: 11 0011

-2 LOG LIKELIHOOD =

44229.018

CATEGORY AND ITEM PARAMETERS AFTER CYCLE
LARGEST CHANGE=

0

0.033 (

-2 LOG LIKELIHOOD =

0.989->

2

1.022) at Slope

of Item: 13 0013

44224.943

The EM algorithm converged after 3 cycles were completed. After reaching either the maximum
number of EM cycles or convergence, the program will perform the Newton-Gauss (Fisher scoring) cycles requested through the NEWTON keyword on the CALIB command. In this example,
NEWTON was set to 5. The information matrix for all item parameters is approximated during
each Newton step and then used at convergence to provide large-sample standard errors of estimation for the item parameter estimates.
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[NEWTON CYCLES]

GRADED RESPONSE MODEL

CATEGORY AND ITEM PARAMETERS AFTER CYCLE
LARGEST CHANGE= 0.000
-2 LOG LIKELIHOOD =

44224.833

CATEGORY AND ITEM PARAMETERS AFTER CYCLE
LARGEST CHANGE=

0

1

0.004 ( -0.536-> -0.533) at Location of Item: 11 0011

The Newton cycles converged after 2 iterations. As all items were assigned to the same BLOCK,
only one table is printed to the output file.
At the top of the table, the estimated category parameters are given. For each m category item,
there are m-1 category threshold parameters with
b j1 ≤ b j 2 ... ≤ b jm −1.

For a polytomous item response model, the discriminating power of a specific categorical response depends on the width of the adjacent category thresholds as well as a slope parameter.
Because of this property, the simultaneous estimation of the slope parameter and all m j category
parameters is not obtainable. If the model includes the slope parameter for each item j as in this
example, the location of the category parameters must be fixed. The CADJUST keyword on the
BLOCK command was set to 0, and thus the mean of the category parameters is 0.
For each item, the slope and location parameters, along with corresponding standard errors, are
given. All guessing parameters are zero for this model.
ITEM BLOCK

1

SBLOCK1

CATEGORY PARAMETER
S.E.

:
:

1.024
0.011

0.005
0.009

-1.030
0.011

+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| ITEM |BLOCK| SLOPE |
S.E. |LOCATION |
S.E. |GUESSING |
S.E. |
+======+=====+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+
| 0001 |
1 |
1.486 |
0.063 |
0.006 |
0.042 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
| 0002 |
1 |
1.526 |
0.067 | -0.012 |
0.040 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
| 0003 |
1 |
1.472 |
0.065 |
0.022 |
0.041 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
[Similar output omitted]
| 0019 |
1 |
0.699 |
0.030 |
0.048 |
0.060 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
| 0020 |
1 |
0.665 |
0.029 |
0.085 |
0.062 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

The average parameter estimates over all 20 items are given next. If the items are regarded as
random samples from a real or hypothetical universe, these quantities estimate the means and
standard deviations of the parameters. They could serve as item parameter priors in future item
calibrations in this universe.
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SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PARAMETER ESTIMATES
+----------+---------+---------+----+
|PARAMETER |
MEAN | STN DEV | N |
+==========+=========+=========+====+
|SLOPE
|
1.111|
0.317| 20|
|LOG(SLOPE)|
0.065|
0.296| 20|
|THRESHOLD |
0.003|
0.370| 20|
|GUESSING |
0.000|
0.000|
0|
+----------+---------+---------+----+

The estimated latent distribution is given next. This distribution is the sum of the posterior distributions of θ for all respondents in the sample. It is represented here as point masses, scaled to
sum to 1.0, at 30 equally spaced points on the θ dimension. If the population distribution is
normal and the test is sufficiently informative over the range of θ , the posterior distributions for
all respondents will approach normality and the latent distribution will approach normality.
POINT
WEIGHT

1
2
3
4
5
-0.4000E+01 -0.3724E+01 -0.3448E+01 -0.3172E+01 -0.2897E+01
0.6912E-04 0.1967E-03 0.5110E-03 0.1201E-03 0.2420E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

6
7
8
9
10
-0.2621E+01 -0.2345E+01 -0.2069E+01 -0.1793E+01 -0.1517E+01
0.4662E-02 0.7645E-02 0.1189E-01 0.2005E-01 0.3585E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

11
12
13
14
15
-0.1241E+01 -0.9655E+00 -0.6897E+00 -0.4138E+00 -0.1379E+00
0.5568E-01 0.7094E-01 0.8078E-01 0.9708E+00 0.1104E+00

POINT
WEIGHT

16
0.1379E+00
0.1086E+00

17
0.4138E+00
0.9806E+00

18
0.6897E+00
0.8301E-01

19
0.9655E+00
0.6999E-01

20
0.1241E+01
0.5416E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

21
0.1517E+01
0.3797E-01

22
0.1793E+01
0.2403E-01

23
0.2069E+01
0.1328E-01

24
0.2345E+01
0.6619E-02

25
0.2621E+01
0.2962E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

26
0.2897E+01
0.1197E-03

27
0.3172E+01
0.4451E-03

28
0.3448E+01
0.1547E-04

29
0.3724E+01
0.5062E-04

30
0.4000E+01
0.1563E-05

TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.00000
MEAN
: 0.00000
S.D.
: 0.99970

The goodness-of-fit of the polytomous item response model can be tested item by item. Summation of the item fit can also be used for the goodness-of-fit for the test as a whole. The fit statistics are useful in evaluating the fit of models to the same response data when models are nested
in their parameters.
Respondents are assigned to H intervals on the θ -continuum. The number of intervals is set using the ITEMFIT keyword on the CALIB command. The expected a posteriori (EAP) score of each
respondent is used for assigning respondents to the H intervals. The observed frequency rhjk of
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the k-th category response to item j in interval h, and N hj , the number of respondents assigned to
item j in the h-th interval, are computed. The estimated θ s are rescaled so that the variance of
the sample distribution equals that of the latent distribution on which the MML estimation of the
parameters is based.
Thus an H by m j contingency table is obtained for each item j. In order to avoid expected values
less than 5, neighboring intervals and/or categories may be merged. For each interval, the interval mean, θ h , and the value of the fitted response function Pjk (θ h ) , are computed.
Finally, a likelihood ratio χ 2 -statistic for each item is computed by
H j mj

rhjk

h 1=
k 1
=

N hj Pjk (θ h )

G 2j = 2∑∑ rhjk ln

,

where H j is the number of intervals left after neighboring intervals are merged. The degrees of
freedom is

∑

Hj
j =1

(m*j − 1) where m*j is the number of categories left after merging.

The likelihood ratio χ 2 -statistic for the test as a whole is simply the summation of the separate
χ 2 -statistics. The number of degrees of freedom is also the summation of the degrees of freedom
for each item.
ITEM FIT STATISTICS
----------------------------------------------| BLOCK
| ITEM | CHI-SQUARE | D.F. | PROB. |
----------------------------------------------| SBLOCK1 | 0001 |
25.00714 |
20. | 0.201 |
|
| 0002 |
23.18082 |
20. | 0.280 |
|
| 0003 |
25.66873 |
20. | 0.177 |
|
| 0004 |
31.56813 |
19. | 0.035 |
|
| 0005 |
19.88483 |
19. | 0.339 |
|
| 0006 |
13.51922 |
22. | 0.918 |
…
|
| 0019 |
12.51549 |
25. | 0.982 |
|
| 0020 |
25.25502 |
25. | 0.448 |
----------------------------------------------| TOTAL
|
| 492.43930 | 442. | 0.049 |
-----------------------------------------------

The null hypothesis tested here is that there are no significant differences between the expected
and observed frequencies. A significant χ 2 -statistic indicates that item parameters differ across
the raw score groups and that the assumed model is not appropriate for the data. In this case, no
item showed poor fit to the assumed model.
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5.1.4 Phase 3 output
The first information given in the output from the scoring phase is on the scoring function used
for scaling. The default function is STANDARD, and thus the standard scoring function (1.0, 2.0)
will be used even though a different scoring function may be used for calibration. The scoring
function may also be set to CALIBRATION (SCORING keyword on the SCORE command) to use
the calibration scoring function specified on the BLOCK command instead. Note that the scoring
function only applies to the partial credit model.
SCORING FUNCTION FOR SCALING
BLOCK:

1
1
2
3
4

SBLOCK1
1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000

Bayes estimates are computed for each examinee with respect to his or her group latent distribution (controlled by the EAP option on the SCORE command used here). A discrete distribution on
a finite number of points (see below) is used as prior. The user may select the number of points
and the type of prior using the NQPT and DIST keywords on the SCORE command.
[EAP SUBJECT ESTIMATION]
QUADRATURE POINTS AND PRIOR WEIGHTS:
POINT
WEIGHT

1
2
3
4
5
-0.4000E+01 -0.3724E+01 -0.3448E+01 -0.3172E+01 -0.2897E+01
0.3692E-04 0.1071E-03 0.2881E-03 0.7181E-03 0.1659E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

6
7
8
9
10
-0.2621E+01 -0.2345E+01 -0.2069E+01 -0.1793E+01 -0.1517E+01
0.3550E-02 0.7042E-02 0.1294E-01 0.2205E-01 0.3481E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

11
12
13
14
15
-0.1241E+01 -0.9655E+00 -0.6897E+00 -0.4138E+00 -0.1379E+00
0.5093E-01 0.6905E-01 0.8676E-01 0.1010E+00 0.1090E+00

POINT
WEIGHT

16
0.1379E+00
0.1090E+00

17
0.4138E+00
0.1010E+00

18
0.6897E+00
0.8676E-01

19
0.9655E+00
0.6905E-01

20
0.1241E+01
0.5093E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

21
0.1517E+01
0.3481E-01

22
0.1793E+01
0.2205E-01

23
0.2069E+01
0.1294E-01

24
0.2345E+01
0.7042E-02

25
0.2621E+01
0.3550E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

26
0.2897E+01
0.1659E-02

27
0.3172E+01
0.7181E-03

28
0.3448E+01
0.2881E-03

29
0.3724E+01
0.1071E-03

30
0.4000E+01
0.3692E-04
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
SCORE
MEAN
STANDARD
TOTAL
NAME
DEVIATION FREQUENCIES
--------------------------------------------EAP
0.000
0.985
1000.00
---------------------------------------------

In this example, the keywords SMEAN and SSD were set to 0 and 1 respectively on the SCORE
command. As a result, the following output reflects the rescaling constants (0.000 and 1.015)
used in this particular case.
RESCALING DONE WITH RESPECT TO USER SUPPLIED LINEAR TRANSFORMATION
SCORE
LOCATION SCALING
TOTAL
NAME
CONSTANT CONSTANT FREQUENCIES
--------------------------------------------EAP
0.000
1.015
1000.00
---------------------------------------------

Scores are saved to an external file (keyword SCORE on SAVE command), but the first three
scores are printed to the output file for purposes of checking. When EAP is used for scoring, the
S.E. column represents the posterior standard deviation.
SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION
WEIGHT/FREQUENCY
SCORE NAME
GROUP
WEIGHT MEAN CATEGORY ATTEMPTS
ABILITY
S.E.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------.447
|
1 GROUP 01
1.00
1 EAP
1 |
1.00
3.00
1.00
0.6435
0.2193
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.934
|
2 GROUP 01
1.00
1 EAP
1 |
1.00
1.95
1.00
-0.7442
0.2164
-------------------------------------------------------------------------.564
|
3 GROUP 01
1.00
1 EAP
1 |
1.00
2.10
1.00
-0.4392
0.2115
----------------------------------------------------------------------------MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
SCORE
MEAN
STANDARD
TOTAL
NAME
DEVIATION FREQUENCIES
--------------------------------------------EAP
0.000
1.000
1000.00
---------------------------------------------

When EAP is selected, an estimate of the population distribution of ability in the form of a discrete distribution of a finite number of points is obtained by accumulating the posterior densities
over the subjects at each quadrature point. These sums are then normalized to obtain the estimated probabilities at the points. Improved estimates of the latent distribution may be obtained after
one more iteration of the solution.
The program also computes the mean and standard deviation for the estimated latent distribution.
Sheppard’s correction for coarse grouping is used in the calculation of the standard deviation.
The EAP estimate is the mean of the posterior distribution while the standard error is the standard
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deviation of the posterior distribution. Posterior weights are only given when EAP is used. Note
that it is based on all cases, and not just on those cases used in calibration.
QUADRATURE POINTS AND POSTERIOR WEIGHTS: SCORE SET #
1
1
2
3
4
5
POINT
-0.4000E+01 -0.3724E+01 -0.3448E+01 -0.3172E+01 -0.2897E+01
WEIGHT
0.6822E-04 0.1942E-03 0.5048E-03 0.1187E-03 0.2494E-02
POINT
WEIGHT

6
7
8
9
10
-0.2621E+01 -0.2345E+01 -0.2069E+01 -0.1793E+01 -0.1517E+01
0.46622-02 0.7591E-02 0.1180E-01 0.1987E-01 0.3555E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

11
12
13
14
15
-0.1241E+01 -0.9655E+00 -0.6897E+00 -0.4138E+00 -0.1379E+00
0.5541E-01 0.7082E-01 0.8069E-01 0.9694E+00 0.1105E+00

POINT
WEIGHT

16
0.1379E+00
0.1088E+00

17
0.4138E+00
0.9832E+00

18
0.6897E+00
0.8323E-01

19
0.9655E+00
0.7015E-01

20
0.1241E+01
0.5431E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

21
0.1517E+01
0.3809E-01

22
0.1793E+01
0.2411E-01

23
0.2069E+01
0.1333E-01

24
0.2345E+01
0.6645E-02

25
0.2621E+01
0.2974E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

26
0.2897E+01
0.1202E-03

27
0.3172E+01
0.4470E-03

28
0.3448E+01
0.1554E-04

29
0.3724E+01
0.5083E-04

30
0.4000E+01
0.1569E-05

TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.00000
MEAN
: 0.00012
S.D.
: 1.01246

The mean and standard deviation of the latent posterior distribution calculated from posterior
weights at quadrature points are also given. In these calculations, the formulas for the variance of
grouped data are used, with quadrature points as class marks and posterior weights as class frequencies.

5.2 Examinee maximum likelihood scoring from existing parameters
In this example, the item parameter estimates saved in the exampl01.par file, are used in scoring
the simulated examinees by the maximum likelihood method (MLE). The item parameter file is
used as input (IFNAME keyword on the FILES command) and calibration is suppressed with the
NOCALIB option of the CALIB command.
Comparison of the results in files example01.ph3 and exampl02.ph3 (not shown here) shows
that, when the scores are scaled to match the mean and standard deviation of the generating distribution, both the EAP and MLE estimates recover the generating values with good accuracy.
EXAMPL02.PSL - ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE (MONTE CARLO DATA)
GRADED MODEL - MLE SCALE SCORES
>FILES DFNAME='EXAMPL01.DAT', IFNAME='EXAMPL01.PAR', SAVE;
>SAVE
SCORE='EXAMPL02.SCO';
>INPUT NIDCHAR=4, NTOTAL=20, LENGTH=20;
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(4A1,10X,20A1)
>TEST1 TNAME=SCALE1, ITEM=(1(1)20), NBLOCK=1;
>BLOCK1 BNAME=SBLOCK1, NITEMS=20, NCAT=4;
>CALIB GRADED, LOGISTIC, SCALE=1.7, NQPTS=30, CYCLES=(100,1,1,1,1),
CRIT=0.005, NOCAL;
>SCORE MLE, SMEAN=0.0, SSD=1.0, NAME=MLE, PFQ=5;

5.3 Calibration and scoring with the generalized partial credit rating-scale
model: collapsing of categories
This example scores and calibrates the data, assuming the partial credit model with standard
scoring function. The command file is shown below.
To illustrate the situation where two types of items are involved, the four categories for the second ten items are collapsed into two categories, thus making those items effectively binary. Two
blocks are required (each with ten items), and the MODIFIED list in the BLOCK2 command specifies the collapsing.
The standard score function assumes 4 is the highest category, so no response modification is
required in BLOCK1. In BLOCK2, the scoring function is used to specify scoring function values.
CADJUST is not used with the partial credit model, nor is SCALE in the CALIB command. Because
the data are now less informative, the number of quadrature points for calibration can be reduced
(NQPT=15 instead of the 30 previously used).
Despite the different model and the partition of the items into two blocks, the estimated trait
scores in exampl03.sco agree well with the estimates from Sections 5.1 and 5.2 after rescaling in
the sample.
EXAMPL03.PSL - ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE (MONTE CARLO DATA)
GENERALIZED PARTIAL CREDIT MODEL - EAP SCALE SCORES
>FILES
DFNAME='EXAMPL01.DAT', SAVE;
>SAVE
SCORE='EXAMPL03.SCO';
>INPUT
NIDCHAR=4, NTOTAL=20, NTEST=1, LENGTH=20;
(4A1,10X,20A1)
>TEST
TNAME='SCALE1', ITEM=(1(1)20), NBLOCK=2;
>BLOCK1 BNAME='SBLOCK1', NITEMS=10, NCAT=4, SCORING=(1,2,3,4);
>BLOCK2 BNAME='SBLOCK2', NITEMS=10, NCAT=4, MODIFIED=(1,1,2,2), SCORE=(1,2);
>CALIB
PARTIAL, LOGISTIC, NQPTS=15, CYCLE=(100,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.01;
>SCORE
MLE, SMEAN=0.0, SSD=1.0, NAME='PCR_MLE', PFQ=5;

5.4 Two-group differential item functioning (DIF) analysis with the partial
credit model
This example illustrates differential item functioning (DIF) analysis of multiple category item responses. The SCORE command is required and thus included in the command file. For the DIF
model, however, no scoring is done and there is no Phase 3 output.
Raw data are read from the file exampl04.dat using the DFNAME keyword on the FILES command. The data file contains responses to 6 items, as indicated on the INPUT command, where
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NTOTAL is set to 6. The data file contains the examinee ID and sample group code (1,2), then the

responses on the 6 items, and finally the generating trait value for each examinee. The first few
lines of the data file are shown below.
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005

1
1
1
1
1

233113
113111
313112
113131
313131

.43930
-.94251
-.57257
-.59414
-.36019

The format statement includes information on three fields in the raw data file. The subject ID
(4A1) and group identification field (1A1) are read first, followed by the 6 item responses (6A1).
One test, 6 items in length, is considered. The MGROUP keyword on the INPUT command requests a multiple-group analysis for two groups. Note that the MGROUP keyword is used in combination with the MGROUP command, which must follow directly after the BLOCK command(s).
On the TEST command, a name for the test is provided using the TNAME keyword. The items on
this test are listed using the ITEMS keyword, while the INAMES keyword is used to provide names
for the items. Finally, by setting NBLOCK to 6, it is indicated that 6 BLOCK commands will follow
the TEST command.
In this example, there is one item with three categories originally coded 1, 2, and 3 in each block
as indicated by the NITEMS, NCAT and ORIGINAL keywords respectively. Because the rating-scale
model is not used here, separate category parameters are estimated for each item, and the
REPEAT keyword indicates that the BLOCK command should be repeated six times.
The second value (1) assigned to the DIF keyword of the MGROUP command requests a DIF
analysis of the item threshold parameters. All other values in this keyword are equal to zero, indicating that only thresholds are allowed to differ between the groups. The GNAME and GCODE
keywords are used to assign names and codes to the two groups. By default, the first group will
be used as the reference group. To change the reference group, the REFERENCE keyword on the
MGROUP command may be used.
A partial credit model with logistic response function is requested through the use of the
PARTIAL and LOGISTIC options on the CALIB command. The default number of quadrature points
is 30. In this case, NQPT is set to 25, because fewer points are needed when the number of items
is small. By setting the CYCLES keyword to 100, a maximum of 100 EM cycles will be performed, followed by two Newton cycles (NEWTON=2). The convergence criterion is somewhat
relaxed by setting CRIT to 0.01 instead of using the default convergence criterion of 0.001. Finally, the POSTERIOR option is added to the CALIB command. As a default, the posterior distribution is computed after the computation of expected proportions during the E-step as their byproduct. Therefore, these expected sample sizes and expected frequencies of categorical responses are computed based on the posterior distribution in the previous EM cycle. Adding the
POSTERIOR option forces the program to compute the posterior distribution again after the Mstep. Therefore, the expected proportions can be computed during the E-step based on an updated
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posterior distribution. This was added to be consistent with the BILOG-MG program in the case of
two categories.
The command file is as follows.
EXAMPL04.PSL - DIF ANALYSIS USING PARTIAL CREDIT MODEL
ARTIFICAL DATA, TWO SAMPLES (EACH WITH N=500, N=(0,1)), 6 ITEMS
>FILES
DFNAME='EXAMPL04.DAT';
INPUT
NIDCHAR=4, MGROUP=2, NTOTAL=6;
(4A1,1X,1A1,1X,6A1)
>TEST
TNAME='PARV3E', ITEM=(1,2,3,4,5,6),
INAME=('I001','I002','I003','I004','I005','I006'), NBLOCK=6;
>BLOCK1 REPEAT=6, NIT=1, NCAT=3, ORIGINAL=(1,2,3);
>MGROUP DIF=(0,1,0,0), GNAME=('MALE','FEMALE'), GCODE=('1','2');
>CALIB
LOGISTIC, PARTIAL, NQPT=25, CYCLES=(100,1,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=20,
CRIT=0.01, POSTERIOR;
>SCORE
;

5.4.1 Phase 0 output
When the MGROUP keyword and MGROUP command are used or multiple TEST/BLOCK commands are used, additional information is written to the phase 0 output file.
NUMBER OF SUBGROUPS:
2
FORMAT OF DATA INPUT IS
(4A1,1X,1A1,1X,6A1)
>TEST

TNAME=PARV3E, ITEM=(1,2,3,4,5,6),
INAME=('I001','I002','I003','I004','I005','I006'), NBLOCK=6 ;

BLOCK CARD:
1
>BLOCK1 REPEAT=6, NIT=1, NCAT=3, ORIGINAL=(1,2,3) ;
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

CARD:
CARD:
CARD:
CARD:
CARD:

2
3
4
5
6

IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

1
1
1
1
1

>MGROUP DIF=(0,1,0,0), GNAME=(MALE,FEMALE), GCODE=('1','2') ;

In the next few lines, the program echoes the information on parameters allowed to be different
between groups as specified with the DIF keyword: in this case, only the thresholds are allowed
to differ between the two groups. The MALE group will be used as reference group.
GROUP PARAMETER
GROUP PARAMETER
GROUP PARAMETER
GROUP PARAMETER
REFERENCE GROUP

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

SLOPE:
THRESHOLD:
CATEGORY:
GUESSING:
DIF MODEL:

NO
YES
NO
NO
1 MALE
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SUBGROUP NAME AND CODE
======================
1
2

MALE
FEMALE

1
2

DIF OR COMMON BLOCK
===================
1 BLOCK
DIF
2 BLOCK
DIF
3 BLOCK
DIF
4 BLOCK
DIF
5 BLOCK
DIF
6 BLOCK
DIF

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

5.4.2 Phase 1 output
The only difference between the Phase 1 output for a single group analysis and for a multiplegroup analysis is that the summary item statistics are first given by subgroup and then for the total group. The output for the first item is shown below for all three cases. We see that females
were more likely to respond in category 3 and less likely to respond in category 1 than the males.
In general, 76% of the total responses were in category 3.

1 SUBGROUP: MALE
BLOCK NO.:
1
NAME: BLOCK
------------------------------------------------------ITEM
| TOTAL
NOT
OMIT |
CATEGORIES
|
PRESENT
|
|
|
1
2
3
------------------------------------------------------I001
|
|
FREQ.|
500
0
0|
152
13
335
PERC.|
0.0
0.0|
30.4
2.6
67.0
-------------------------------------------------------

2 SUBGROUP: FEMALE
BLOCK NO.:
1
NAME: BLOCK
------------------------------------------------------ITEM
| TOTAL
NOT
OMIT |
CATEGORIES
|
PRESENT
|
|
|
1
2
3
------------------------------------------------------I001
|
|
FREQ.|
500
0
0|
69
6
425
PERC.|
0.0
0.0|
13.8
1.2
85.0
-------------------------------------------------------
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TOTAL
BLOCK NO.:
1
NAME: BLOCK
------------------------------------------------------ITEM
| TOTAL
NOT
OMIT |
CATEGORIES
|
PRESENT
|
|
|
1
2
3
------------------------------------------------------I001
|
|
FREQ.|
1000
0
0|
221
19
760
PERC.|
0.0
0.0|
22.1
1.9
76.0
-------------------------------------------------------

Item means, initial slope estimates, and Pearson and polyserial item-test correlations are given in
the next table. For a detailed discussion of the measures shown here, refer to the discussion of
the Phase 1 output of Section 5.1.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------BLOCK
| RESPONSE
TOTAL SCORE | PEARSON & | INITIAL
INITIAL
ITEM
|
MEAN
MEAN
| POLYSERIAL |
SLOPE
LOCATION
|
S.D.*
S.D.*
| CORRELATION |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------BLOCK
|
|
|
1 I001 |
2.539
13.162
|
0.714
|
1.000
0.000
|
0.831*
3.765* |
0.976
|
---------------------------------------------------------------------------CATEGORY | SCORING
|
MEAN
|
S.D.
| PARAMETER
1
|
1.000 |
8.190 |
2.235
|
0.000
2
|
2.000 |
11.263 |
2.899
|
-0.155
3
|
3.000 |
14.655 |
2.735
|
1.596
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

5.4.3 Phase 2 output
For the DIF model, a separate prior distribution is used for each group member, and the prior distribution is updated after each estimation cycle based on the posterior distribution from the previous cycle.
For the DIF model, it is assumed that different groups have different distributions with mean µ g
and standard deviation σ g . The distributions are not necessarily normal. These empirical posterior distributions are estimated simultaneously with the estimation of the item parameters. To
obtain those parameters, the following constraint is imposed for the DIF model:
J

∑d

J

= ∑ d Fj .

Rj
=j 1 =j 1

This constraint implies the overall difficulty levels of a test or a set of common items given to
both the reference group and focal group, indicated by subscripts R and F, respectively, are the
same. Therefore, the item difficulty parameters for the focal groups are adjusted. Any overall
difference in terms of test difficulty will be assumed to be the difference in ability level for sub161

groups. The ability level difference among groups can then be estimated by the posterior distributions.
The first difference between the output file discussed here and the Phase 2 output for Section 5.1
concerns the scoring function and step parameters for the multiple blocks. As no scoring function
was specified on the CALIB command, the default scoring function 1, 2 will be used.
Under the partial credit model, the step parameters, also known as the item step difficulties or
category intersections, correspond to the points on the ability scale where two successive item
response category characteristic curves (IRCCC) intersect. The increasing difficulty of a step relative to other steps within an item is associated with higher values of the step parameters. In this
example, where each item has 3 categories, 2 “steps” are needed to move from the first category
to the third category: a respondent needs to move from category 1 to category 2, and a second
step is needed to move from category 2 to category 3. From the second step parameters of items
1 and 2 (see below) moving from category 2 to category 3 is harder to do in the case of item 2 for
the male respondents.
The IRCCC for items 1 and 5 are shown below. Vertical lines were added to indicate the trait level at which the curves for step 0 and step 1 intersect. The most likely response for a male with
trait level of -2 would be to complete 0 steps in both cases. For a male with trait level of approximately 1.5, completing the step from category 2 to category 3 would be more likely in the case
of item 5. Although there is little difference between the two graphs, it would appear that completing the first step is somewhat easier for item 1 than for item 5, while completing the second
step is easier for item 5. This is in agreement with the second step parameters for these items:
1.769 for item 1 and 1.517 for item 5.
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MULTIPLE GROUP MODEL [DIF (TREND) MODEL]
--------------------------------------[GROUP:

1

MALE

]

ITEM BLOCK
1 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.743
0.168

3.000
1.743
0.163

ITEM BLOCK
2 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.733
0.155

3.000
1.733
0.156

ITEM BLOCK
3 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.733
0.146

3.000
1.733
0.140

ITEM BLOCK
4 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.755
0.149

3.000
1.755
0.147

ITEM BLOCK
5 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.658
0.171

3.000
1.658
0.154

ITEM BLOCK
6 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.974
0.177

3.000
1.974
0.186
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The step parameter information is followed by the item parameter estimates for the male group.
Standard errors are computed from the empirical information matrix in the final Newton cycle.
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| ITEM |BLOCK| SLOPE |
S.E. |LOCATION |
S.E. |GUESSING |
S.E. |
+======+=====+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+
| I001 |
1 |
0.846 |
0.054 | -0.590 |
0.070 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I002 |
2 |
0.948 |
0.060 |
0.519 |
0.066 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I003 |
3 |
0.628 |
0.034 | -0.542 |
0.076 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I004 |
4 |
0.615 |
0.034 |
0.544 |
0.077 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I005 |
5 |
0.414 |
0.025 | -0.666 |
0.098 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I006 |
6 |
0.344 |
0.021 |
0.658 |
0.110 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

Similar information for the female group is given next. Note that the slope for each item is common across the two groups. This implies that the same item discrimination is assumed over the
groups.
[GROUP:

2

FEMALE

]

ITEM BLOCK
1 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.743
0.168

3.000
1.743
0.163

ITEM BLOCK
2 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.733
0.155

3.000
1.733
0.156

ITEM BLOCK
3 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.773
0.146

3.000
1.773
0.140

ITEM BLOCK
4 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.755
0.149

3.000
1.755
0.147

ITEM BLOCK
5 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.658
0.171

3.000
1.658
0.154

ITEM BLOCK
6 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
-1.974
0.177

3.000
1.974
0.186
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+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| ITEM |BLOCK| SLOPE |
S.E. |LOCATION |
S.E. |GUESSING |
S.E. |
+======+=====+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+
| I001 |
1 |
0.846 |
0.054 | -0.615 |
0.085 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I002 |
2 |
0.948 |
0.060 |
0.644 |
0.057 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I003 |
3 |
0.628 |
0.034 |
0.010 |
0.075 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I004 |
4 |
0.615 |
0.034 | -0.348 |
0.084 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I005 |
5 |
0.414 |
0.025 | -0.645 |
0.118 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| I006 |
6 |
0.344 |
0.021 |
0.877 |
0.098 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

DIF contrasts are given next. In the table below, the CONTRAST column gives the differences between item locations between the groups and the associated standard error. The STD column con-

tains standardized contrasts, obtained by dividing each contrast by its standard error. The probability that a normal variate exceeds the absolute value of the standardized difference is also given. This is a one-sided test.
CONTRAST OF ITEM LOCATIONS:
GROUP 2: FEMALE
MINUS REFERENCE GROUP
+---------------------------------+
|ITEM |BLOCK| CONTRAST | STD
|
|
|
| (S.E.)
| (PROB. ) |
+=====+=====+==========+==========+
|I001 |
1 |
-0.025 |
-0.230 |
|
|
|(
0.110)|(
0.409)|
|
|
|
|
|
|I002 |
2 |
0.125 |
1.433 |
|
|
|(
0.087)|(
0.076)|
|
|
|
|
|
|I003 |
3 |
0.552 |
5.176 |
|
|
|(
0.107)|(
0.000)|
|
|
|
|
|
|I004 |
4 |
-0.892 |
-7.798 |
|
|
|(
0.114)|(
0.000)|
|
|
|
|
|
|I005 |
5 |
0.021 |
0.138 |
|
|
|(
0.153)|(
0.445)|
|
|
|
|
|
|I006 |
6 |
0.219 |
1.494 |
|
|
|(
0.147)|(
0.068)|
+---------------------------------+

1: MALE

χ 2 -test statistics for the item location contrasts are given in the next section of the output file. In
this case, with only one degree of freedom, χ 2 = ( std . difference) 2 . This is a two-sided test. In
this table, these χ 2 -test statistics and exceedance probabilities are summarized.
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CHI-SQUARES OF ITEM LOCATION CONTRASTS:
+---------------------------------+
|ITEM BLOCK CHI-SQRS
D.F.
|
|
PROB.
|
+=====+=====+==========+==========+
|I001 |
1 |
0.053 |
1. |
|
|
|
|
0.803 |
+---------------------------------+
|I002 |
2 |
2.052 |
1. |
|
|
|
|
0.148 |
+---------------------------------+
|I003 |
3 |
26.789 |
1. |
|
|
|
|
0.000 |
+---------------------------------+
|I004 |
4 |
60.814 |
1. |
|
|
|
|
0.000 |
+---------------------------------+
|I005 |
5 |
0.019 |
1. |
|
|
|
|
0.861 |
+---------------------------------+
|I006 |
6 |
2.231 |
1. |
|
|
|
|
0.131 |
+---------------------------------+
|TOTAL|
|
91.958 |
6. |
|
|
|
|
0.000 |
+---------------------------------+

When the summary statistics for the 2 groups are compared, we see that only the standard deviation of the threshold differs. Recall that for this example, the DIF keyword on the MGROUP
command was used to allow only threshold parameters to differ between the groups. Overall, no
large difference between groups over all items is observed.
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PARAMETER ESTIMATES
1
GROUP NAME: MALE
+----------+---------+---------+----+
|PARAMETER |
MEAN | STN DEV | N |
+==========+=========+=========+====+
|SLOPE
|
0.633|
0.235|
6|
|LOG(SLOPE)|
-0.520|
0.394|
6|
|THRESHOLD |
-0.013|
0.645|
6|
|GUESSING |
0.000|
0.000|
0|
+----------+---------+---------+----+
2
GROUP NAME: FEMALE
+----------+---------+---------+----+
|PARAMETER |
MEAN | STN DEV | N |
+==========+=========+=========+====+
|SLOPE
|
0.633|
0.235|
6|
|LOG(SLOPE)|
-0.520|
0.394|
6|
|THRESHOLD |
-0.013|
0.648|
6|
|GUESSING |
0.000|
0.000|
0|
+----------+---------+---------+----+

The final output is the estimated latent distributions by group. The origin and unit of the scale are
set so that the mean and standard deviation of the reference group are 0 and 1 respectively.
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A plot of the estimated latent distributions is given below. The solid line represents the distribution for the male group. If there is appreciable DIF, the latent distributions do not represent the
same latent variable and no meaningful comparison of the two distributions is possible. If there is
no DIF, significant differences between the latent distributions represent real differences between
the populations sampled.

QUADRATURE POINTS AND POSTERIOR WEIGHTS:
GROUP
1
GROUP NAME: MALE
POINT
WEIGHT

1
2
3
4
5
-0.4000E+01 -0.3667E+01 -0.3333E+01 -0.3000E+01 -0.2667E+01
0.5988E-04 0.2137E-03 0.6808E-03 0.1934E-02 0.4887E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

6
7
8
9
10
-0.2333E+01 -0.2000E+01 -0.1667E+01 -0.1333E+01 -0.1000E+01
0.1096E-01 0.2172E-01 0.3790E-01 0.5826E-01 0.8000E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

11
12
-0.6667E+00 -0.3333E+00
0.1009E+00 0.1178E+00

13
0.3331E-15
0.1249E+00

14
0.3333E+00
0.1190E+00

15
0.6667E+00
0.1034E+00

POINT
WEIGHT

16
0.1000E+01
0.8257E-01

17
0.1333E+01
0.5917E-01

18
0.1667E+01
0.3742E-01

19
0.2000E+01
0.2086E-01

20
0.2333E+01
0.1029E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

21
0.2667E+01
0.4516E-02

22
0.3000E+01
0.1766E-02

23
0.3333E+01
0.6167E-03

24
0.3667E+01
0.1924E-03

25
0.4000E+01
0.5368E-04
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TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.00000
MEAN
: 0.00000
S.D.
: 0.99974
QUADRATURE POINTS AND POSTERIOR WEIGHTS:
GROUP

2

GROUP NAME: FEMALE

POINT
WEIGHT

1
2
3
4
5
-0.4000E+01 -0.3667E+01 -0.3333E+01 -0.3000E+01 -0.2667E+01
0.1485E-04 0.5381E-04 0.1748E-03 0.5093E-03 0.1331E-02

POINT
WEIGHT

6
7
8
9
10
-0.2333E+01 -0.2000E+01 -0.1667E+01 -0.1333E+01 -0.1000E+01
0.3120E-02 0.6569E-02 0.1248E-01 0.2175E-01 0.3608E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

11
12
-0.6667E+00 -0.3333E+00
0.5834E-01 0.8712E-01

13
0.3331E-15
0.1130E+00

14
0.3333E+00
0.1320E+00

15
0.6667E+00
0.1437E+00

POINT
WEIGHT

16
0.1000E+01
0.1360E+00

17
0.1333E+01
0.1059E+00

18
0.1667E+01
0.6927E-01

19
0.2000E+01
0.3922E-01

20
0.2333E+01
0.1955E-01

POINT
WEIGHT

21
0.2667E+01
0.8653E-02

22
0.3000E+01
0.3410E-02

23
0.3333E+01
0.1199E-02

24
0.3667E+01
0.3764E-03

25
0.4000E+01
0.1056E-04

TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.00000
MEAN
: 0.00000
S.D.
: 0.99974

5.5 A test with 26 multiple-choice items and one 4-category item: threeparameter logistic and generalized partial credit model
This example illustrates a test consisting primarily of machine-scorable multiple choice items,
but also containing one open-ended item scored in three categories. The latter item appears in the
middle.
The item responses are from several test forms, and items not represented on a particular form
are assigned the not-presented code 9. The not-presented key appears in the exampl05.npc file.
The codes 1 and 0 for correct and incorrect response to the multiple-choice items must be recoded 1 and 2, respectively, for the PARSCALE analysis. This is accomplished through use of the
ORIGINAL and MODIFIED keywords on the BLOCK commands.
The first few lines of the file exampl05.dat are shown below.
1
2
3
4
5

110000000000199999999999999
110000000011199999999999999
011001000001199999999999999
110000100000199999999999999
101011010011199999999999999
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The contents of exampl05.npc, are as shown below. It is indicated in the syntax by the NFNAME
keyword on the FILES command.
KEY 999999999999999999999999999

The first information read according to the format statement shown below is the case ID, which
is read in the format “3A1”. The NIDCHAR keyword is set to 3 to indicate that the case ID is six
characters in length. The response to the first item is in column 5, and the format (“27A1”) that
follows after skipping of the fourth column using the “X” operator indicates that 27 items are
read from each line.
The 3-parameter logistic model (3PL) is assumed for the multiple-choice items, and the partial
credit model is assumed for the open-ended item. Because the parameters of the 3PL model differ
from one item to another, each item must be assigned to a separate block. This is facilitated by
the REPEAT keyword of the BLOCK command, which indicates the number of successive items
that have the same block specifications. In the present example, the first block specification applies to the first 12 multiple-choice items, the second applies to the open-ended item, and the
third applies to the remaining 14 multiple-choice items. Note also the assignment of separate
block names using the BNAME keyword.
The use of the SPRIOR and GPRIOR options on the CALIB command requests the use of a lognormal prior distribution and a normal prior distribution on the slope and guessing parameters
respectively.
The Bayes estimates (EAP option on the SCORE command) of the respondents' scale scores are
estimated and saved.
EXAMPL05.PSL - A TEST WITH 26 MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEMS AND ONE 4-CATEGORY ITEM
THREE-PARAMETER LOGISTIC AND GENERALIZED PARTIAL CREDIT MODEL
>FILE
DFNAME='EXAMPL05.DAT', NFNAME='EXAMPL05.NPC', SAVE ;
>SAVE
PARM='EXAMPL05.PAR', SCORE='EXAMPL05.SCO' ;
>INPUT NIDCHAR=3, NTOTAL=27, NTEST=1, LENGTH=27;
(3A1,1X,27A1)
>TEST1 TNAME=SOCSCI, ITEM=(1(1)27), NBLOCK=27 ;
>BLOCKS BNAME=(MC01,MC02,MC03,MC04,MC05,MC06,MC07,MC08,MC09,MC10,MC11,MC12),
NITEMS=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(0,1), MODIFIED=(1,2),
REPEAT=12, GUESSING=(2,ESTIMATE) ;
>BLOCK BNAME=OE, NITEMS=1, NCAT=3, SCORING=(1,2,3) ;
>BLOCKS BNAME=(MC13,MC14,MC15,MC16,MC17,MC18,MC19,MC20,MC21,MC22,MC23,MC24,
MC25,MC26),
NITEMS=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(0,1), MODIFIED=(1,2),
REPEAT=14, GUESSING=(2,ESTIMATE) ;
>CALIB PARTIAL, LOGISTIC, NQPTS=15, CYCLE=(50,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.01, SPRIOR, GPRIOR ;
>SCORE EAP, SMEAN=0.0, SSD=1.0, NAME=SOCSCI ;
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5.6 Analysis of three tests containing items with two and three categories: calculation of combined scores
A partial credit model based on artificial data is discussed in this example. Six items, with either
2 or 3 categories each, are assigned to three subtests. In all cases, guessing parameters are estimated.
The data file used is exampl06.dat. The first few lines of the data file are shown below.
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010

113211 -1.98194
222211
.07151
222211 -.06528
211221 -.72716
222211 -.35792
323212
.73036
212212 -.53729
211211 -1.40260
221212
.09829
122111 -.75451

The case identification is given in the first four columns of each line. Responses to the six items
are recorded in columns 6 to 11. At the end of each line, the generating trait value is given. This
value is not used in the analysis. The format statement used to read these data is:
(4A1,1X,6A1)

The items are analyzed in different ways in three subtests (NTEST=3 on INPUT). The LENGTH
keyword on the INPUT command indicates the length of each of the three subtests. The COMBINE
keyword on the INPUT command indicates that 3 COMBINE commands follow the SCORE command, while the SAVE option indicates that a SAVE command will follow directly after the FILES
command. On the SAVE command, names for external files to which subject scores and combined scores will be saved are provided.
The first subtest consists of six items analyzed in six distinct blocks. The REPEAT keyword of
the first block indicates that the first three blocks each contain one 3-category item with itemspecific step parameters. The remaining blocks contain multiple-choice items with various guessing parameters. The GPARM keyword is used here to correct the dichotomous item response
probabilities in the presence of the GUESSING keyword. These guessing parameters are used for
the initial parameter values and have a default value of zero. The value of (2,ESTIMATE) assigned
to the GUESSING keywords indicates that the second category is the correct response and that a
guessing parameter is to be estimated.
In the second subtest, the first 3 items are analyzed separately. In the third subtest, the last 3
items are analyzed separately. The convergence criterion for the iteration procedure is somewhat
relaxed for this test calibration (0.005 ==> 0.01) to obtain convergence.
Scores for the three subtests are combined in the scoring phase. These scores are saved to the external file exampl06.sco as specified on the SAVE command. They are combined as specified by
the COMBINE keyword in the INPUT command and the COMBINE commands following the last
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SCORE command. The WEIGHT keywords on these commands have as values sets of positive

fractions summing to 1. These values are used as the weights for the subscale scores. Subscores
are combined linearly. In this example, three different combinations of the scores from the subtests are requested. These scores are saved to the external file exampl06.cmb.
The command file exampl06.psl is shown below.
EXAMPLE 6: PARTIAL CREDIT MODEL
ARTIFICAL DATA, ONE SAMPLE (N=1000, N=(0,1)), 6 ITEMS
>FILES DFNAME='EXAMPL06.DAT', SAVE;
>SAVE
SCORE='EXAMPL06.EAP', COMBINE='EXAMPL06.CMB';
>INPUT NIDCHAR=4, NTOT=6, NTEST=3, LENGTH=(6,3,3), COMBINE=3;
(4A1,1X,6A1)
>TEST1 TNAME=TEST1, ITEM=(1,2,3,4,5,6),
INAME=('P011','P012','P013','D011','D012','D013'), NBLOCK=6;
>BLOCK1
REPEAT=3, NIT=1, NCAT=3, ORIGINAL=(1,2,3);
>BLOCK4
NIT=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(1,2), GPARM=0.0, GUESS=(2,ESTIMATE);
>BLOCK5
NIT=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(1,2), GPARM=0.1, GUESS=(2,ESTIMATE);
>BLOCK6
NIT=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(1,2), GPARM=0.3, GUESS=(2,ESTIMATE);
>CALIB
LOGISTIC, PARTIAL, NQPT=21, CYCLES=(100,1,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.005, SCALE=1.7;
>SCORE
EAP, NAME=TEST1;
>TEST2 TNAME=TEST2, ITEM=(1,2,3), INAME=('P021','P022','P023'), NBLOCK=3;
>BLOCK1
REPEAT=3, NIT=1, NCAT=3, ORIGINAL=(1,2,3);
>CALIB
LOGISTIC, PARTIAL, NQPT=21, CYCLES=(100,1,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.005, SCALE=1.7;
>SCORE
EAP,NAME=TEST2;
>TEST3 TNAME=TEST3, ITEM=(4,5,6), INAME=('D031','D032','D033'), NBLOCK=3;
>BLOCK4
NIT=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(1,2), GPARM=0.0, GUESS=(2,ESTIMATE);
>BLOCK5
NIT=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(1,2), GPARM=0.1, GUESS=(2,ESTIMATE);
>BLOCK6
NIT=1, NCAT=2, ORIGINAL=(1,2), GPARM=0.3, GUESS=(2,ESTIMATE);
>CALIB
LOGISTIC, PARTIAL, NQPT=21, CYCLES=(100,1,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.01, SCALE=1.7;
>SCORE
EAP, NAME=TEST3;
>COMBINE1 NAME=SUM1, WEIGHT=(0.5,0.25,0.25);
>COMBINE2 NAME=SUM2, WEIGHT=(1.0,0.0,0.0);
>COMBINE3 NAME=SUM3, WEIGHT=(0.0,0.5,0.5);

5.7 Rater-effect model: multi-record input format with varying numbers of
raters per examinee
This example illustrates the parameter estimation for multiple raters. The analysis is based on
data in the file exampl07.dat. The first few lines of the data are shown below.
00001
00001
00002
00002
00003
00003
00004
00004
00005
00005

12
22
12
22
12
23
12
22
11
22

11
21
11
22
12
22
12
22
11
21

32
42
32
43
31
43
33
42
31
41

32
42
32
42
31
41
32
42
31
42
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The data contain the rating on four items administered to each examinee by four raters. The first
5 columns of each line of data contain the examinee ID. After two blank columns, the rater ID is
given, directly followed by the rating on the first item. Similar combinations of rater ID and rating for the other three items follow. As can be seen from the data above, the first line of data is
associated with examinee 00001 and contains the ratings for raters 1 and 3. The second line of
data, associated with the same examinee, contains the ratings for raters 2 and 4.
The data are read using the format statement
(5A1,4(2X,2A1))

where “5A1” is the format of the examinee ID, and “2X,2A1” the format for reading of one rater
ID/rating combination. The latter is repeated four times, using the notation “4( )”. Note that, since
the data for each examinee are given on two lines, R-INOPT=2 could have been specified on the
INPUT command and the format statement changed to
(5A1,4(2X,2A1),/T6,4(2X,2A1)).

The MRATER keyword on the INPUT command requests a Rater's-Effect analysis, and indicates
the number of raters. The MRATER command provides necessary information about the four
raters.
The estimated parameters and scores are saved to external output files using the SAVE option on
the FILES command and the PARM and SCORE keywords on the SAVE command.
The command file for a partial credit model based on these data is shown below.
EXAMPL07.PSL - ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE: MONTE CARLO DATA
GENERALIZED PARTIAL CREDIT MODEL: RATERS’ EFFECT MODEL [NESTED DESIGN]
>FILES
DFNAME='EXAMPL07.DAT', SAVE;
>SAVE
PARM='EXAMPL07.PAR', SCORE='EXAMPL07.SCO';
>INPUT
NIDCHAR=5, NTOT=4, LENGTH=4, NTEST=1, NFMT=1, MRATER=4;
(5A1,4(2X,2A1))
>TEST
TNAME=RATERN, ITEM=(1,2,3,4), NBLOCK=4;
>BLOCK
REPEAT=4, NITEMS=1, NCAT=3, ORIGINAL=('1','2','3'), MODIFIED=(1,2,3);
>MRATER RNAME=(RaterA,RaterB,RaterC,RaterD), RCODE=('1','2','3','4');
>CAL
LOGISTIC, PARTIAL, NQPT=21, CYCLES=(100,1,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.05, DIAG=0, ITEMFIT=10, SCALE=1.7;
>SCORE EAP;

5.7.1 Phase 0 output
In addition to the standard Phase 0 output discussed elsewhere, information on the raters’ names,
codes, and the weight assigned to each is echoed to the output file.
The MRATER command used here only assigns names and codes to the rater. By default, the
RATER keyword, not included in the MRATER command shown here, assumes the value (1,1,1,1).
The arguments of this keyword are the raters’ weights. For the Raters-effect model, the ability
score for each respondent is computed for each subtest (or subscale) and each rater separately. A
total score of each respondent for each subtest (or subscale) is computed by summing those
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scores over items within each subtest and all raters who have rated the respondent. The rater
weights of this keyword are used to compute the weighted subtest or subscale score for each respondent. Since the number of raters who rated each respondent’s responses varies, the weights
are normalized (divided by their sum) for each respondent.
>MRATER RNAME=(RaterA,RaterB,RaterC,RaterD), RCODE=('1','2','3','4');
MULTIPLE GROUP MODEL: RATER’s EFFECT MODEL
RATER’s NAME, CODE, AND WEIGHT
==============================
1
2
3
4

RaterA
RaterB
RaterC
RaterD

1
2
3
4

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Also included in the Phase 0 output is a listing of the first two observations, showing the input
and recoded responses. The raters responsible for each rating are also listed. This information is
provided so that the user can check that the data are read in correctly. If not, the variable format
statement (or the data) should be corrected.
INPUT AND RECODED RESPONSE
OBSERVATION #
1
GROUP: 1
ID: 00001
INPUT RESPONSES:
2 1
RECODED RESPONSES:
2 1
RECODED RATERS
:
1 1
OBSERVATION #
2
GROUP: 1
ID: 00001
INPUT RESPONSES:
2
RECODED RESPONSES:
2
RECODED RATERS
:
2

1
1
2

OF FIRST AND SECOND OBSERVATIONS

2
2
3

2
2
3

2
2
4

2
2
4

The Phase 0 output also reports that 2000 lines of data were read from the data file, and indicates
that these 2000 observations are associated with 1000 examinees.
[MAIN TEST: RATERN ]
2000 OBSERVATIONS READ FROM FILE:
2000 OBSERVATIONS WRITTEN TO FILE:
MULTIPLE RATERS DATA
1000 CASES READ FROM FILE:

EXAMPL07.DAT
exampl07.MFL
EXAMPL07.DAT

5.7.2 Phase 1 output
The Phase 1 output file contains no additional information in this type of analysis. As usual, frequencies and percentages for items nested within blocks are reported here. Information for the
first block/item is shown below.
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SUMMARY ITEM STATISTICS
=======================
BLOCK NO.:
1
NAME: BLOCK
------------------------------------------------------ITEM
| TOTAL
NOT
OMIT |
CATEGORIES
|
PRESENT
|
|
|
1
2
3
------------------------------------------------------0001
|
|
FREQ.|
2000
0
0|
235
1145
620
PERC.|
0.0
0.0|
11.8
57.2
31.0
|
|
-------------------------------------------------------

5.7.3 Phase 2 output
The Phase 2 output file shows the standard output for category parameters and item parameters
at convergence. This is followed by rater parameters and their associated standard errors as
shown below.
ITEM BLOCK
1 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
1.243
0.056

3.000
-1.243
0.041

ITEM BLOCK
2 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
1.183
0.037

3.000
-1.183
0.049

ITEM BLOCK
3 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:

1.000

2.000

3.000

STEP PARAMTER

:

0.000

1.298

-1.298

S.E.

:

0.000

0.079

0.064

ITEM BLOCK
4 BLOCK
SCORING FUNCTION
:
STEP PARAMTER
:
S.E.
:

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000
1.273
0.062

3.000
-1.273
0.077

+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| ITEM |BLOCK| SLOPE |
S.E. |LOCATION |
S.E. |GUESSING |
S.E. |
+======+=====+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+=========+
| 0001*|
1 |
0.814 |
0.041 | -0.515 |
0.039 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| 0002*|
2 |
0.935 |
0.047 |
0.410 |
0.037 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| 0003*|
3 |
0.491 |
0.027 | -0.502 |
0.051 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
| 0004*|
4 |
0.505 |
0.028 |
0.508 |
0.050 |
0.000 |
0.000 |
+------+-----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+
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RATER’s EFFECT PARAMETER
RATER’s NAME PARAMETER
S.E.
--------------------------------RaterA
-0.008
0.030
RaterB
-0.006
0.030
RaterC
0.069
0.044
RaterD
-0.055
0.044
NOTE: RATED ITEMS ARE MARKED BY “*'

From the output above, we see a marked difference between the raters, in particular between RaterC and RaterD. The raters differ appreciably in severity.

5.8 Rater-effect model: one-record input format with same number of raters
per examinee
This example illustrates another option of rater data input (R-INOPT=1). The data in exampl07.dat (see Section 5.7) were reformatted so that rated responses for each respondent are on
one same record. This input option needs the NRATER keyword in the INPUT command to indicate the number of times each item was rated. The number of raters is indicated using the
MRATER keyword on the same command.
EXAMPL08.PSL - ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE (MONTE CARLO DATA)
GENERALIZED PARTIAL CREDIT MODEL: RATERS' EFFECT MODEL [NESTED DESIGN]
>FILE
DFNAME='EXAMPL08.DAT', SAVE;
>SAVE
PARAM='EXAMPL08.PAR', SCORE='EXAMPL08.SCO';
>INPUT R-INOPT=2, NIDCHAR=5, NTOT=4, LENGTH=4, NTEST=1, NFMT=1,
MRATER=4, NRATER=(2(0)4);
(5A1,8(2X,2A1))
>TEST
TNAME=RATERN, ITEM=(1,2,3,4), NBLOCK=4;
>BLOCK REPEAT=4, NIT=1, NCAT=3, ORIGINAL=('1','2','3'), MOD=(1,2,3);
>MRATER RNAME=(RaterA,RaterB,RaterC,RaterD), RCODE=('1','2','3','4');
>CAL
LOGISTIC, PARTIAL, NQPT=21, CYCLES=(100,1,1,1,1,1), NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.05, DIAG=0, ITEMFIT=10, SCALE=1.7;
>SCORE EAP;

5.9 Raters-effect model: one-record input format with varying numbers of
records per examinee
This example illustrates another form of data input for multiple ratings. It is requested by setting
R-INOPT=1 on the INPUT command to indicate one line of data per examinee. The number of
items in the test is given in the LENGTH keyword.
The data in exampl09.dat are formatted so that a rater ID code precedes each rating of the examinee’s response to an item. The INPUT command must include the NRATER keyword to indicate
the number of times each item has been rated. The MRATER keyword is used to give the maximum number of raters for each of the items in the test. If any given item of any particular case
record has fewer than the maximum number of raters, the not-presented code must be inserted
for the rater code of each missing rater.
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If an item is multiple-choice or is objectively scored, then the number of raters for the item in the
NRATER list must be set to zero. For those items, only the response code appears in the case record.
The total number of responses, NTOTAL, to all items in the data is equal to the sum of the number
of multiple-choice items plus the sum of number of raters in NRATER list. The INPUT command
must also contain the MRATER keyword, giving the number of different raters in the data. The
codes that identify the raters in the data must appear in the MRATER command. Labels for the
raters in the output listing may be supplied in the RNAME keyword on the MRATER command.
The following is an example of a data record in exampl09.dat. There are 5 open-ended items,
but any given examinee is presented only 2 of these items. Rater codes and ratings for the remaining items are assigned the not-presented code 0. There are no multiple-choice items.
14

3 2 10 3

0 0

0 0

5 3 12 2

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

Examinee 14 was presented items 1 and 3. The response to item 1 was scored by rater 3, who
assigned it category 2, and by rater 10, who assigned it category 3. The response to item 3 was
scored by rater 5, who assigned it category 3, and by rater 12, who assigned it category 2.
The not-presented key must have the same format as the data records. In this case:
NPKY

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

The raters are nested within items in these data; i.e., any given rater scores one, and only one,
response of any given examinee.
The complete command file for this analysis is given below.
EXAMPL09.PSL - DATA FROM A STUDY OF MULTIPLE RATINGS OF PERFORMANCE EXERCISES
GENERALIZED PARTIAL CREDIT MODEL: RATER EFFECTS MODEL [NESTED DESIGN]
>FILE
DFNAME='EXAMPL09.DAT',NFNAME='EXAMPL09.DAT',SAVE;
>SAVE
PARAM='EXAMPL09.PAR',SCORE='EXAMPL09.SCO';
>INPUT R-INOPT=2,NIDCHAR=4,NTOT=5,LENGTH=5,NTEST=1,NFMT=1,MRATER=10,
NRATER=(2(0)5);
(4A1,5(2X,A2,1X,A1,1X,A2,1X,A1))
>TEST
TNAME=RATERN,ITEM=(1,2,3,4,5),NBLOCK=5;
>BLOCK REPEAT=4,NIT=1,NCAT=4,ORIGINAL=('1','2','3','4'),
MOD=(1,2,3,4);
>BLOCK NIT=1,NCAT=3,ORIGINAL=('1','2','3'),
MOD=(1,2,3);
>MRATER RNAME=(R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,R9,R10,R11,R12),
RCODE=(' 3',' 4',' 5',' 6',' 7',' 8',' 9','10','11','12');
>CAL
LOGISTIC,PARTIAL,NQPT=21,CYCLES=(50,1,1,1,1,1),NEWTON=2,
CRIT=0.05,DIAG=0,ITEMFIT=10,SCALE=1.7;
>SCORE EAP;
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Andrich, D., 119, 125, 126
Axis labels
editing in plot, 100
Axis Labels dialog box,
100
Bar Graph Parameters
dialog box, 100, 101
Bars, 103
editing characteristics
of, 101
Bayes estimation, 63, 110,
141, 142, 155, 170
Bayes or Expected A
Posteriori (EAP), 15, 61,
62, 63, 65, 130, 140,
142, 153, 155, 156, 157,
170
Beta
function, 137
supplying priors for
distribution, 29
Birnbaum model, 113
Birnbaum, A., 105, 112,
113
Biserial correlation, 131,
132, 149
Bivariate Plot option
Graphics procedure, 89,
96
Bivariate plots, 89, 96
displaying, 96
editing and saving, 96

BLOCK command, 14, 15,
43, 68, 72, 141
BNAME keyword, 14,
15, 16, 170
CADJUST keyword, 14,
15, 17, 21, 141, 152
CATEGORY keyword,
14, 15, 17, 19, 20
CNAME keyword, 14,
15, 18, 19, 20
CSLOPE option, 14, 15,
18
GPARM keyword, 14,
15, 18, 19, 171
GUESSING keyword,
14, 15, 18, 19, 171
MODIFIED keyword,
14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23,
145, 158, 169
NCAT keyword, 14, 15,
19, 20, 21, 83, 141,
159
NITEMS keyword, 14,
15, 20, 83, 85, 86,
141, 159
NOCADJUST option,
14, 15, 21
ORIGINAL keyword,
14, 15, 21, 77, 80,
145, 159, 169
RATER keyword, 14,
15, 21, 31, 65
REPEAT keyword, 14,
15, 16, 17, 22, 159,
170, 171
SCORING keyword, 14,
15, 22, 158
SKIP keyword, 14, 15,
23
Blocks
assigning names, 15, 16
number of categories in,
20
number of items in, 20

of common items for
DIF analysis, 48
repeating, 22
requesting common
slope for all items, 18,
26
required number of, 16
skipping estimation of,
23
BNAME keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 16, 170
Bock, R.D., 8, 111, 127,
129, 130, 138
CADJUST keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 17, 21, 141,
152
CALIB command, 14, 24,
38, 43
ACCEL option, 14, 24,
25
CRIT keyword, 14, 24,
25, 142, 159
CSLOPE option, 14, 24,
26
CYCLES keyword, 14,
24, 26, 141, 151, 159
DIAGNOSIS keyword,
14, 24, 26, 65, 66
DIST keyword, 14, 24,
27, 151
ESTORDER option, 14,
24, 27
FLOAT option, 14, 24,
28
FREE keyword, 14, 24,
28
GPRIOR option, 14, 24,
29, 170
GRADED option, 14,
24, 29, 141
ITEMFIT keyword, 14,
24, 29, 141
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LOGISTIC keyword,
159
LOGISTIC option, 14,
24, 30, 141
NEWTON keyword, 14,
24, 30, 141, 151, 159
NOACCEL option, 14,
24, 25
NOCALIB option, 14,
24, 30, 37, 69, 157
NORMAL option, 14,
24, 30
NQPT keyword, 14, 24,
29, 31, 55, 56, 86,
142, 151, 158, 159
NRATER option, 14,
24, 31
PARTIAL keyword, 159
PARTIAL option, 14,
24, 29
POSTERIOR option,
14, 24, 31, 159
PRIORREAD option,
14, 24, 32, 52
QPREAD option, 14,
24, 32, 55
QRANGE keyword, 14,
24, 32
RIDGE keyword, 14,
24, 33
SCALE keyword, 14,
24, 33, 141
SKIPC option, 14, 24,
34
SPRIOR option, 14, 24,
170
THRESHOLD option,
14, 24, 34
TPRIOR option, 14, 24,
34
CALIB keyword
on SAVE command, 14,
37, 58, 81
Calibration, 26, 37, 143
controlling iterative
procedure, 24

selecting blocks for, 23
skipping of, 30, 33
suppressing adjustment
for category
parameters, 64
suppressing correction
for information
function, 31
user-supplied parameter
values, 23
Calibration file
naming of, 38
saving, 58
Case weights, 47
Categories
assigning names to, 18
average of threshold
parameters, 149, 150
collapsing, 19, 21
number of per block, 20
threshold parameters,
116, 133, 149, 152
Category coefficient
generalized partial credit
model, 126
CATEGORY keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 17, 19, 20
Category parameters, 85
providing initial values,
17
setting mean of, 17, 21
skipping estimation of,
30, 33
suppressing calibration
adjustment, 64
CFNAME keyword
on FILES command, 14,
37, 38
Changing
attributes of graphs, 100
CNAME keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 18, 19, 20
Code
identifying raters, 51

identifying subgroups,
49
Collapsing
of interval for test
statistic, 131, 154
COMBINE command, 15,
34, 41, 171
NAME keyword, 15, 34,
35
WEIGHTS keyword,
15, 34, 35, 172
COMBINE keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 35, 40, 41, 82,
171
on SAVE command, 14,
35, 58, 59, 81
Combined
subscale scores, 34, 35
Combined score file
saving, 59, 81
Commands
BLOCK, 14, 15, 43, 68,
72, 141
CALIB, 14, 24, 38, 43
COMBINE, 15, 34, 41,
171
COMMENT, 14, 36
FILES, 14, 30, 36, 37,
58
INPUT, 14, 30, 38, 40,
65, 66, 74, 75
MGROUP, 14, 42, 43,
47, 159, 160
MRATER, 14, 43, 50,
177
PRIORS, 15, 32, 52
QUADP, 15, 32, 55
QUADS, 15, 56, 66
SAVE, 14, 38, 40, 58,
81, 171
SCORE, 15, 35, 38, 41,
61
TEST, 14, 25, 45, 62,
70, 72
TITLE, 14, 74
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COMMENT command,
14, 36
COMMON keyword
on MGROUP command,
14, 47, 48
Constraints
for group parameters,
129
Contingency table
per item, 131
Contrasts
standardized, 166
Convergence criterion,
141, 151, 159
Copying
of graphs, 98
CRIT keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 25, 142, 159
CSLOPE option
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 18
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 26
CYCLES keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 26, 141, 151,
159
Data
DIF model, 78
group-level, 41, 65, 76,
79, 88
individual level, 77
multiple-group Rater'sEffect, 76, 78
sampling from file, 46
single-group model, 78
using subset of records,
46
Data file
providing information
on, 38
Degrees of freedom, 131,
154
DFNAME keyword

on FILES command, 14,
37, 38, 49, 51, 77,
141, 159
DIAGNOSIS keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 26, 65, 66
Dialog boxes
Axis Labels, 100
Bar Graph Parameters,
100, 101
Graph Parameters, 99
Legend Parameters, 100,
103
Line Parameters, 99,
100, 102, 103, 104
Plot Parameters, 103,
104
Text Parameters, 100,
101, 103, 105
DIF, 8, 14, 24, 28, 35, 42,
47, 48, 49, 50, 76, 77,
79, 80, 84, 87, 111, 129,
130, 158, 160, 162, 166,
167, 168
and common blocks of
items, 48
DIF keyword
on MGROUP command,
14, 47, 48, 159, 160
Difficulty
of item, 112, 113
Difficulty index
of item, 131
Discriminating power
of item in 2PL model,
112, 113, 141
Displaying
bivariate plots, 96
histogram of ability
scores, 95
item characteristic
curve, 90, 91, 93, 98
item information curve,
90, 91
test information, 92
DIST keyword

on CALIB command,
14, 24, 27, 151
on SCORE command,
15, 33, 61, 62, 144,
155
Dorans, N.J., 133
Drasgow, F., 133
DRIFT, 28
EAP option
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 62, 142, 156,
170
Edit menu, 98
Editing
axis labels of graphs,
100
bar parameters, 101
bivariate plots, 96
histogram of ability
scores, 95
item characteristic
curve, 90, 92, 95
item information curve,
91, 92
legends of graphs, 103
lines in graph, 103
plot parameters, 104
test information curve,
92
text in graph, 105
Estimated error variance,
21, 148
Estimation
Bayes, 63, 110, 141,
142, 155, 170
marginal maximum
likelihood, 131, 148,
149, 151, 154
maximum likelihood,
28, 63, 65, 69, 110,
133, 136, 139, 142,
149, 151, 157
Newton-Gauss, 141, 151
Newton-Raphson, 140
Warm's weighted
maximum likelihood,
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15, 61, 62, 63, 139,
140
ESTORDER option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 27
Factor loadings, 148
File menu, 97, 98
Print current page
option, 97
Print selected graph
option, 97
Printer Setup option, 97
Printing Options option,
97
Save as Metafile option,
97
Show Selectors option,
97
FILES command, 14, 30,
36, 37, 58
CFNAME keyword, 14,
37, 38
DFNAME keyword, 14,
37, 38, 49, 51, 77,
141, 159
IFNAME keyword, 14,
24, 25, 37, 38, 58,
157
MFNAME keyword, 14,
37, 39
NFNAME keyword, 14,
37, 39, 80
OFNAME keyword, 14,
37, 39, 80
SAVE keyword, 171,
173
SAVE option, 14, 37,
40, 58
Fill Page option
Graphs menu, 99
Fisher scoring, 30, 141,
151
Fisher, R.A., 17, 30, 151
Fit
group-level statistics, 63
likelihood ratio test, 154

test for small number of
items, 159
FIT keyword
on SAVE command, 14,
58, 59, 81, 83, 88
FIT option
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 63, 88
Fit statistics
group-level, 63
Fit statistics file
saving, 59, 60, 82
FLOAT option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 28
Format
combined score file, 59,
81
fit statistics file, 60, 82
for multiple raters, 45
item information file,
60, 85
item parameter file, 61,
80, 83
not-presented key, 80
omit key, 80
output files, 58, 59, 60,
81
subject scores file, 61,
81
Format statement, 13, 14,
44, 46, 47, 75, 76, 77,
78, 79, 80, 141, 159,
170, 171, 173, 174
number of records, 43
PARSCALE, 14, 75, 78,
80
FREE keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 28
Gauss-Hermite quadrature,
142
GCODE keyword
on MGROUP command,
14, 47, 49, 50, 78, 79,
80

GMU keyword
on PRIORS command,
15, 52, 53
GNAME keyword
on MGROUP command,
14, 47, 49
Goodness-of-fit
test statistics, 29, 153,
166
Goodness-of-fit test, 130
collapsing of intervals,
131, 154
GPARM keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 18, 19, 171
GPRIOR option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 29, 170
Graded category
response function, 116
GRADED option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 29, 141
Graded response model,
29, 30, 84, 105, 115,
117, 118, 122, 125, 137,
138, 141
logistic form, 116
metric, 30
Graphics procedure, 89
Bivariate Plot option,
89, 96
Histogram option, 89,
95, 101
ICC and Info option, 89,
91, 108
ICC option, 89, 90
Information option, 89,
90, 108
Main menu, 89
Matrix Plot option, 89,
93
Total Info option, 89,
92, 109
Graphs
bivariate, 89, 96
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changing attributes of,
100
copying of, 98
editing axis labels, 100
editing bar
characteristics, 101
editing bar parameters,
101
editing legends, 103
editing lines, 103
editing plot parameters,
104
editing text, 105
item characteristic
curve, 89, 90, 92, 105
item information curve,
89, 91, 92, 95, 106
measurement error, 109
modifying, 97
printing of, 97
resizing, 99
saving and printing of,
97
selecting of, 98
total information curve,
89
Graphs menu, 99
Fill Page option, 99
Parameters option, 99
Graphs Parameters dialog
box, 99
Group
identification code, 49
Group-level data, 79
as input, 41
printing fit statistics, 63
scoring of, 61
GROUPLEVEL option
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 41, 80
Groups
adjustment of item
difficulty, 130, 162
assigning names, 49
number of, 42

parameter constraints,
129
setting reference, 50
GSIGMA keyword
on PRIORS command,
15, 52, 53
GUESSING keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 18, 19, 171
Guessing model, 106, 112,
114
Guessing parameter, 19,
23, 49, 53, 114, 136
requesting beta prior, 29
requesting in
PARSCALE, 18
starting values for, 18
Hambleton, R.K., 106, 107
Histogram
estimated abilities, 89
of ability scores, 95
Histogram option
Graphics procedure, 89,
95, 101
ICC and Info option
Graphics procedure, 89,
91, 108
ICC option
Graphics procedure, 89,
90
IFNAME keyword
on FILES command, 14,
24, 25, 37, 38, 58,
157
INAMES keyword
on TEST command, 14,
70, 71, 159
Indeterminacy, 119, 152
Information, 33, 85, 86,
93, 106, 107, 109, 151
maximum value of, 106
Information axis
scaling of, 91
Information function, 21,
106, 107, 108, 138, 139
correcting, 65

INFORMATION keyword
on SAVE command, 14,
58, 60, 81, 86
Information option
Graphics procedure, 89,
90, 108
Initial slope parameter, 133
INOPT keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 41, 79, 80
INPUT command, 14, 30,
38, 40, 65, 66, 74, 75
COMBINE keyword,
14, 35, 40, 41, 82,
171
GROUPLEVEL option,
14, 40, 41, 80
INOPT keyword, 14, 40,
41, 79, 80
LENGTH keyword, 14,
20, 21, 26, 40, 42, 72,
141, 151, 171, 176
MGROUP keyword, 14,
40, 42, 48, 49, 50, 51,
52, 78, 79, 80, 82, 84,
85, 86, 159
MRATER keyword, 14,
40, 42, 44, 48, 49, 50,
51, 52, 78, 80, 86,
173, 176
NFMT keyword, 14, 40,
43
NIDCHAR keyword,
14, 40, 44, 77, 78, 79,
80, 87, 88, 141, 170
NRATER keyword, 14,
40, 44, 176
NTEST keyword, 14,
15, 40, 45, 70, 74, 81,
82, 141, 171
NTOTAL keyword, 14,
40, 45, 77, 78, 159,
177
R-INOPT keyword, 14,
40, 44, 45, 173, 176
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SAMPLE keyword, 14,
37, 40, 46, 146
TAKE keyword, 14, 40,
46, 146
WEIGHT option, 14,
40, 47, 77, 78, 79, 80
Input files
in PARSCALE, 37, 38,
39
PARSCALE, 38, 76
INTERCEPT keyword
on TEST command, 14,
70, 71, 73
Intercepts, 113
starting values for, 71
Intervals
assigning scores to, 131
Item characteristic curves,
89, 90, 91, 92, 98, 105,
107, 108
displaying, 90, 91, 98
displaying
simultaneously, 93
editing and saving, 90,
92, 95
Item information, 60, 81,
85, 89, 90, 91, 98, 106,
107, 108, 138, 139
suppressing correction
for, 31
Item information curves,
89, 90, 91, 92, 95, 98,
106, 107
displaying, 90, 91
editing and saving, 91,
92
Item information file
saving, 60, 85
Item information function,
106, 107, 108, 138, 139
Item location parameter,
34, 112, 116, 129, 137
estimating as threshold,
34
Item option curves, 105
Item parameter file

naming of, 38
saving, 60, 61, 80, 83
Item parameters
prior densities for, 136
Item-category threshold
parameter, 116, 122,
149
ITEMFIT keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 29, 141
Items
adjustment of difficulty
parameters, 130, 162
contingency tables, 131
difficulty index, 131
discriminating power,
112, 113, 141
estimated parameters,
142
guessing parameter, 114
intercept parameter, 113
number in block, 20
number in test, 42
number of, 20
number of times rated,
44
requesting single
common slope
parameter, 18, 26
skipping estimation of
parameters, 30
slope parameter, 113
threshold, 112, 113
ITEMS keyword
on TEST command, 14,
70, 71, 76, 159
Item-test correlation, 147,
162
ITERATION keyword
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 63
Iterations
number of, 26, 30, 151
stopping at criterion, 63
Key file
not-presented, 77, 177

omit, 146
Legend Parameters dialog
box, 100, 103
Legends
editing of, 103
LENGTH keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 20, 21, 26, 40, 42,
72, 141, 151, 171,
176
Likelihood ratio test, 154
Likert scale
analysis, 8, 72, 110, 116,
125, 132, 181
Likert, R., 72, 110
Linacre, J.M., 129
Line Parameters dialog
box, 99, 100, 102, 103,
104
Location
adjustment for category
parameters, 17, 21
constant, 62, 119, 121
parameter of 1PL
model, 112
parameter of 2PL
model, 113
Location parameter
of rating-scale model,
150
Logistic model
1PL, 112, 113
2PL, 113
3PL, 106, 112, 114
and relationship to
normal ogive, 115
LOGISTIC option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 30, 141, 159
Logit, 113, 115
Lord, F.M., 132, 149
Marginal maximum
likelihood (MML), 131,
148, 149, 151, 154
Master file
naming of, 39
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saving, 60
MASTER keyword
on SAVE command, 14,
37, 58, 60, 81
Masters, G.N., 106, 111,
119, 122
Matrix Plot option
Graphics procedure, 89,
93
Maximum information,
106, 107
Maximum Likelihood
(ML), 28, 63, 65, 69,
110, 133, 136, 139, 142,
149, 151, 157
and Warm's weighted,
15, 61, 62, 63, 139,
140
Means
of prior distributions, 28
Measurement
standard error, 107, 108
Measurement error
graph, 109
Menu
Edit, 98
File, 97, 98
Graphs, 99
Options, 98
Method of estimation
for scoring, 62
MFNAME keyword
on FILES command, 14,
37, 39
MGROUP command, 14,
42, 43, 47, 159, 160
COMMON keyword,
14, 47, 48
DIF keyword, 14, 47,
48, 159, 160
GCODE keyword, 14,
47, 49, 50, 78, 79, 80
GNAME keyword, 14,
47, 49
REFERENCE keyword,
14, 47, 50, 159

MGROUP keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 42, 48, 49, 50,
51, 52, 78, 79, 80, 82,
84, 85, 86, 159
Mislevy, R.J., 130
ML scores
moving to adjacent
category, 65
MLE option
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 62
MML, 28
MODIFIED keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23,
145, 158, 169
Modifying
graphs, 97
MRATER command, 14,
43, 50, 177
RATER keyword, 14,
50, 51
RCODE keyword, 14,
50, 51
RNAME keyword, 14,
50, 52, 177
MRATER keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 42, 44, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 78, 80, 86,
173, 176
Multiple-category models,
136
Multiple-group analysis,
48, 159, 161
setting reference, 50
Multiple-group model
response data, 78
Multiple-response model,
93
Muraki, E., 8, 110, 111,
129, 136, 149
NAME keyword
on COMBINE
command, 15, 34, 35

on SCORE command,
15, 61, 64
Names
assigning to categories,
18
assigning to groups, 49
assigning to raters, 52
Natural metric
logistic response
function, 30, 54
NBLOCK keyword
on SCORE command,
15
on TEST command, 14,
15, 16, 70, 72, 83, 85,
86, 141
NCAT keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 83,
141, 159
NEWTON keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 30, 141, 151,
159
Newton-Gauss, 30
Newton-Raphson
estimation, 140
NFMT keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 43
NFNAME keyword
on FILES command, 14,
37, 39, 80
NIDCHAR keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 44, 77, 78, 79,
80, 87, 88, 141, 170
NITEMS keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 20, 83, 85, 86,
141, 159
NOACCEL option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 25
NOADJUST option
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on SCORE command,
15, 61, 64
NOCADJUST option
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 21
NOCALIB option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 30, 37, 69,
157
Nominal model, 90, 91, 94,
105, 111, 127
scoring function, 127
Normal metric, 115, 126,
141
scaling factor, 119, 137
using, 30
Normal ogive model, 30,
111, 112, 115, 116, 132
and relationship to
logistic, 115
NORMAL option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 30
NOSCORE option
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 64
Not-presented key
format of file, 80
using, 39, 77, 177
Novick, M.R., 132, 149
NQPT keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 29, 31, 55, 56,
86, 142, 151, 158,
159
on SCORE command,
15, 57, 58, 61, 65,
155
NRATER keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 44, 176
NRATER option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 31
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 65

NTEST keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 15, 40, 45, 70, 74,
81, 82, 141, 171
NTOTAL keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 45, 77, 78,
159, 177
Number
of COMBINE
commands, 41
of groups, 42
of items, 20
of items in test, 42
of iterations, 26, 151
of quadrature points, 31,
65, 136, 142, 143,
151, 158, 159
of subtests, 45
of tests, 70
of times item is rated, 44
OFNAME keyword
on FILES command, 14,
37, 39, 80
Olsson, U., 133
Omit key
format of file, 80
using, 39, 146
Options menu, 98
Order of commands
PARSCALE, 13
ORIGINAL keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 21, 77, 80,
145, 159, 169
Output
diagnostic, 26
Output files, 81
format of, 58, 59, 60, 81
PARSCALE, 58, 59, 81
Parameters option
on Graphs menu, 99
PARM keyword
on SAVE command, 14,
24, 25, 58, 60, 80, 81,
85, 142, 173

PARSCALE
DIF analysis, 48
format statement, 14,
75, 78, 80
input files, 37, 38, 76
order of commands, 13
output files, 58, 59, 81
requesting guessing
parameter, 19
ridge constant, 33
setting workspace, 10
user interface, 9
Partial credit model, 29,
30, 84, 119, 121, 122,
123, 124, 125, 126, 127,
128, 134, 137, 138, 155,
158, 159, 163, 169, 171,
173
category coefficient, 126
generalized, 119, 126,
127, 133
intersection of trace
lines, 122, 124, 127
Likert version, 125
operating characteristic,
120
partially unordered, 128
scoring function for
generalized, 126, 127
specifying scoring
function for, 22
PARTIAL keyword
on CALIB command,
159
PARTIAL option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 29
PFQ keyword
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 65, 142
Plot Parameters dialog
box, 103, 104
Plots
editing legends, 103
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Point polyserial
correlation, 132, 147,
148
Points
for quadrature, 32, 55,
56, 57, 66, 85, 130,
142, 144
POINTS keyword
on QUADP command,
15, 55
on QUADS command,
15, 56, 57
Polyserial correlation
coefficient, 132, 133,
148
Posterior
distribution, 28, 31, 129,
130, 153, 156, 157,
159, 162, 163
distribution after Mstep, 31
standard deviation, 130,
142, 156
POSTERIOR option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 31, 159
Print current page option
on File menu, 97
PRINT option
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 66
Print selected graph option
on File menu, 97
Printer Setup option
on File menu, 97
Printing, 97
of graphs, 97
subject scores to output
file, 66
Printing Options option
on File menu, 97
PRIORREAD option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 32, 52
Priors

densities for item
parameters, 136
estimating means, 28
normal for threshold
parameter, 34
parameters for item
slopes, 53
parameters for item
thresholds, 54
requesting reading of,
32
requesting use of beta
for guessing, 29
slopes in natural metric,
54
specifying distributions
for items, 52
specifying type, 27
standard deviations for
item slopes, 54
type of distribution for
scoring, 62
PRIORS command, 15, 32,
52
GMU keyword, 15, 52,
53
GSIGMA keyword, 15,
52, 53
SMU keyword, 15, 52,
53
SOPTION option, 15,
52, 54
SSIGMA keyword, 15,
52, 54
TMU keyword, 15, 52,
54
TSIGMA keyword, 15,
52, 55
QPREAD option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 32, 55
on SCORE command,
15, 57, 61, 66
QRANGE keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 32

on SCORE command,
15, 61, 66
QUADP command, 15, 32,
55
POINTS keyword, 15,
55
WEIGHTS keyword,
15, 55, 56
Quadrature
Gauss-Hermite, 142
points, 32, 55, 57, 66,
85, 130, 142, 144
points and weights, 55,
56
Quadrature points, 31, 32,
65, 66, 136, 142, 143,
151, 158, 159
QUADS command, 15, 56,
66
POINTS keyword, 15,
56, 57
WEIGHTS keyword,
15, 56, 57
Range
of quadrature points, 66
Rasch model, 112, 113
Rasch, G., 105, 112, 113,
119
RATER keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 21, 31, 65
on MRATER command,
14, 50, 51
Raters
identification code, 51
naming of, 52
Rater's Effect model
data, 76, 78
weights, 130
Rating-scale model, 8, 106,
116, 117, 119, 134, 135,
141
RCODE keyword
on MRATER command,
14, 50, 51
Reference group
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multiple-group analysis,
50
REFERENCE keyword
on MGROUP command,
14, 47, 50, 159
Relative difficulty, 125
REPEAT keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 16, 17, 22,
159, 170, 171
on SCORE command,
15
on TEST command, 15
RESCALE option
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 67
Rescaling, 68
constants, 67
Response
graded category
function, 116
individual respondents,
76, 77, 78
metric of function, 30,
141
Ridge constant
specifying in
PARSCALE, 33
RIDGE keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 33
R-INOPT keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 44, 45, 173,
176
RNAME keyword
on MRATER command,
14, 50, 52, 177
Samejima, F., 22, 106,
111, 115, 116, 138, 139
Sample
of records, 46
SAMPLE keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 37, 40, 46, 146
SAMPLE option

on SCORE command,
15, 61, 67
Save as Metafile option
on File menu, 97
SAVE command, 14, 38,
40, 58, 81, 171
CALIB keyword, 14,
37, 58, 81
COMBINE keyword,
14, 35, 58, 59, 81
FIT keyword, 14, 58,
59, 81, 83, 88
INFORMATION
keyword, 14, 58, 60,
81, 86
MASTER keyword, 14,
37, 58, 60, 81
PARM keyword, 14, 24,
25, 58, 60, 80, 81, 85,
142, 173
SCORE keyword, 14,
58, 61, 62, 81, 142,
156, 173
SAVE keyword
on FILES command,
171, 173
SAVE option
on FILES command, 14,
37, 40, 58
Saving
bivariate plots, 96
calibration file, 58
combined score file, 59,
81
fit statistics file, 59, 60,
82
histogram of ability
scores, 95
item characteristic
curve, 90, 92, 95
item information curve,
91, 92
item information file,
60, 85
item parameter file, 60,
61, 80, 83

master data file, 60
subject scores file, 61,
81
test information curve,
92
Scale constant, 33
SCALE keyword
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 33, 141
Scaling factor, 119, 137
SCORE command, 15, 35,
38, 41, 61
DIST keyword, 15, 33,
61, 62, 144, 155
EAP option, 15, 61, 62,
142, 156, 170
FIT option, 15, 61, 63,
88
ITERATION keyword,
15, 61, 63
MLE option, 15, 61, 62
NAME keyword, 15, 61,
64
NBLOCK keyword, 15
NOADJUST option, 15,
61, 64
NOSCORE option, 15,
61, 64
NQPT keyword, 15, 57,
58, 61, 65, 155
NRATER option, 15,
61, 65
PFQ keyword, 15, 61,
65, 142
PRINT option, 15, 61,
66
QPREAD option, 15,
57, 61, 66
QRANGE keyword, 15,
61, 66
REPEAT keyword, 15
RESCALE option, 15,
61, 67
SAMPLE option, 15,
61, 67
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SCORING keyword, 15,
61, 68, 155
SMEAN keyword, 15,
61, 68, 142, 145, 156
SSD keyword, 15, 61,
69, 142, 145, 156
WML option, 15, 61, 62
SCORE keyword
on SAVE command, 14,
58, 61, 62, 81, 142,
156, 173
Scores
assigning different
name, 64
combining using
weights, 34, 35, 41
method of estimating,
62
requesting printing of,
66
rescaling, 137
specifying number of
frequency groups, 29
type of prior
distribution, 62
Scoring
method of, 144
of group-level data, 61
of respondents, 61
suppressing correction
for information
function, 65
suppressing of, 64
Scoring function, 68
generalized partial credit
model, 126, 127
nominal model, 127
specifying for partial
credit model, 22
SCORING keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 22, 158
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 68, 155
Selection
of graphs, 98

Sheppard's correction, 156
Show Selectors option
on File menu, 97
Single-group model
response data, 78
SKIP keyword
on BLOCK command,
14, 15, 23
SKIPC option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 34
SLOPE keyword
on TEST command, 14,
70, 72
Slopes, 113
initial parameter, 133
requesting single
common, 18, 26
supplying priors for, 53,
54
SMEAN keyword
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 68, 142, 145,
156
SMU keyword
on PRIORS command,
15, 52, 53
SOPTION option
on PRIORS command,
15, 52, 54
SPRIOR option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 170
SSD keyword
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 69, 142, 145,
156
SSIGMA keyword
on PRIORS command,
15, 52, 54
Standard deviation
posterior, 130, 142, 156
Standard error, 165
Standard error of
measurement, 107, 108
Starting values

for category parameters,
17
for intercept, 71
for thresholds, 73
Steinberg, L., 128
Subject scores file
saving, 61, 81
Swaminathan, H., 106, 107
TAKE keyword
on INPUT command,
14, 40, 46, 146
TEST command, 14, 25,
45, 62, 70, 72
INAMES keyword, 14,
70, 71, 159
INTERCEPT keyword,
14, 70, 71, 73
ITEMS keyword, 14,
70, 71, 76, 159
NBLOCK keyword, 14,
15, 16, 70, 72, 83, 85,
86, 141
REPEAT keyword, 15
SLOPE keyword, 14,
70, 72
THRESHOLD keyword,
14, 70, 71, 73
TNAME keyword, 14,
70, 73, 159
Test information, 92, 107,
108, 109, 139
curves, 89, 107
displaying, 92
editing and saving, 92
function, 107, 108, 139
Tests
indicating number of, 45
number of, 70
number of items, 42
Text Parameters dialog
box, 100, 101, 103, 105
Thissen, D., 128
THRESHOLD keyword
on TEST command, 14,
70, 71, 73
THRESHOLD option
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on CALIB command,
14, 24, 34
Thresholds
category parameters,
116, 133, 149, 152
for item-category, 116,
122, 149
of item in 1PL model,
112
of item in 2PL model,
113
requesting prior for, 34
starting values for, 73
supplying priors for, 54
Title
of analysis, 74
TITLE command, 14, 74
TMU keyword
on PRIORS command,
15, 52, 54
TNAME keyword
on TEST command, 14,
70, 73, 159
Total Info option
Graphics procedure, 89,
92, 109

Total information curve,
89, 108
Total test information, 92
TPRIOR option
on CALIB command,
14, 24, 34
Trace line, 117, 118, 122,
124, 127, 128
Trend model, 111, 129
TSIGMA keyword
on PRIORS command,
15, 52, 55
Updating
of posterior distribution,
31
Variance
estimated error, 21, 148
Warm, T., 139
Warm's
weighted ML
estimation, 15, 61, 62,
63, 139, 140
WEIGHT keyword
on COMBINE
command, 172
WEIGHT option

on INPUT command,
14, 40, 47, 77, 78, 79,
80
Weights
for combining subscale
scores, 34, 35
for quadrature, 55, 56
for Rater's Effect model,
130
WEIGHTS keyword
on COMBINE
command, 15, 34, 35
on QUADP command,
15, 55, 56
on QUADS command,
15, 56, 57
WML option
on SCORE command,
15, 61, 62
Wood, R., 136
Workspace
setting in PARSCALE,
10
Wright, W.D., 129
Yates, F., 17
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